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Abstract
Bulk metallic glasses are not the archetypal glass-former due to their large propensity for crystallization.
They are characterized by complex multi-body interactions; yet have a simple structure that lacks internal
degrees of freedom usually present in prototypical network or molecular glass-formers. Nevertheless, with
several empirical design principles it is possible to prepare them in ‘bulk’ sizes with exceptional properties
such as corrosion resistance, high hardness, biocompatibility etc. Many past research e↵orts have focused
on the structure-property relaxations in these materials. However, very little is known about the behavior
of liquids from which they are quenched to their glassy states. Besides, from a fundamental science per-
spective, they serve as intriguing systems to explore the universality of liquid dynamics and glass-transition.
This research aims to quantify the underlying nature of atomic-scale dynamics using experimental neutron
scattering techniques and computational molecular dynamics simulations accompanied by machine learning.
Specifically, this work focuses on identifying a key crossover point that marks the onset of glassy behavior
in the liquid state from both experiments and simulations. Onset of cooperative dynamics has been observed
in many molecular liquids, colloids, and granular materials in the metastable regime on approaching their
respective glass or jamming transition points, and is considered to play a significant role in the emergence of
the slow dynamics. By measuring the mean di↵usion coe cient that characterizes the relaxations at long-
time scales of a model metallic glass-former using quasi-elastic neutron scattering, experimental evidence of
cooperative dynamics in multicomponent glass-forming metallic liquids is obtained. The onset temperature
TA of cooperativity is found to occur in the equilibrium liquid state and approximately at twice of the
glass transition temperature Tg, unlike many molecular systems. Therefore, the metallic system allows
examination of intriguing coordinated dynamics unambiguously in the stable liquid phase, which is usually
buried in the metastable supercooled regime in many van der Waals molecular liquids. Dynamical crossover
from Arrhenius to super-Arrhenius behavior is also observed in other transport properties (self di↵usion
coe cient, self relaxation time, and shear viscosity) in computer simulations, consistent with experimental
observations. A non-parametric, unsupervised machine learning technique is used to directly characterize
and visualize the correlated dynamics.
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The significance of this observation is further established by comparing the Arrhenius crossover in the
high-temperature liquid of several metallic, molecular, and network glass-formers to their low-temperature
glassy characteristics: kinetic fragility indexm and Tg. A simple correlation is predicted, using existing theo-
ries of liquid-glass transition, between the fragility indexm and the reduced Arrhenius crossover temperature
✓A = TA/Tg in the three class of glass-forming liquids. These observations provide a way to estimate the
low-temperature glassy characteristics from the high-temperature liquid quantities, and advance the unified
understanding of liquid dynamics and glass-transition.
Furthermore, the di↵erences in the collective dynamics between simple model liquids and glass-forming
metallic liquids and its relation to the Arrhenius crossover is established. The complex interactions and
mixing entropy enhance the collective relaxation time to nearly self-relaxation timescale even at large wave-
lengths, unlike in simple liquids where they di↵er by 2–3 orders of magnitude. Fast structural relaxations
corresponding to rattling of atoms in cage formed by nearest neighbors reveals an anomaly in its temperature
dependence that coincides with specific heat capacity peak as well as the Arrhenius crossover. Experiments
and simulations suggest the presence of multiple acoustic excitations in such metallic glasses and liquids at
finite wavelengths. The localization of longitudinal acoustic excitations is found to determine the Arrhe-
nius crossover regime in liquids. The wavelength of localized longitudinal excitations reaches the random
structure limit at TA. The work presented here paves the way to rationalize the phenomenon of Arrhenius
crossover in such complex systems and elucidates the underlying physical mechanisms causing it.
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1.1 Liquids and Glasses
The liquid state is regarded as an intermediate state of matter between solids and gases. Solids are well
understood in terms of the harmonic nature of the atomic displacements in an ordered state. Theoretical
frameworks such as the normal modes in crystals are built upon the idea of small-atomic displacement.
Gases on the other hands have large displacements of particles but have weak interactions between particles,
filling in as the ’small-parameter’ that can be expanded upon to build theoretical frameworks. Liquids have
a dual nature as they have strong interatomic interactions like in crystals, while particles in liquids undergo
significant distances over time similar to, but much smaller, than in gases. Such a combination renders the
idea of a ’small-parameter’ useful in developing theory of liquids rather challenging [1]. Instead, theories for
liquids are typical extrapolations of those for dilute gases to dense systems or of the linearized continuum
description down to the microscopic scale [2].
In simple classical liquids the kinetic and potential contributions to thermodynamic properties can be
separated. The kinetic contribution arises from the thermal motions of particles while the potential con-
tribution results from interaction among particles. The high density of liquids compared to dilute gases
implies greater emphasis of collisional processes and short-range positional order unlike the long-range order
found in crystals. Thus local packing e↵ects arising from the repulsive part of interaction potential largely
determines the structure in liquids [3]. The strong short-range repulsion originates from the overlap of the
outer electron shells while the long-range acting attractive forces originates from weak van der Waals inter-
actions. For simple liquids, the attractive part does not play a significant role in determining the structure
but instead give rise to the cohesive energy required to stabilize the liquid. Near the triple point repulsive
forces dominate interactions while close to the critical point the attractive forces dominate. The thermody-
namic properties of the system can be correlated to the static structure of the system. Equally important
to structure, microscopic dynamics plays a key role in determining several physical properties in liquids.
Using the statistical description of particle position, velocity and their correlation functions etc. the atomic
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dynamics of liquids can be assessed.
Many physical properties of simple liquids are derived assuming homogeneity of the system. Cooling
the equilibrium liquid state below its melting temperature Tm causes the system to be sluggish in dynamics
and moves it further away from its equilibrium configurations. This is known as the supercooled state.
Depending on the kinetics of the system, a system could easily undergo a first-order phase transition while
in the supercooled region to an ordered crystalline state characterized by a discontinuity in volume, enthalpy
etc. If this nucleation kinetics can be avoided, then the system becomes arrested and undergoes what is known
as the dynamic glass transition characterized by the temperature Tg at which it occurs. In typical laboratory
timescale, the liquid appears as ‘frozen’ as the particles in the system undergo very slow rearrangements such
that they cannot adequately sample configuration in a given time. The structural changes accompanying
such a process is unspectacular in any sense [4]. Glassy structure bears close resemblance to the liquid
and is highly disordered. The transport properties of interest in describing the evolution of such sluggish
dynamics in supercooled liquids are viscosity, structural relaxation time, and the di↵usion coe cient. The
non-equilibrium nature of this ‘transition’ is accompanied by weak thermodynamic signatures. For instance,
the volume or enthalpy decrease abruptly still continuously to a value slightly larger than the crystal. Several
empirical ways to describe the glass-transition temperature exist in practice. One of the thermodynamic
approach involves quantifying the inflection point of the peak in the specific heat capacity with increasing
temperature. The kinetic approach defines Tg as the point when structural relaxation reaches 100 secs.
Similarly, an alternative definition of Tg is based on the shear viscosity value reaching 1013 Poise. Compare
this to viscosity of water at room temperature which is 10 4 Poise. From a mechanical point of view the
strikingly large viscosity of supercooled liquids blurs the distinction between liquid and glass [5].
Figure 1.1: Schematic of a typical glass-formation process in the time-temperature transformation diagram.
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The role of repulsive and attractive forces in determining the slowing down of the dynamics of dense
systems has been a subject of research for many decades [6–12]. The van der Waals idea of repulsive forces
dominating the static structure suggests that repulsions should correspondingly dominate evolution of slow
dynamics [3, 10, 13]. Extending the hard-sphere model to mimic real-liquids using Lennard-Jones potential
or its Weeks-Chandler-Anderson [6] analog containing only the repulsive branch of LJ potential reveals
identical structure of the equilibrium liquid at typical densities of glass-forming systems. Recent studies of
model Kob-Anderson binary glass-former under constant volume conditions reveal a nonperturbative role
of attractive forces in LJ liquid compared to the WCA liquid [8, 9]. LJ liquid has a nearly 2-3 orders
of magnitude of the structural relaxation time at moderate densities that vanishes at very large densities
and shows a density scaling. The failure of the WCA liquid was attributed to the neglect of higher-order
correlations in the system that can give rise to spatially heterogeneous dynamics. However, simulations of the
same binary mixture characterized by inverse-power-law potential [9] can capture the increase in dynamics
of LJ liquid. This was attributed to the fact the LJ liquid captures the hidden approximate scale invariance
of IPL potential.
The competition between nucleation kinetics and the structural relaxation determines whether a glass
can be formed. The key requirement is that the rate at which a liquid is cooled must be greater than
the rate of nucleation and growth of the crystalline phase. The rate of nucleation depends on two essential
factors. One factor is the di↵usion rate of particles to the nucleating region which decreases with temperature
decrease. The other involves the formation Gibbs energy and the critical nucleus size which also decreases as
temperature decreases. Their opposite time behavior gives rise to a maximum nucleation rate at intermediate
temperature as seen in the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) curve Fig. 1.1. The nucleation time is
denoted via solid line and structural relaxation time is denoted via the dashed line versus temperature.
The nucleation time diverges at the melting point Tm, reaching a minimum at the base of the curve. The
relaxation time is usually small near Tm and rises sharply as the temperature is lowered. The straight line
represent linear cooling schedules at a particular cooling rate. The slope of this line is the inverse of the
cooling rate r. In order to form a glass, the cooling rate r has to be larger than the critical cooling rate rc,
otherwise crystal is obtained from the liquid [4]
The entropy of the disordered liquid state decreases continuously upon supercooling because the heat
capacity of liquid is higher than that of crystal. When the system falls out of equilibrium at Tg then the
entropy decreases almost discontinuously. Corresponding to this, the heat capacity which quantifies the
changing entropy of the liquid shows a fascinating jump at Tg [14, 15]. If the configurational entropy Sc is
extrapolated from the liquid behavior to the reference crystal value then the non-zero temperature is known
3
Figure 1.2: The determination of the Kauzmann temperature Tk from extrapolation of Sc to the reference
crystal value. Inset illustrates the jump in specific heat at Tg. Figure reproduced from ref. [14] with
permission.
as the Kauzmann temperature Tk [16]. Below this temperature the crystal supposedly will have a higher
entropy than the liquid, which violates the third law of thermodynamics as entropy is non-negative. Hence
the glass-transition process seemingly intervenes at Tg to prevent the entropy crisis. It suggests that Tk acts
as a lower bound to the value of Tg.
The volume of the liquid decreases continuously as it is cooled through the supercooled states while its
density and viscosity increases as the particles rearrange at progressively slower times. Once the system
reaches the glass-transition particle motions are so slow that the liquid does not have time to rearrange
significantly before it is cooled to a lower temperature. Only after undergoing such rearrangements can the
system obtain the correct volume. Thus the volume deviates from the ‘equilibrium’ volume below Tg. The
manner of increase in viscosity or structural relaxation time is contrasting for various types of glass-former.
Silica, for instance shows an almost Arrhenius increase in viscosity.






where ⌘0 is the reference value at very high temperature and EA is the activation barrier. Many other
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liquids show a dramatic increase in viscosity near Tg. A common form used for viscosity in such a case is
the Volger-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation [15]:






where B is a constant and T0 is some characteristic temperature usually identical to Tk [14]. The super-
Arrhenius increase in transport properties is an area of active investigation in liquids and glassy physics.
A key concept to rationalize the di↵erence in glass-formers upon cooling towards Tg is called the dynamic
‘fragility’ [17–19]. The fragility of a glass-forming liquid is a measure of how quickly its dynamics slows
down upon cooling. It is usually quantified by the kinetic fragility index m, which is defined as the slope
of the Angell plot of transport coe cients in logarithmic scale versus Tg/T evaluated at the glass transition
temperature Tg [19]:
m =





A liquid that undergoes little change in the slope as a function of temperature is called as a kinetically
“strong” system. Examples include many of the network liquids such as silica, soda lime glasses, etc. The
other end of the spectrum, defined as “fragile”, corresponds to systems that show significant increases in
slope with cooling. Examples include many of the van der Waals molecular liquids, polymers, ionic liquids,
etc. Notably, many of the glass-forming metallic liquids that are mediated by complex many-body metallic
interactions span the intermediate fragility range [20, 21]. To date, an agreed quantitative understanding of
fragility is still lacking [15, 18]. For fragile liquids, Tk occurs at a much higher temperature as the relative
di↵erence between crystal and liquid is large while for strong liquids, such as silica, the specific heats of
liquid and crystal are nearly the same so that Tk is very close to 0 K.
The structural relaxation of supercooled liquids is non-exponential in nature. The response function
of materials (e.g density-density correlations, strain deformation under applied stress, dielectric relaxation
etc.) has been described by the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched exponential function instead
[22, 23],. The KWW form has been commonly used to describe the dynamics of multi-component metallic
melts as well. See refs. [24–26]. It can be seen as a sum of exponentials with a distribution of relaxation
times.





  < 1 (1.4)
where ⌧ is the relaxation time and   is the stretching exponent.   decreases from near 1 at high temperatures
to ⇠ 0.5 in the deeply supercooled states [5, 27, 28]. Two simple explanations have been put forward to
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Figure 1.3: Temperature dependence of viscosity in ‘strong’ and ‘fragile’ glass-formers, following Angell
[18]. Figure reproduced from ref. [14] with permission.
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Figure 1.4: Transition from simple exponential relaxation at high-temperatures to highly-stretched behavior
at supercooled states in the self density-density correlations Fs(Q, t) of water at 1000 bar obtained using
molecular dynamics simulations.
explain the non-exponential nature of relaxations in supercooled liquids. One approach suggests that the
liquid particles fundamentally relaxes in a non-exponential manner in a local region. Another approach
suggests a heterogeneous scenario where local regions have almost exponential like relaxations but with a
wide distribution of relaxation times. Thus   is associated with increasing heterogeneity in the system, both
spatial and temporal, and increasing cooperativity.
Increasingly cooperative motions of particles at the microscopic level are universally observed across
molecular liquids [19, 29, 30], colloids [31, 32], granular materials [33–35], etc. when temperature is lowered
or packing fraction is increased. At high temperatures or low packing fractions, particles move rather
independently without the need of exchanging information of their respective local environment due to
the large energetics or associated “free volume”. However, at low temperatures or high-packing fractions,
collective reorganization of particles over large length scales is required to facilitate motions such as local
topological excitations [36], hopping [37], etc. for the system to overcome the associated large energy barriers
and relax, resulting in highly activated dynamics [15, 38–41].
1.2 Metallic glasses as model systems
The spectrum of materials for high mechanical strength and hardness is dominated by metals and their
alloys. Novel disordered alloys of various high entropic forms have attracted much attention from physicists
and materials scientists over the past few decades. Because of the lack of long range crystalline order,
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bulk metallic glasses (BMG), as prominent examples, show many unusual properties, such as remarkable
mechanical strengths and sti↵ness, excellent wear and corrosion resistance, very high coe cient of restitution,
near-net-shape casting, biocompatibility, and soft magnetic properties. Consequently, they are favorable
candidates in a broad range of applications [42–50].
BMGs have found plentiful engineering applications in the industrial, military and medical sectors, and
also in high-end consumer products due to their superior properties. Iron-based amorphous alloys have been
extensively used in cores of distribution transformers for the power sector because of their soft magnetic
properties. In the aviation industry, metallic glases have been widely used in making precision mechanical
parts. In the heavy industry sector, amorphous crystalline alloys have been used to make thermal spray
products for corrosion resistance of instruments in mining, energy production etc. or hardfacing of industrial
rollers, pipes/shafts as well as abrasion resistance in oil sands, or boiler tubes. In addition, medical clamps
that consistently provide exact same force after numerous repeated uses are made from metallic glasses.
Last but not the least, consumer goods made from metallic glasses in common use are precision watches,
golf clubs/tennis rackets, and smart phones, etc.
Like many glassy materials, metallic glasses are usually produced by quenching high temperature liquids
su ciently fast such that systematic tendency to crystallize is suppressed resulting in an amorphous frozen
state. Whether a liquid forms a crystal or glass upon cooling depends on the competition between nucleation
and relaxation processes (see Fig. 1.1). In order to form a glass by cooling, the cooling rate r has to be larger
than the critical cooling rate rc. Therefore, the glass-forming ability can be quantified by the critical cooling
rate. Melt spinning of high temperature metallic liquids can provide cooling rates as large as 105–106 K/s.
Early synthesis of metallic-glasses were performed using melt quenching, continuous casting or other rapid
solidification techniques. Due to the numerous experimental challenges associated with obtaining such high
cooling rates, amorphous alloys produced by such techniques are micro-scale and limited to powders, films or
ribbons. Recently, multi-component metallic liquids formed by mixing elements of distinct sizes show much
better glass-forming abilities, requiring critical cooling rates as low as 10 1–102 K/s. This is achieved by
stabilizing the supercooled state of the metallic liquids by retarding crystallization kinetics of intermetallic
phases for longer time. For example, Cu-Zr based multi-component metallic glasses exhibit enhanced glass-
forming abilities with critical casting diameters larger than 5–10 cm. Amorphous metallic alloys that can
be cast into glassy state greater than 1 mm in smallest dimension are classified as bulk metallic glasses
(BMGs). Empirical rules for formation of BMGs include mixing more than three elements with negative
heat of mixing and atomic size disparity larger than 12% [51]. From the structural and thermodynamic
point of view, this is qualitatively understandable because of geometric frustrations, higher configurational
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Figure 1.5: Free energy di↵erence between the supercooled liquid and the crystalline state of several metallic
glass-formers increases upon supercooling. Figure reproduced from ref. [51] with permission.
entropy, higher packing density, and smaller free volume induced by variety in atomic sizes.
Recently developed BMGs exhibit a low driving force for crystallization in their supercooled states
which in turn improves the glass-forming ability. Upon cooling, two competing mechanisms determine the
crystallization rate of a supercooled liquid as discussed earlier: 1) free energy di↵erence between liquid
and crystal and 2) increasing resistance to relaxation. The driving force towards crystallization is the free
energy  Gl s di↵erence between the supercooled liquid and the crystalline state which increases further with
supercooling. This can be estimated by integrating the specific heat capacity di↵erence of the liquid and
crystal state. Generally, systems with small  Gl s have been found to have good glass-forming ability. Low
 Gl s implies small enthalpy of fusion but a large entropy of fusion, which is the case for multicomponent
alloys that have larger number of microscopic states. Multiple components also cause an increase in the
degree of dense random packing in the liquid state which combined with higher entropy of fusion leads to
a reduction in enthalpy of fusion and the solid-liquid interfacial energy. Competing with the crystallization
kinetics, the relaxation kinetics quantifies the time it takes for structural rearrangement to occur in the
supercooled liquid. Several metallic glass-forming liquids show a dramatic increase in relaxation kinetics
akin to fragile like behavior in the Angell plot. They nicely span the region between strong and fragile
liquids. In general, superior glass-formers exhibit slow dynamics and longer structural relaxation times in
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Figure 1.6: Viscosity of several glass-forming metallic liquids compared to typical strong and fragile glass-
formers in an Angell plot. Figure reproduced from ref. [52] with permission.
the supercooled state.
Bulk metallic glasses are promising materials for many applications. They have intriguing mechanical
properties allowing them to be used as structural materials. They have higher tensile strengths compared
to many common crystalline alloys. This arises from the di↵erence in the fracture mechanism of the two
materials. The elastic strain limit of BMGs is also much higher than crystalline alloys. They also exhibit
higher fracture toughness, nearly double that of crystalline alloys. On the other hand, BMGs are usually
brittle and exhibit no plasticity as the plastic flow becomes localized into shear bands. Thus, BMGs fail
catastrophically on one dominant shear band. The properties of metallic glasses are more sensitive to the
composition than crystals and cannot be formulated on the basis of rules of mixtures. They are also severely
a↵ected by the thermal processing history. These unique mechanical properties of metallic glasses arise
from their unique deformation mechanisms. Flow defects such as dislocations are known to give rise to
mechanical behaviors of crystalline alloys. Such dislocations migrate under application of external stress
and cause plastic deformation and yielding. In glassy alloys, plasticity is localized in shear transformation
zones (STZs) involving few hundred atoms. Without loading, STZs do not exist as obvious defects in the
matrix but group of atoms come together to respond to produce shear strains when load is applied. The
activation energy and volume of STZs are typically much larger than that for mobile dislocations in crystals.
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They are also not mobile defects like crystal dislocations. Although metallic glasses need higher stress for
yielding, once plastic deformation starts, STZs allow them to be quickly localized resulting in a shear band.
This is the cause of the catastrophic failure in metallic glasses. Many of the multicomponent (Nd, Pr)-Fe
based metallic glasses have found applications owing to their desirable soft magnetic properties such as high
coercivity, high electrical resistivity, high initial permeability etc [51, 53].
Recent interests in BMGs center around Copper and Zirconium based glassy alloys, which exhibit ex-
cellent glass-forming abilities [43, 53, 54]. They have shown to form stable glasses for a wide variety of
compositions. The ensuing challenge to mainstream utilization of such bulk metallic glasses is the inability
to manufacture them in larger sizes and high qualities due to limited understanding of the mechanisms
responsible for enhancing the glass-forming abilities of metallic liquids [44, 53, 55].
1.3 Glass-forming metallic liquids
In the past, there has been a considerable amount of e↵ort devoted to exploring combinations of elements
to form stable metallic glasses [56–60] or studying their structure-property relationships in the solid state,
however, much less attention has been given to the dynamics of metallic liquids.
• From the structural and thermodynamic point of view, this is qualitatively understandable because of
geometric frustrations, higher configurational entropy, higher packing density, and smaller free volume
induced by variety in atomic sizes, however, a quantitative understanding of the critical cooling rate
at the atomic level is still lacking. Therefore, it is necessary to perform systematic studies on the
relaxational behavior of the liquids.
• Considering most metallic glasses are made by quenching the liquids, it is sensible to contemplate
that the atomic-scale dynamics of metallic liquids, particularly in the pico- to nano-second regime, is
essential to understand their glass-forming abilities. Therefore, understanding the fundamental aspects
of the liquid state dynamics still holds the key to understand and improve their glass-forming abilities.
Quantitative description of liquid dynamics, even way above the glass transition temperature, is a long-
standing challenge in mainstream science lacking a widely accepted unifying theory [61]. The general con-
sensus is that a glass transition arises when the relaxation slows down several orders of magnitude upon
cooling while the structural changes are almost unappreciable (Fig.1.3). However, there is little agreement
on what mechanism drives an equilibrium liquid into a thermodynamically unstable but kinetically trapped
glass state. The basic di culty is that structure and dynamics of glasses seem “random”, and the “random-
ness” comes with multiple routes to vitrify a material or to drive the matter out of - sometimes far from -
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equilibrium. Despite varieties of length-scales and dramatically di↵erent strengths of inter-particle interac-
tions, liquids ranging from atomic metals to molecular liquids to macromolecular or colloidal suspensions,
seem to share many universal aspects, such as fragility, cooperativity, heterogeneity, dynamic decoupling,
etc. These facts seem to suggest that there may be some general principles of liquid dynamics and the glass
transition that do not depend on the specific microscopic details of the materials. Such quest for universality
is motivated by a hope of identifying emergent principles governing far-from-equilibrium systems just like
the university and scaling laws discovered near a critical point where the detailed microscopic structures are
unimportant compared to the diverging correlation length. A unified quantitative description of the liquid
dynamics is essential to understand, predict, and eventually control the glass-forming abilities of metallic
and likely molecular liquids from the atomic and molecular level.
Metallic liquid is an important class of glass-formers to complete the understanding of the universality of
liquid dynamics and glass transition. Firstly, metallic liquids do not have complex internal degrees of freedom
that are omnipresent in other molecular and macromolecular glass-formers [43, 47, 53]. Secondly, metallic
liquids are mediated by multi-component many-body interactions. The third distinguishing fact lies in the
complete lack of complex hydrodynamic interactions present in colloids. Therefore, they are interesting
model systems to study how such many-body and many-elemental interactions manifest themselves on
the way to the thermodynamically unstable but kinetically trapped states [5, 47, 62, 63]. A plethora of
theories have been proposed to underpin the mechanisms of glass transition of simple unitary or binary
liquids that interact via straight-forward pair potentials [14, 64–68]. In particular, in light of wisdoms
learned from critical phenomena, many recent theoretical developments have focused on searching for an
appropriate non-equilibrium “order parameter” counterpart to describe the glass transition [38, 69–71].
Such attempts propose to use the size of dynamic heterogeneity, an idea borrowed from spin glasses, as a
“dynamic” correlation length that can potentially quantify the glass transition [5, 27, 72]. However, there
remain significant challenges in terms of (1) to what extent the existing theories, such as the Mode-Coupling
Theory (MCT), Random First Order Transition (RFOT) theory, and the dynamic facilitation theory, etc.
can be applied to describe the complex multi-component metallic liquids and their glass transitions, (2)
understanding the mechanisms responsible for enhancing the glass-forming ability.
Understanding the liquid state dynamics of such materials is essential to elucidate the physical properties
of the glassy state [36, 73–75]. Despite numerous active ongoing research e↵orts, a quantitative description of
the glass transition of metallic liquids remains elusive. From a theoretical standpoint, there have been many
developments in the past few decades. For example, the mode-coupling theory (MCT) of glass transition
was proposed to describe the qualitative e↵ects of mass transport in such dense liquids [37, 64, 76–78]. MCT
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predicts the existence of multiple relaxations in the collective atomic dynamics of such glass-forming liquids.
Once the freezing of liquid-like motion results in structural arrest, mass transport occurs through hopping
[25] in this frozen/glassy state. This microscopic dynamic singularity is manifested in the non-Arrhenius type
behavior in fragile liquids. However, to what extent the theories based on idealized models can accurately
describe the complex multi-component metallic liquids and their glass transitions remains an open question.
1.4 Summary of previous research in dynamics of metallic
liquids/glasses
There have been several other studies performed using MD simulations on Cu, Zr, Al based metallic glasses in
the liquid, supercooled, and glassy states [56, 58, 59, 79–83]. Embedded Atom Method (EAM) force field [79]
have been extensively used in studying this ternary system. The emphasis of many previous studies has been
on quantifying structural orderings in the melted and glassy states [83, 84] and predicting structure-property
correlations in such BMGs [46, 80, 85–88]. Formation of icosahedron-like structure has been quantified both
computationally and experimentally. The importance of localized interactions and bond formation between
Al and Cu has been elucidated with regards to this key structural motif. It has also been reported that
these structural signatures of the fragility only exists in deeply supercooled Cu-Zr liquids [89–91]. Besides
structure and thermodynamics, dynamics also plays a key role in the properties of BMGs. Studies of liquid
state dynamics using simulations are mostly limited to binary systems. In supercooled state, observation
of fragile-to-strong crossover via decoupling of di↵usion coe cient and relaxation time has been proposed
[92]. In another study, a binary system with composition (Cu33.3Zr66.7), the Stokes-Einstein relation is
found to break down in the liquid state [93]. However, there are qualitative assertions on the mechanism
underlying this behavior without much detailed emphasis on its physical picture. Detailed study of liquid
state dynamics in such multi-component metallic system is lacking. Several experimental measurements of
dynamics in liquid and supercooled state have been performed using electrostatically levitated droplets in
inelastic neutron scattering facilities [73, 94–97]. By and large, such measured systems are ternary or higher
in composition and thus, there is a pressing need to study them using reliable potentials to develop greater
insights from such experiments.
Furthermore, the temperature dependence of transport properties such as self-di↵usion coe cient D, vis-
cosity ⌘, and relaxation time ⌧ has been subject of much attention in studying liquids and glasses [30, 36, 98–
100]. It is a well established fact that such transport properties increase dramatically as the temperature is
lowered towards the calorimetric glass transition temperature Tg [98, 99]. There have been several studies
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regarding the mean self-dynamics of Cu-Zr based glass-forming liquids using QENS [74, 94–96, 101]. The
relaxation behaviors of such melted liquid at small Q < 1.5 A˚ 1 have been studied. Fast  -relaxations char-
acterizing rattling of atoms in cage formed by neighbors and the subsequent ↵-relaxation that is responsible
for viscous flow/di↵usion has been characterized. Subsequently, the di↵usive behavior or self-motions of such
liquids has been measured. Recent studies highlight that on cooling down high temperature liquids undergo
a dynamical onset behavior. At high temperatures liquid transport shows much weaker Arrhenius-like tem-
perature dependence, while below the dynamical onset the super-Arrhenius behavior of supercooled liquids
sets in. Recent studies of liquid viscosity in several metallic liquids identified the Arrhenius crossover TA
from deviations of Arrhenius behavior of bulk viscosity at high temperatures [73, 102]. TA was presented to
be twice of Tg.
Various dynamical regimes can be identified in the wave-vector transfer Q space for simple liquid metals
[103–105]. Behavior of collective dynamics in simple liquids have been well studied across the various wave-
lengths. For instance, In the hydrodynamic limit (Q! 0), dynamics is mainly governed by entropy, viscous,
and pressure fluctuations (thermal di↵usion, viscosity, and sound dispersion). Following this, several authors
have proposed a hypothetical isothermal regime (0.02 A˚ 1 < Q < 0.3 A˚ 1) with negligible Q dependence of
thermodynamic quantities, and electronic and ionic contributions to e↵ective thermal di↵usivity [105]. The
generalized hydrodynamic regime above Q ⇠ 0.3 A˚ 1 is marked by frequency and wave-vector dependence of
transport properties [3]. The kinetic regime occurs around the peak of S(Q) and extends to a few subsequent
oscillations. In this regime, Enskog’s kinetic theory predicts dominant e↵ect of an extended heat mode using
hard sphere type framework in simple liquids [105]. At very large Q values, scattering experiments probe
ballistic motions of particles with the distinct part of van Hove correlation function equaling zero. The
high-frequency dynamics of multicomponent metallic glasses have been investigated in the large wavelength
limit (Q < 1.5 A˚ 1) using inelastic x-ray scattering and computer simulations [106–109]. The dispersion
of characteristic acoustic excitations has been probed and the possibility of transverse excitations have also
been suggested in simple liquids and complex metallic glass-formers [108, 110–112]. Using phenomenological
models, the equivalence of transverse excitations and boson peak, which is an excess of vibrational density
of states, has been suggested [113, 114]. The behavior of the collective dynamics has been widely studied
using IXS in simple liquid metals, alkali metals [105]. The prevailing models based on Mori-Zwanzig memory
formalism [64, 76] has been extensively used to analyze measured data. However, the relation between the
collective dynamics and Arrhenius crossover has not been investigated before.
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1.5 Overview of organization
The tentative outline of the ensuing sections in this report is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the relevant
concepts and mathematical framework essential to study liquids and glassy dynamics. Brief mathematical
overview of popular theoretical approaches to describe the nature of glass-transition is provided. This is
no way designed to be comprehensive and does not discuss the relative merits of each theoretical approach,
but merely serves to highlight their key predictions. Chapter 3 presents the materials studied and details
the methods used in characterizing the dynamics combining both experiments and computer simulations.
Chapter 4 presents the complete set of results obtained from quasi-elastic and inelastic neutron scattering
experiments on a model metallic liquid. The results from the experiment are supported and insights are
developed from detailed atomistic simulations and advanced machine learning techniques. Finally, chapter
5 summarizes the key ideas generated from this work and briefly outlines possible research extensions.
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Chapter 2
Concepts in Liquids and Glasses
2.1 Fundamentals
The structure and dynamics of liquids can be measured in the response of the system to external per-
turbations. These perturbations can be described in terms of the dynamic susceptibilities that is related
to the time-dependent correlation functions formed of basic microscopic variables through the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [3, 115]. The microscopic variables of interest are the instantaneous local particle density














where Rl(t) denotes the position vector of particle l at time t. The average macroscopic density can be
found by taking the ensemble average of the local microscopic density as ⇢ = h⇢(r, t)i. The pair distribution
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exp { iQ · rl(t)} (2.4)
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The time evolution of spatial correlations in liquids requires the knowledge of position and momentum of
each particle at each instance. To this end, the van Hove density-density correlation function [116, 117] is




h⇢(r, 0)⇢(r, t)i (2.5)
which can be split further into the self and the distinct density correlations:
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+ (2.6)
The physical meaning of the van Hove function is that G(r, t)dr is the number of particles l0 present in dr
around the region r and in time t given that there was a particle l at the origin at time t = 0 [3]. Neutron
or X-ray scattering measurements quantify the van Hove function in the reciprocal and frequency domain.
We can define the spatial Fourier transform of G(r, t) or the intermediate scattering function as
F (Q, t) =
Z
G(r, t) exp ( iQ · r)dr = 1
N
h⇢(Q, t)⇢( Q, 0)i (2.7)
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F(s)(Q, t) exp (i!t)dt (2.9)
S(Q,!) is known as the dynamic structure factor and can be measured by both neutron and X-ray scattering.
The self part Ss(Q,!), however, can only be measured by neutrons. The momentum transfer during such
experiment is ~Q and similarly the energy transfer is ~!. Using the sum rule one can obtain the static
structure factor from S(Q,!) as follows:





Figure 2.1: Typical behavior of F (Q, t) at two di↵erent temperatures of a liquid. At very high-temperatures
the decay of F (Q, t) is exponential for a simple liquid. Supercooled liquid exhibits various features such as
ballistic motions, boson-peak, fast  -relaxations, and eventually main structural ↵-relaxation above Tg.
[37, 78]
For an isotropic system, the above relations only depend on the magnitude Q = |Q|. For classical system,
S(Q,!) is an even function of ! as both G(r, t) and F (Q, t) are real functions. To relate classical theory
to real systems probed during experiments, we need to apply quantum-mechanical corrections provided by
the rigorous detailed balance factor. Other sources of nonclassical behavior such as those arising from finite
system volume can be safely neglected. The inequality of the positive- and negative-frequency parts of the






The physical significance of eq. 2.11 is understood in that when a probe for example: neutron comes into
thermal equilibrium with the target after multiple collisions with the nuclei, the number of neutrons that
gain a given energy must equal the number that lose the same energy. The classical Scl(Q,!) is thus related
to the symmetric version as follows:
Scl(Q,!) =
1  exp ( ~!/kBT )
~!/kBT
S(Q,!) (2.12)
Similarly, one can define the autocorrelation functions of the microscopic current associated with the




vi(t) exp(iQ · ri(t)) (2.13)
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which can be split into the transverse part that is perpendicular to the direction of propagation Q and and
longitudinal component which is parallel to Q. Rotational invariance of the isotropic system implies that








(vi(t)  (vi(t) · Qˆ)Qˆ) exp(iQ · ri(t))
(2.14)




hj↵(Q, t) · j↵( Q, 0)i (2.15)






dthj↵(Q, t) · j↵( Q, 0)i exp(i!t) (2.16)
Based on the continuity equation, one can derive a relation between the longitudinal-current and the density





The transverse current fluctuations are completely decoupled from fluctuations in longitudinal variables.
The time behavior of such transverse correlations are governed by a first-order di↵erential equation which
resembles the di↵usion equation. The solution for the above has an exponential form and the corresponding







The zero-time value !20 = Q
2/ m. The shear viscosity ⌘ is subsequently related to the long-wavelength,
small frequency behavior of the power spectrum Ct(Q,!).





Linear response theory allows us to establish the behavior of the system under the perturbing influence
of an external field which can be described entirely in terms of time-correlation functions of the equilibrium
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state. It can be used to obtain expression for S(Q,!) by exploiting the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The
response of an isotropic system is characterized by the complex function known as the dynamic susceptibility
or the dynamic response function [2]:
 (Q,!) =  0(Q,!) + i 00(Q,!) (2.20)





The dynamics of liquids when approaching the glassy behavior is not completely expressed in terms of
the space and time correlation functions. There exist important physical situations where relevant measures
are not provided by such two-point correlation functions. For instance if we consider the static structure
factor S(Q) of a supercooled liquid that measures the spatial correlation of particle positions it looks very
similar to the kinetically frozen glassy state, despite their widely di↵erent dynamic properties [38, 69, 118].
Higher order static correlations have been studied rigorously but until now there are no convincing evidence
of a diverging static length scale on approaching glass transition. If one considers the time correlation
of density then distinguishing features do appear for the glassy, supercooled and the liquid states. At
high temperatures, relaxation spectrum is exponential Debye like. When the temperature is lowered the
relaxation spectra span a broad range of relaxation times and are strongly nonexponential. The relaxation
time of such systems grow in a spectacular fashion compared to rather small variations in temperature.
In such a state there exists nontrivial spatial and temporal fluctuations in dynamics that di↵er from one
particle to another. While most particles are characterized by extremely slow evolving dynamics, a small
fractions shows rapidly evolving dynamics. These fluctuations are termed as “dynamic heterogeneity” and
has become a key concept in the field of liquid-glass transition. Such dynamic heterogeneities cannot be
probed directly from experiments, but directly assessed using computer simulations. To characterize the
collective behavior of systems in such supercooled states and the heterogeneous dynamics, one resorts to the
use of higher-order correlation functions that resolve dynamics in both space and time by quantifying their
deviations from the average behavior. Dynamic heterogeneity involves motions of two or more particles, and
hence four-point correlation functions G4(r1, r2, t) that contain information about the density at two spatial
points and two time points are needed [118]. Traditional two-point density correlations F (Q, t) depends on
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two spatial points but at one time.
G4(r1, r2, t) = h⇢(r1, 0)⇢(r1, t)⇢(r2, 0)⇢(r2, t)i
  h⇢(r1, 0)⇢(r1, t)ih⇢(r2, 0)⇢(r2, t)i
(2.22)
The physical meaning of G4(r1, r2, t) is: when a fluctuation occurs at r1 at time t = 0 how long does it
survive and what is the spatial extent of this fluctuation. The strength of the four-point correlation function





dr1dr2G4(r1, r2, t) (2.23)









Figure 2.2: Illustration of spatially heterogeneous dynamics in a simulated 2D-Lennard Jones-mixture.
Figure reproduced from ref. [38] with permission.
Other forms of mobility in the system have also been used to quantify heterogeneous dynamics. They all
serve the same physics that quantify the deviations from average dynamics. The order parameter associated
with the emergence of dynamic heterogeneity upon approaching glass transition is derived from a parallel
approach to critical fluctuations during phase transitions. If one assumes the existence of a single dominant
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length scale ⇠4(t) then for large distances the radially average four point correlation function G4(r, t) decays
as:
G4(r, t) ⇡ A(t)exp( r/⇠4(t))
rp
(2.25)
where p is a critical exponent and A(t) is a fitting parameter. One can similarly, obtain the four-point
structure factor S4(Q, t) using spatial Fourier transform of G4(r, t) and define a ⇠4(t) based on the Ornstein-





where S4(0) is a fitting parameter and ⇠4(t) is interpreted as the dynamic correlation length that characterized
dynamic heterogeneities.
2.2 Self and Collective dynamics
The dynamic structure factor S(Q,!) contains information of both self motions and collective motions of




Gsr(r, t) = Dsr2Gs(, r, t) (2.27)
The initial condition is Gs(r, t = 0) =  (r) corresponding to the location of the particle at the origin at time













The intermediate scattering function can be obtained by taking the spatial Fourier transform of above result
Fs(Q, t) = exp( DsQ2|t|) (2.29)
The expression for the self dynamic structure factor is obtained by subsequent Fourier transform in time to








The width of the Lorentzian curve is a clear indication of the atomic mobility in the system. The full-width
at half-maximum is:
  = 2~DsQ2 (2.31)
Usually, the Q2 behavior is observed irrespective of the details of the long-range di↵usion mechanism. The
vibrational density of states Z(!) can also be found as:





Figure 2.3: Illustration of the di↵erent contributions to a typical neutron scattering spectrum from a simple
liquid. The incoherent (flat red line vs Q) and coherent scattering (green line) from neutrons, the static
structure factor S(Q) are represented as the di↵erential cross-section d /d⌦. The red and black curve versus
frequency ! denotes the corresponding self- and collective- dynamics at a selected Q values. A summary
of the various kinds of motions and their characteristic time-scale are illustrated in the right panel. Figure
reproduced from ref. [119] with permission.
The dynamic structure factor S(Q,!) measures the collective motion of atoms. The complexity of collec-
tive interactions gives rise to rich physics in the coherent dynamic structure factor. The actual derivations
are elaborate and fully discussed in textbooks [3, 120]. Here, we will look at specific results relevant to
this study. At large wavelengths or small Q (the hydrodynamic limit), the expression for the S(Q,!) can
be derived using the continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equation, and the energy conservation equation by
treating number density, momentum density and temperature as fundamental variables. The constitutive
relations are:
⇢˙(r, t) +r · j(r, t) = 0
j˙(r, t) +r ·⇧(r, t) = 0
e˙(r, t) +r ·H(r, t) = 0
(2.33)
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where e(r, t) is the kinetic energy density, ⇧(r, t) is the momentum flux or stress tensor and H(r, t) is the
energy flux. The Fourier law for heat conduction along with the Navier-Stokes equation are also used to










exp(  Q2t) cos(clQt   ) (2.34)
F (Q, t) can be obtained by multiplying by ⇢( Q, t) and taking the ensemble average. The Fourier spectrum
contains a central peak characterizing entropy fluctuations (Rayleigh line), and two symmetric inelastic
















 Q2 + (! + csQ)bsQ
(! + csQ)2 + ( Q2)2
+
 Q2   (!   csQ)bsQ
(!   csQ)2 + ( Q2)2
 
(2.35)
where   is the sound attenuation coe cient, cs is the adiabatic sound velocity, and DT is the thermal
di↵usivity. In the above equation, a small asymmetry correction term is emphasized in the two terms
characterizing the Brillouin doublet. The dispersion of the Brillouin lines can be followed far into the
microscopic region. The quasi-elastic peak corresponding to the collective thermal di↵usion narrows at the
structure factor peak demonstrating the deGennes narrowing phenomenon.
At small wavelengths or large Q the interactions between particles become irrelevant and the spectral
shape can be approximated using the Gaussian formulation for a dilute gas.










The behavior of real liquids at finite wavelengths and frequencies have been analyzed using the memory
functional formalism of the generalized Langevin equation. The most popular method to analyze the non-
hydrodynamic regime is to assume frequency dependence of transport coe cients known as the generalized
hydrodynamics. The generic approach is to use the memory function approach through the use of projection-
operator methods of Zwanzig [121] and Mori [122]. The Langevin equation for F (Q, t) is:
F¨ (Q, t) + !20(Q)F (Q, t) +
Z t
0







and M(Q, t) is the full memory function. The Fourier-Laplace transform of the memory function with the








[!2   !20 + !M 00(Q,!)]2 + [!M 0(Q,!)]2
(2.39)
Careful selection of the memory function M(Q, t) that embodies the physics of the system allows one to fit
experimental data. The hydrodynamic limit can also be easily derived by choosing an appropriate choice
for M(Q, t). The visco-elastic model of Lovesey is easily derived using this approach for the transverse
excitations [105, 123]. A common model of M(Q, t) used in analysis of many simple metallic liquids [105]
includes contributions from a thermal fluctuations Mth and longitudinal density modes:
M(Q, t) =Mth(Q, t) +ML(Q, t)
Mth(Q, t) = (    1)!20(Q) exp(  DTQ2t)
ML(Q, t) =  
2(Q)[A(Q) exp( t/⌧1(Q)) + [1 A(Q)] exp( t/⌧2(Q))]
(2.40)
where  2 is the strength of viscous process, A is the ratio of two relaxation processes with relaxation times
of ⌧1 and ⌧2. The first term is the measure of density and thermal fluctuations coupling. The other processes
describe the relaxation that are purely viscous in nature, the validity of which have been intensely debated
[108, 110, 111, 124, 125]. The smaller timescale ⌧2 capture microscopic uncorrelated collision events similar
to dilute fluid, while the other larger timescale ⌧1 captures the behavior of non-negligible correlations among
collisions. This model yields a weighted average of both processes.
Another complimentary approach to describe the collective dynamics of liquids and glassy materials is
centered around the ideas of generalized collective modes which attempts to solve the generalized Langevin
equation generated on a chosen set of dynamic variables as an eigenvalue problem [126, 127]. Complex-
conjugated pairs of eigenvalues corresponds to collective modes and real eigenvalues correspond to relaxation





where z↵ represent the collective modes and G↵(Q) is the amplitude of the mode.
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2.3 Survey of theories of Liquid-Glass transition
The field of liquid and glass-transition is filled with fascinating ideas and a deep divide regarding the
underlying physics leading to the emergence of slow dynamics. In the words of the P.W. Anderson, a nobel
laureate, ‘the theory of the nature of glass and the glass-transition is probably the deepest and the most
interesting unsolved problem in solid-state theory’, who envisioned a major breakthrough in this field almost
two-decades ago [128]. Following suit, a substantial amount of progress have been achieved about di↵erent
facets of glass-transition, but remarkably still there is no generally accepted fundamental understanding of
the process by which glasses are formed. A wide variety of materials at di↵erent length- and time-scales
can be cooled into very long-lived arrested states which are noncrystalline. This has prompted theoretical
developments from so many disparate, imaginative and many times contradictory angles. In this section, a
small collection of concepts/theories in liquid-glass transition is presented, of which some of them are more
widely accepted than others. This survey is in no manner a comprehensive collection of the ideas in this
field, but emphasized based on the relevance and use in previous studies of glass-forming metallic liquids.
Only the mathematical formulation behind these concepts have been illustrated in the ensuing sections.
2.3.1 Adam-Gibbs
The earliest attempts to construct a theory of glass transition from statistical mechanics emphasized on
how a system evolving towards the frozen state becomes increasingly unable to access its true equilibrium
state. The key idea of AG approach is that a low temperatures relaxation proceeds through rearrangement
of increasingly large regions of particles with correlated motions which are called cooperatively rearranging
regions (CRRs) [4, 66]. CRR cannot choose their own configuration independently from other ones suggesting
that such CRR can be found in only small number of locally stable microstates ⌦. The number of states for
the global system of N particles with average n particles in a CRR is
N = ⌦N/n (2.42)







The temperature dependence of the relaxation time can be obtained by relating the size of CRR and the
energy barrier EA required for the rearrangement. This is furthered to obtain the following relation for the
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AG theory:






where B is a constant. Sc(T ) measures the configurational entropy relative to the crystalline state. Eq. 2.44
explains how relaxation time increases with decrease in configurational entropy as the system in cooled down.
The configuration entropy can be estimated with regards to a reference state, in this case the entropy at









 cp is the specific heat di↵erence between crystal and liquid states. Expanding the logarithm to the first
order and plugging into eq. 2.44 yields:
⌧(T ) = ⌧0 exp
✓
Tk
 cpT (T   Tk)
◆
(2.46)
The fragility of the system computed using the above equation implies proportionality to the jump in the
specific heat at the glass transition temperature Tg. The above equation can be approximated to obtain the
VFT form for ⌧(T ):






B is a constant that incorporates the specific heat and other terms.
2.3.2 Mode-Coupling Theory
The mode-coupling approach is based on the generalization of the damped harmonic oscillator model for
simple liquids derived from the Newtonian equations of motion for the coherent density collector F (Q, t)
within the Zwanzig-Mori formalism as shown in eq. 2.37 [37, 64, 76–78, 129, 130]. The choice of the memory
kernel M(Q, t) for the idealized MCT approach is such that non-trivial interaction e↵ects are expressed in
terms of retarded frequency. It can be written as a canonical average of a fluctuating force which is split into
two terms describing: 1) the conventional liquid dynamics at short times and 2) the main contribution due
to slow fluctuating forces caused by slowly moving structure that becomes important upon supercooling.
M(Q, t) = µ(Q) (t) + ⌦20(Q)m
id(Q, t) (2.48)
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V (Q;k,p)F (k, t)F (p, t) (2.49)
and the vertex function V (Q;k,p) can be computed using the static structure factor S(Q) and the direct














Figure 2.4: Schematic of the two-step decay of F (Q, t) predicted by MCT. Curve A represents a high-
temperature liquid above Tm with a simple exponential-like relaxation. Curve B represents the supercooled
state with short-time   and long-time ↵ relaxation. Curve C represents the non-ergodic state below Tc
where the system is frozen and decays to the ergodicity parameter fQ. Figure reproduced from ref. [131]
with permission.
With this approximation of the physics associated with the memory function, one obtains a closed set of
coupled equation for F (Q, t) whose solutions describe its complete time characteristics. The key prediction
of the idealized version of MCT is the existence of a critical temperature Tc that represents a transition from
ergodic state at high temperatures above T > Tc to a non-ergodic state below T  Tc. The solution for
F (Q, t) exhibits a bifurcation at Tc such that F (Q, t)! fQ, where fQ > 0 is a the Debye-Waller factor for
disordered liquid. Therefore for T > Tc the density correlated decays to 0 as expected for an ergodic liquid
state, but at or below Tc it decays to fQ which is a state of dynamic arrest into a disordered liquid. The
temperature dependence of relaxation time diverges on approaching Tc with an exponent   as:
⌧(T ) ⇠ AQ(T   Tc)   (2.51)
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The short time behavior of F (Q, t) arises from free and collisional events from ballistic motions of
particles. Immediately following this, at low temperatures, a secondary process known as the   relaxation
in which particles appear trapped in cages formed by other particles and F (Q, t) decays to a plateau with
a value of fQ that eventually decays to 0 above Tc. The first part of the   process decays as:
F (Q, t) = fQ + h(Q)
p
(|✏|)g(t/t ) (2.52)
where h(Q) is an amplitude factor; ✏ = (T   Tc)/Tc; and g(t/t ) is a scaling function that has di↵ering
behavior separated by the timescale of   process-t  . At short times but larger than timescale of ballistic
motions t0, it shows a critical decay:
g(t/t ) = (t /t)
a, t0 << t  t  (2.53)
For larger times than t  but extending only upto early ↵-relaxations, it has a von Schweilder form [78].
g(t/t ) =  B(t/t )b (2.54)
The temperature dependence of  -process has the following form:
t  ⇠ (T   Tc) 1/2a (2.55)
Exponents a and b can be computed from the exponent parameter   that alone can determine the shape of







where  (x) is the Gamma function. In the large timescale, MCT predicts that F (Q, t) obeys a time-
temperature-superposition principle. In fact, many researchers have also shown Q superposition for F (Q, t)
[132, 133].
F (t) = F (t/⌧(Q,T )) (2.57)
This is well approximated by the Kohlraush-Williams-Watts stretched exponential function in practice.
F (Q, t) = AQ exp( t/⌧ QQ ) (2.58)
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The energy landscape approach developed by Goldstein-Stillinger [15, 131, 134] is a conceptual framework
that makes use of the 3N dimensional potential energy hyper surface. PEL is independent of the temperature
T but strongly dependent on T for describing how a system evolves in it. Fig. 2.5 is a schematic of the PEL.
There are several basins or local energy minima, also known as inherent structures, and the height of the
barrier or saddle points separating neighboring minima. The complex dynamics of supercooled liquids is
viewed in terms of the motion of a state-point in the PEL as a function of temperature. The nature of the
system is defined by the inherent structure and the activation barrier associated with accessing the minimum.
Corresponding, at high temperatures the system can access most basins due to large kinetic energy whereas
upon cooling the sampling of the PEL shifts to lower energy basins and access between inherent state
is subject to large activation barriers. This leads to stretched exponential relaxation or super-Arrhenius
behavior of structural relaxation. This crossover identified by a considerable drop in the stretching exponent
is known as the ’landscape-influenced’ regime. In the temperature range slightly above Tg including the
MCT ergodic to non-ergodic transition temperature Tc the inherent structure energies changes gradually
and activated processes results in observation of secondary peaks in the self van Hove correlation function.
This region is identified as ’landscape-dominated’.
Similarly, the manner in which the landscape deforms as a result of changes in density provides knowl-
edge of the mechanical behavior of the system. The landscape picture incorporates two major mechanisms of
sampling the PEL: the jump between distinct potential energy basins and the vibration within an inherent
structure. The strong-fragile nature of glass-formers can also be embedded in energy landscape formal-
ism. Fragile materials undergo large changes in activation energy close to their glass-transition temperature
which suggests their landscape is highly heterogeneous. Such large barriers correspond to cooperative rear-
rangement of many particles that allows to sample deeper basins in the PEL. Strong systems, on the other
hand, show multiplicity due to permutational symmetry and likely consist of few ’megabasins’, while fragile
glass-formers reveal a proliferation of well-separated megabasins.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Illustration of a potential energy landscape with relevant di↵erences in crystals and super-
cooled liquids and the possible transition pathways. (b) Di↵erences in the energy landscapes of fragile and
strong glass-former. Figures reproduced from ref. [15] with permission.
2.3.4 Random-First Order Transition
RFOT is another competing theory based on the thermodynamics of supercooled liquids and glasses. It
is also known as the mosaic theory as it describes the glass as a collection of aperiodic mosaic structures
[4, 14, 40, 71, 135–137]. Each of these subregions in a finite dimensional system is characterized by a di↵erent
metastable state. When this happens, there must be an interface between two such regions which has an
energy cost associated with its creation, i.e. surface tension. The assumption of existence of surface tension is
the same as assuming the existence of many amorphous states. Each subregion doesn’t have enough internal
degrees of freedom to make a transition. The timescale on which these mosaics transform among themselves
is assumed to be the structural relaxation time. The free energy gain of a sub-region/patch corresponding
to a local free energy minimum with size R is
 Fgain =  TSc(R)Rd (2.60)
where Sc(T ) is the excess entropy per unit volume. Rd is the d-dimensional volume of the patch. The energy
cost associated with the interface is
 Fcost = Y (T )R
✓ ✓  d  1 (2.61)
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where Y (T ) is the surface tension. The size of the patch ⇠ is thus estimated by setting the cost and gain








⇠ is inversely proportional to the configuration entropy and thus, it leads us back to the Adam-Gibbs
formulation described earlier. This lengthscale grows as temperature decreases. To be able to connect to
the kinetics of the system, one needs to estimate the free energy barrier   required to transform a mosaic
occurs at the maximum free energy when R = ⇠:







Assuming an activated process, one can write the temperature dependence of relaxation time as:










One can recover the Adam-Gibbs equation for ⌧(T ) by setting ✓ = d/2 in the above equation.
Figure 2.6: Illustration of the shapes of cooperatively rearranging regions predicted by RFOT at the




When a liquid supercools to the point of kinetic arrest the structure remains largely unchanged and this
has prompted the question whether glass-transition is a purely kinetic process or does it carry influence
from thermodynamics and structure. Dynamical facilitation model is a fundamentally kinetic approach
to understanding the nature of glass transition which builds upon the ideas of dynamic heterogeneity in
the system upon cooling of a supercooled liquid [29, 65, 138–141]. When a liquid relaxes, local regions
in the liquid facilitates the motion of neighboring local regions and undergo structural relaxation. The
physical idea thus captures the key assumption of the approach which is in viscous liquids mobility is very
sparse that relaxation occurring in any local region likely triggers the relaxation of nearby regions after
a time comparable to the macroscopic relaxation time. Thus spontaneous generation of mobility is rare
and so is its decay. One of the stylized facts of glass transition is time asymmetry observed in specific
heat measurements. Heating across the glass-transition temperature produces a non-monotonic response
with a small peak while cooling produces a monotonic decrease of heat capacity. DF theory posits that
such asymmetry characteristic of non-equilibrium state can only be understood in terms of dynamics. The
reorganization of a particle over a distance a close to the particle diameter that persists with its new
position for longer period of time is only associated with cooperative dynamics of neighboring particles.
At supercooled states, below the onset temperature of super-Arrhenius behavior, the occurrence of such
’excitation’ regions is largely independent of temperature and their spatial distribution is similar to that of











T < To (2.65)
where Ja is a material characteristic and the energy scale associated with creation of a mobile region from
an immobile region and strongly dependent on a





  is the diameter of a particle, and   is of the order of unity and material dependent. the super-Arrhenius
temperature of structural relaxation is derived from the logarithmic scaling of Ja. Expectedly the average
distance between excitations grows with cooling (dynamic heterogeneity) and the form of ⌧ is argued to be:









T < To (2.67)
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and J = J 
p
 /df ; where df is the fractal dimensionality of heterogeneous dynamics. The reference value
⌧0 is of the order of the time required for local rearrangement in the presence of a triggering excitation and
comparable to timescale of structural relaxation.
Figure 2.7: Application of eq. 2.67 for 58 glass-formers shows a collapse to the parabolic scaling until a




The liquid state is usually characterized by local structure and dynamics, both self and collective. Neutron
scattering, alongside computer simulations, has been the frontier tool in investigating liquids [3, 120, 142].
Hence, our understanding and descriptions of the statistical quantities in liquid state are formulated in
the framework of space and time correlation functions and can be directly probed by neutron scattering
experiments. Computer simulations, on the other hand, have helped obtain deeper insights of the liquid
state of materials by comparing with experimental measurements. In this chapter, the materials and methods
used in this study are presented. This work has equal contributions from computational molecular dynamics
simulations and experimental neutron scattering measurements on a model metallic glass system. In addition,
thermodynamic characterization performed for the metallic glass system is also described in the ensuing
sections.
3.1 Materials
We partner with Liquidmetal Technologies, a Caltech-based company working on the research, development,
and commercialization of BMGs. Their revolutionary class of patented alloys (known as Vitreloy) is processed
form the basis of high performance materials. In this work, we primarily focus on LM-601 (Cu36Zr51Ni4Al9),
a Cu-Zr based BMG as a model system, which has one of the best glass-forming ability among all known
BMGs. This study using experimental and computational frameworks of the atomic-scale dynamics of the
melted LM-601 aims to elucidate the aspects of the universality of liquids and glass transition. High-quality
lab-grade BMG samples are produced by counter gravity casting or the new hydrid injection-molding die
casting. The high industrial standard ensures the consistency of sample quality. The samples were cast in
slabs with dimensions of 40 mm ⇥ 30 mm ⇥ 5 mm and mass of ⇠50 g.
Metallic liquids can be relatively reliably studied using classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
on large systems accelerated by use of classical many-body interaction potentials. Molecular dynamics
simulations are carried out on a ternary system with composition Cu40Zr51Al9. This is performed with
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Table 3.1: Properties of LM601 metallic glass, its composition, and elemental scattering cross sections.
Units Symbol LM601
Glass Transition Temperature  C Tg 430
Melting Temperature  C Tm 885
Crystallization Temperature  C Tx 499.7
Density g/cm3 ⇢ 6.9
Scattering Cross-sections 10 24 cm2  inc  coh
Zirconium Zr 51% 0.02 6.44
Copper Cu 36% 0.55 7.485
Nickel Ni 4% 5.2 13.3
Aluminum Al 9% 0.0082 1.495
the view of making use of available interaction potentials for simulating Cu-Zr based metallic alloys. The
development of the exact quaternary potential is beyond the scope of this work. Furthermore, Ni is very
similar in size to Cu, and from a dynamical point of view has very similar di↵usional characteristics. Thus,
the system studied using MD, Cu40Zr51Al9, could mimic the quaternary BMG appropriately.
3.2 Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics simulations are a key tool to study material properties. It is a widely used technique to
study the behavior of finite classical many-body systems at the microscopic length-scales via coarse-graining
approaches. The widespread use of MD is further enabled due to the fact that results obtained from MD
simulations can be directly compared to results from theoretical predictions and experimental measurements
[143]. The implementation of MD is strikingly similar to normal experiments in that it begins by synthesizing
a material which is further characterized using an instrument to measure certain physical quantity of interest
in a statistical manner. Similarly, in molecular dynamics simulations we start by equilibrating a system of
interest. The interaction potential between particles of a system is a necessary input for establishing the
time behavior in MD simulations. This is achieved for simple structureless particles with Newton’s equation
of motion. Rigid molecules similarly can be based on Euler equations and molecules with internal motions
might make use of Lagrange methods. Equilibration is achieved when the properties of the system do not
change much with time. Any measurable expressible in terms of position and velocities can be quantified
via MD simulations.
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3.2.1 Equation of motion









where mi denotes the mass of the particle i, ri is the position vector of the particle and u(rij) is the potential
energy at particle i due to another particle j. These equations are integrated to obtain the trajectory of each
particle for a specified timestep  t in a deterministic manner. To numerically solve the above equations
of motion it is necessary to discretize. Various schemes are available to perform this. We use the velocity
Verlet algorithm which is one of the most common integration algorithms. It computes the position and
velocity at t+ t based on the positions and velocity at time t. The requisite equations are:









The accuracy of this algorithm is O( t4) for position and O( t2) for velocity.
3.2.2 Ensembles
Traditional Molecular Dynamics corresponds to a simulation in the microcanonical ensemble. In this case the
number of particles (N), the system volume (V ) and the total energy of the system (E) are conserved. For
comparisons with actual experiments, it is, however, necessary to implement MD in other ensembles namely
where temperature and/or pressure are controlled. This can be obtained by simulating in the canonical
ensemble of the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. To simulate at a constant temperature implies that the
system is brought into a thermal contact with a large heat bath. The temperature T is related classically
to the kinetic energy. The isothermal nature of the system is realized by scaling the particle velocities
following the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. A simple algorithm to perform NVT simulations
was developed by Anderson where constant temperature is achieved by stochastic collisions with a heat bath
[143]. But it can bias the dynamics of the simulation. To overcome this problem, we employ the Nose´-
Hooever thermostat which systematically modifies the Hamiltonian dynamics by adding friction forces to
change particle velocities [143–145]. The friction factor introduces the additional and dimensionless degree
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where Q is the mass associated to the friction factor and determines the strength of the thermostat. To
simulate at constant pressure in MD, the volume is considered as a dynamic variable. Realistic pressure
fluctuations in the system can be provided in a variety of ways. A simple method involves volume rescaling
where the instantaneous pressures is forced to equal target pressure at periodic intervals by rescaling the
system volume. Another approach involves weakly coupling pressure to a “pressure bath” and periodically
rescaling velocity as in the Berendsen barostat [143]. Similar to temperature control, an extra term is added
in the equation of motion that controls the pressure change. The change in pressure is related to isothermal
compressibility  .
r˙i = v    (P0   P )
3⌧p
xi (3.4)








Fij |ri   rj |+ |pi|
mi
1A35+ Pex (3.5)
In practice, there are many advanced barostats that combine with the Nose´-Hoover thermostat to produce
realistic fluctuations in both temperature and pressure. To name a few, Parrinello-Rahman [146], Martyna
et. al. [147], Shinoda et. al. [148] etc.
3.2.3 Boundary conditions
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed on a finite system that is limited by computational resources
and user goals. To overcome such finite size e↵ects, we can make use of periodic boundary conditions (PBC),
whereby the simulation box is periodically repeated in all three dimensions to give an ‘infinite’ e↵ect. When a
particle passes through one face of the simulation cell, it reappears on the complementary face with the same
velocity. Thus, by construction each particle has an infinite number of periodic images and the interaction
of a particle with its own image is avoided by use of the minimal-image convention. In this technique only
the closet images interact such that the range of interaction is limited to half of the cubic box length L.
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Figure 3.1: The meaning of periodic boundary conditions. Identical copies of the simulation cell is replicated
in all directions. Figure reproduced from ref. [149] with permission.
PBC also helps to eliminate any surface e↵ects. In evaluating equation of motions as well as any physical
quantities, one must consider the wraparound e↵ect of the finite periodic boundary.
3.2.4 Interaction potentials
To a large extent, the accuracy of MD simulations with respect to the actual physical system depends on
the nature of the interaction between particles in the modeled system. Therefore interaction potentials are
key to Molecular Dynamics simulations. Force exerted on a given particle due to other particles can be
computed via the potential energy:
Fi =  rrU(rN ) (3.6)
Simplistically such interactions can be modeled as pair-wise interactions such as the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
pair potential [143]. These potentials are computationally e cient and have been widely used in study
of simple liquids. The LJ potential is a mathematically simple two-parameter model that models neutral










where ✏ is the depth of the potential well and   is the location of the zero potential. In the above formulation,
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Figure 3.2: EAM potential for the Cu-Zr-Al based metallic system used in this study. Figure reproduced
from [79] with permission.
the first term with r 12 represents the repulsive term which accounts for the short range Pauli repulsion.
The r 6 term models the weak long-range van der Waals interaction forces.
Multicomponent metallic liquids and glasses cannot be reliably studied using pair-potentials as they fail
to reproduce many important properties of metals. Typically, many-body potentials such as the Embedded
Atom Method (EAM) have been utilized in studying metals.
Embedded Atom Method
The embedded atom method (EAM) is a semi-empirical, many atom potential for computing total energy
of metallic systems [150, 151]. The physical basis of the EAM potential is the realization that the cohesive
energy of a metallic system can be expressed in terms of embedding energy plus the electrostatic interactions.
Each atom is embedded in electron gas created by other atom. Thus, we can derive an approximate equation
for cohesive energy by starting from its density-functional expression. The total potential energy of an atom










where, rij is the distance between atoms i and j, F↵ is the embedding energy function that represents the
energy required to place atom i of type ↵ into the electron cloud, ⇢  is the contribution to the electron
charge density from atom j of type   at the location of atom i, and  ↵  is a pair-wise potential function,
The multi-body nature of EAM potential arises from the embedding energy term. Above summations are
for all neighbors j of atom i within the cuto↵ distance specified.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots of MD simulations: (a) Gel-like clustering obtained using a quaternary EAM poten-
tial. (b) Homogeneous liquid state obtained using ternary potential for Cu-Zr-Al.
3.2.5 Equilibration
MD simulations were carried out using the open-source parallel simulator LAMMPS [152], developed by the
Sandia National Laboratory. At first, we attempted to model the exact quaternary system LM601, with
the EAM potential obtained by rapid fitting techniques [153]. However, the system resulted in a gel-like
mixture that eventually phase separated within the equilibrium liquid. Furthermore, to the knowledge of
the authors there are no other available potentials developed for quaternary system comprising the elements
used in this quaternary BMG. Thereafter, we carried out MD simulations using a relevant EAM potential
for the ternary Cu-Zr-Al system. For more details on the EAM potential, readers are referred to Ref. [79].
The system size is 100,000 atoms (51,000 Zr, 40,000 Cu and 9,000 Al) in a cubic box. Periodic boundary
conditions were enforced in all three dimensions. The system was heated up to a temperature of 2500 K and
well equilibrated for 100 ps at zero external pressure (NPT ensemble with a Nose´-Hoover thermostat and
Shinoda barostat) to obtain the correct volume. The system was then cooled to subsequent temperatures
with a cooling rate of 10 K/ps in the range of 950 – 2500 K which are higher than the reported melting
temperature of the system ⇠ 900 K. The system was allowed to evolve for another 100 ps after it cooled
down to the required temperature. In this equilibrium state, the system is not expected to show any aging
e↵ects, as the system is fast relaxing. Once the system was fully equilibrated at a given temperature, NPT
ensemble was enforced to generate the trajectory outputs and to compute relevant statistical quantities.
Relevant ensemble averaged quantities such as the mean-squared displacement, self-intermediate scattering
functions etc. were computed by averaging over a large subset of trajectory snapshots.
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3.3 Cluster analysis
Unsupervised learning techniques are useful for obtaining hidden structure from data. Cluster analysis is a
subset of this technique which is useful to partition or group data into clusters of objects that are similar
in a representative manner. There are several existing algorithms to naturally partition data into useful
groups such as the hierarchical clustering (generate nested sets of clusters of objects based on connectivity),
k-Means (generate mean minimizing clusters), mixture models (clustering based on statistical distributions),
density based models (generate clusters as connected dense regions) etc. In this study we use the hierarchical
clustering algorithm to perform analysis of a measure of liquid dynamics (particle displacements at structural
relaxation time). Clusters of data are generated by creating a tree or dendrogram. The tree connects all
the objects in the system on a hierarchy such that clusters formed at one level joins with others to form
larger clusters at another higher level. Typically, the steps involved in this technique involves: establishing
the connectivity on every pair of objects based on some measure of distance; followed by grouping pairs of
objects in binary clusters which are then connected to form the cluster tree; final step involves cutting the
hierarchical tree at some level to separate large clusters of objects made by joining all clusters below this
level.
Subsequent dynamical cluster analysis was performed on a smaller system of 4,000 atoms with the
same relative composition of each element. This was done with conscious e↵ort to easily demonstrate the
method’s usability and produce quick and clear visualizations. Displacement of individual particles between a
timescale of the structural relaxation time at any specified temperature was used to quantify the characteristic
dynamics in the liquid. During the structural relaxation time window, the average displacement of atoms
is roughly between the g(r) first peak and the first valley [37, 75]. The distribution of the displacements
was divided into smaller bins or ‘mobility groups’ ranging from 15 – 1000 bins. Particles were classified into
each of these mobility groups based on their displacements. Particles in one mobility group were used to
further perform an Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA) using a non-parametric, unsupervised machine-
learning algorithm [154, 155]. This algorithm sorts data by creating binary clusters that join to form a larger
cluster in a hierarchical level dendrogram based on natural groupings in the data. The first step involves
characterizing the dis/similarity between every pair of data in the set using Euclidian distance measures.
Solitary data points, identified as isolated particles with no other particles within two-diameters of largest
atom Zr, are filtered out at this step to enhance the robustness of the algorithm. Reduced data points with
close proximity are grouped in binary pairs and form a hierarchical tree spanning the entire set of data
points. To find natural groupings in this tree an inconsistency coe cient [154–156], which ranges from 0 to
2 and characterizes each link of the cluster tree by comparing its heights with the mean height of all other
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links at the same level of hierarchy, was used with an optimized value 1.0 throughout all analysis. The value
of 1.0 was so chosen to ensure distances between objects joining a (binary) cluster are similar to the distance
of the particles in that (binary) cluster. A higher inconsistency value indicates the clusters are much farther
than the distances of the constituent particles of each clusters and thus defines a natural clustering set.
Mean cluster size defined as average number of particles in a cluster for each mobility group was computed
by averaging over all clusters, including the isolated single particles filtered in earlier step. To understand
the size of these dynamical clusters, the entire system was further regrouped into 5 major groups and their
trends etc. were studied. A minimal spanning tree [157–159] was used to draw connections between atoms
that form a networking cluster.
3.4 Di↵erential scanning calorimetry
The heat capacity measurement was performed using a Netzsch Di↵erential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
404c instrument in a high-purity inert argon atmosphere. A small piece of sample with a mass of ⇠79 mg
was used in a pyrolytic graphite crucible. The scanning rate was 20 K/min. Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis
(TGA) and DSC measurements were also carried out using a Netzsch STA 449F1 in a high-vacuum and
high-purity inert helium atmosphere. A small piece of sample with mass of 24 mg was used in an alumina
crucible. TGA measurement confirmed that the sample mass remained unchanged during the temperature
cycling.
3.5 Neutron scattering
Neutron scattering is a popular experimental technique used to probe the motions and arrangement of
materials. Neutrons have both particle and wave like nature with zero charge and spin of 1/2. Typically,





The Fermi pseudo-potential is used to model the neutron-nucleus interaction. In eqn 3.9 Ri is the position
of nucleus and r is the position of neutron. Thus, the neutron-nucleus interaction is isotropic in nature
and characterized by a single parameter, b, the scattering length, which is independent of neutron energy.
Neutrons also interact with spins or unpaired electrons via a magnetic dipole interaction. The wavelength
of neutrons is comparable to interatomic spacings in typical materials allowing one to measure atomic
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structure. They can also penetrate deeper into materials because they are neutral. The magnetic moments
of neutrons can couple of magnetic field thus allowing measurements of unpaired electron spins. Some of the
disadvantages of neutrons though are linked to their weak scattering results in need for large samples. One
of the major limitations, owing to their particle nature, is the kinematic constraint imposed that limits the
accessible energy and momentum transfer space.
There are two major sources of neutrons for scattering measurements: fission of highly enriched radionu-
clides in a nuclear reactor and spallation of heavy metal targets by high-energy protons. The fission process
is:
235U + n! Fission products + 2.5n+ (⇠ 200 meV)
Fission reactors produce continuous neutron beams that has Maxwell-Boltzmann spectrum. Typical neutron
flux in reactors lie in the range of 1014   1015 n · cm 2 · s 1. Typically, each facility can provide neutrons
for ⇠30 spectrometers. Spallation sources produce high-energy pulsed neutron beams between 20 – 60 Hz.
The heat dissipated in producing the same time-averaged neutron flux at spallation is roughly a magnitude
less than that in fission reactions. Spallation occurs for high-energy protons with energy greater than 100
MeV. However, e cient spallation requires proton energy to be as large as 1 GeV. Moderators are used to
thermalize neutrons and tailor them for specific spectrometer needs. There are several instruments designed
and optimized for a particular spectrometer. Some of them are briefly discussed here. Neutron guides are
instruments designed to allow neutrons to travel large distance with minimum loss of intensity. Choppers
are rotating instruments that allow neutrons to pass for certain times periodically. They are specifically used
to select neutrons with a certain energy. Monochromators are devices that select neutron energies based on
Bragg di↵raction from crystals. The same device is called an analyzer if it is placed behind the sample and
subsequently used to analyze the scattered neutron’s energy. Collimators are devices used to mechanically
reduce the divergence of neutron beams. Neutron detection is performed using tubes filled with 3He with
high e ciency. Neutron interacts with 3He resulting in formation of a proton and a triton with 764 keV
kinetic energy that ionizes the gas and is detected. Shielding is important to prevent radiation exposure as
well as to reduce background scattering in the detector.
Time-of-flight technique directly measures the energy transfer. The momentum transfer is not directly
measured but calculated from scattering angle and energy transfer. A wide region in the (Q,!) space is
measured simultaneously. The direction of the incident neutron beam is well defined and the scattered beam
is measured at various scattering angles. The energy of the scattered neutron is measured from neutron
velocity from the time-of-flight and path-length information. Two possible ways to perform time-of-flight
spectroscopy are: 1) using direct geometry instruments where a monochromatic beam interacts with the
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Figure 3.4: Various types of motions probed by neutron scattering techniques using a typical neutron
di↵ractometer and inelastic spectrometer. Figure reproduced from ref. [161] with permission.
sample and the scattered neutron energies are measured, or 2) using an indirect geometry spectrometer
where the energy of the neutrons cover a defined wide range (‘white’ neutron beam) and part of scattered
neutrons which have fixed energy are detected by analyzers. Direct geometry spectrometers make use
of choppers to monochromize the neutron beam. Indirect spectrometers use choppers to select a white
beam. Since the analyzers select only scattered neutrons such that neutrons with a certain final energy
reach detectors. The information obtained from time-of-flight spectroscopy is proportional to the dynamic
structure factor S(Q,!) which contains all the physics of the dynamical processes in the system.
3.5.1 Theory
The goal of a neutron scattering experiment is to quantify the double-di↵erential cross section for single
scattering, which describes the scattering by a neutron beam with incident wave vector ki and a final wave
vector kf into a solid angle d⌦ and final energy dE. In the case of liquids, only the magnitudes of wave
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where  b = 4⇡b2 is the bound scattering cross-section and S(Q,!) is known as the dynamic structure
factor. In an experiment, the specimen probed by neutron scattering is composed of various species and
their isotopes. The scattering length changes from species to isotopes. The mean scattering length over all
these variations is called the coherent scattering length. Simultaneously, the deviation from the average of
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The dynamic structure factors contain the dynamical properties of the system under investigation. They














The kinematically accessible region in energy and wave vector transfer region for liquids is constrained.
The energy transfer between initial state Ei and final state E, and the wave vector transfer Q = kf   ki
can be written as:
~! = E   Ei = ~
2
2mn
(k2f   k2i )
Q2 = k2i + k
2
f   2|ki||kf |cos(2✓)
(3.14)
where 2✓, the angle between ki and kf , is known as the scattering angle. The implication of these two
relations is that not all of the (Q,!) space is accessible in neutron scattering experiments. The allowed
region is a function of the incident neutron energy Ei and lies between the (Q,!) loci corresponding to
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Figure 3.5: The kinematically accessible space for two di↵erent incident neutron energies (5.1 meV and 36
meV). Figure reproduced from ref. [115] with permission.
✓ = 0o and ✓ = 90o.
3.5.2 Analysis of Incoherent and Coherent dynamics
The dynamic structure factor S(Q,!) contains information of both self motions and collective motions of
particles (see Fig. 2.3). The incoherent contribution does not contain structure information but quantifies
the dynamics of individual particles. Common approach to model the incoherent scattering is based on the
Gaussian approximation [3]. If we consider long-range self-di↵usion, the self van Hove correlation function
obeys the Fick’s law of di↵usion. The initial condition is Gs(r, t = 0) =  (r) corresponding to the location
of the particle at the origin at time zero. The expression for the incoherent dynamic structure factor is







The width of the Lorentzian curve is a clear indication of the atomic mobility in the system. Neutron
interactions with particles that are stochastically di↵using leads to a broadening of the elastic peak. The
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full-width at half-maximum is:
  = 2~DsQ2 (3.16)
Usually, the Q2 behavior is observed irrespective of the details of the long-range di↵usion mechanism.
The coherent dynamic structure factor Scoh(Q,!) measures the collective motion of atoms. The first
moment of Scoh(Q,!) gives the static structure factor S(Q). The complexity of collective interactions gives
rise to rich physics in the coherent dynamic structure factor. The actual derivations are elaborate and
fully discussed in textbooks [3, 120]. Here, we will look at specific results relevant to this study. At large
wavelengths or small Q (the hydrodynamic limit), the expression for the Scoh(Q,!) can be derived using
the continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equation, and the energy conservation equation by treating number
density, momentum density and temperature as fundamental variables. The spectrum contains a central
peak characterizing entropy fluctuations (Rayleigh line), and two symmetric inelastic peaks characterizing















 Q2 + (! + csQ)bsQ
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 Q2   (!   csQ)bsQ
(!   csQ)2 + ( Q2)2
 
(3.17)
where   is the sound attenuation coe cient, cs is the adiabatic sound velocity, and DT is the thermal
di↵usivity. The dispersion of the Brillouin lines can be followed far into the microscopic region. The
quasi-elastic peak corresponding to the collective thermal di↵usion narrows at the structure factor peak
demonstrating the deGennes narrowing phenomenon. The spectral shape of S(Q,!) at finite wavelengths
and frequencies have been analyzed using the memory functional formalism of the generalized Langevin
equation. Several approaches such as the visco-elastic model, Enskog’s kinetic models etc. have been used
for simple liquids. Finally, at small wavelengths or large Q the interactions between particles become
irrelevant and the spectral shape can be approximated using the Gaussian formulation for a dilute gas.
The stretched exponential form has been commonly used to describe the relaxation dynamics of multi-
component metallic melts. See refs [24–26].
F (Q, t) = AQ exp( t/⌧ ) (3.18)
It can be seen as a sum of exponentials with a distribution of relaxation times ⌧ . In many of these multi-
component metallic liquids, the mean self-di↵usivity of the system has been quantified using this framework.
Since, all the elements have a separation of relaxation timescale (albeit minor) it gives rise to a stretched
behavior even at high temperatures. In principle, each component can be represented by a Lorentzian term,
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and a summation of them can be used to fit the data. But this approach will lead to a large number of
fitting parameters with huge uncertainties. A distribution of di↵usivity could lead to stretching, but the
functional form based on the relaxation time does not allow an average di↵usivity to be identified as the
average h1/⌧i does not exist for the distribution underlying the KWW form, however h⌧i can be evaluated.
An alternative approach to obtain an average di↵usivity and its distribution width could be based on another
fit function (e.g. the log-normal). Based on several trials, KWW gives the best fitting of all spectra at all
temperatures and Qs with basically two fitting parameters. A lognormal form for example would require a
priori assumption of a Gaussian distributed di↵usivities which requires further verification. The h⌧i can be
















The e↵ective di↵usion coe cient extracted using the second equation above is an approximation to the true
mean di↵usion coe cient of the liquid in the Q! 0 limit.
3.5.3 Experiments at CNCS
Several neutron spectrometers are available to measure properties of materials. Such instruments are spe-
cialized to measure a suitable energy range transfer E and wave vector transfer Q range with maximum
intensity with an associated Q and E resolution. Dynamics and structure of metallic liquids are conve-
niently measured using cold neutron chopper time-of-flight spectrometers. Our experiments are performed
at the Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer (CNCS; Beam Line 5) at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)
located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). CNCS is designed to perform quasi-elastic or inelastic
neutron scattering experiments using cold or thermal neutrons with excellent energy resolution. It is a
direct-geometry multi-chopper spectrometer that allows incident neutron energy of 0.5 – 80 meV and wave
vector transfer range of 0.05 – 10 A˚ 1 . The elastic energy resolution ranges from 10 – 500 µeV. There are 3
self-explanatory operational modes of the chopper: 1) high-flux, 2) all intermediate, and 3) high-resolution.
Quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurements were carried out with an incident neutron beam of 1.55
meV in energy in the High Flux operational mode of the choppers. The energy resolution of the instrument
(FWHM) in these operational conditions was ⇠ 45 µeV, and the wave vector transfer Q range was 0.2 –
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1.6 A˚ 1. Samples were heated at a constant rate of 50  C per hour during heating. The measurements
were carried out in the temperature range of 900 – 1100  C, in steps of 25  C. Measurements at a specific
temperature were carried out for approximately 4 hours to obtain good counting statistics. Inelastic neutron
scattering measurements were also performed with an incident neutron beam of 12.07 meV in energy was
used in the High Flux operational mode of the choppers. The energy resolution of the instrument (FWHM)
in these operational conditions was ⇠ 0.65 meV, and the wave vector transfer Q range was 0.5 – 4.3 A˚ 1.
Samples were heated at a constant rate of 50  C per hour during heating. Measurements at a specific
temperature were carried out for approximately 5 hours to obtain good counting statistics. At 1100  C,
we were only able to perform 2-hour measurements due to beam-time constraint. We didn’t measure even
higher temperatures due to concerns over excessive sample loss due to evaporation causing compositional
alterations as well as time constraint.
LM601 metallic glass samples were cut into rectangular sticks (1.5 mm ⇥ 30 mm ⇥ 1.5 mm) and stacked
inside a cylindrical MgO crucible with a cylindrical MgO insert. The thickness of the sample is controlled as
1.75 mm (⇥2 layers) in order to avoid multiple scattering. The crucible was suspended to the thermocouples
using thin Niobium wires inside a high temperature Nb furnace. This furnace is the highest temperature
furnace available at CNCS with a temperature range up to 1600  C. Unfortunately, container-less measure-
ments using electrostatic levitators, which are considered ’state-of-the-art’ in measuring metallic liquids,
could not be employed in our experiments. The capabilities of the sample environment at CNCS has not
been extended to include levitators currently. Alternative choice for crucible includes alumina which has
a low scattering cross-section. In our tests, we found that the molten sample reacted with alumina cru-
cible and hence we proceeded with MgO crucibles. A high-purity inert helium atmosphere in high vacuum
(⇠ 10 5 torr) was maintained during measurements. Two thermocouples were used at various locations to
verify the uniformity of temperature inside the furnace.
3.5.4 Data reduction
The fundamental step to analyze inelastic neutron scattering data is the conversion of recorded counting
statistics of the time-of-flight and scattering angle to the dynamic structure factor. Time-of-flight data data
files contain the energy of neutron, the number of channels, their widths, chopper speed and detector angles.
The detector count rate should be normalized as the number of neutrons from the source varies with time and
its e ciency must also be corrected to get accurate statistics. This is usually performed by normalizing the
measured inelastic data with a primarily incoherent scattering element, such as Vanadium ( coh = 0.02 b,
 inc = 5.2 b). Additional corrections for self-absorption from shielding of the sample by container is also
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needed. The sample thickness is chosen such that the total scattering from the sample is less than ⇠10% to
avoid multiple scattering from the sample.
The total scattered neutron intensity spectrum was corrected for the time-independent background and
normalized by white-beam vanadium run using the data reduction package MantidPlot [162]. The reduced
data were then further sliced at constant Q values using MSlice in DAVE [163]. Empty crucible was
measured at room temperature and used for background subtraction. At high temperatures, the detailed
balance factor is insignificant in the measured dynamic range and hence was ignored. Room temperature
data was corrected for detailed balance. The energy transfer range at the energy loss side is limited by the
incident neutron energy and hence is much shorter than the energy gain side. The MgO empty crucible
measured at room temperatures at various energies were used as the instrument energy resolution function.
The resolution function was represented by a single Gaussian for QENS, and two Gaussian functions for
INS. The restricted dynamic range for a given wavelength and scattering angle means that the complete
static structure factor is not obtained from such inelastic measurements. However, the quasi-elastic structure
factors S(Q) of the sample were obtained by integrating the elastic scattering intensity in the energy range




In this section, we present the results obtained by studying the Cu-Zr-Al based metallic liquid system using
molecular dynamics simulations and neutron scattering (both QENS and INS). For the computer simulations,
we study a model system compositionally similar to LM601 (Zr51Cu36Ni4Al9). Ni is very similar in size to
Cu, and from a dynamical point of view has very similar di↵usional characteristics. Thus, the system studied
using MD, Cu40Zr51Al9, could mimic the quaternary BMG appropriately. We use the ternary EAM potential
to study the structure and self-motions of the constituent elements in this model system. QENS is used to
measure the atomic di↵usion process in the LM601 liquid to characterize its nature of dynamical onset of
cooperativity. The fast collective relaxations in the liquid state of LM601 is investigated using INS. The
wave-vector transfer range presented in this paper is 1.5 – 4 A˚ 1, which covers the first peak in the static
structure factor of this material. The inelastic excitations present in the liquid is further explored using INS
and MD simulations across a wider wave-vector transfer range. The contents of this section are taken from
the author’s publications1.
This section is organized as follows: we begin by describing the thermodynamic characteristic of the
system. Next, the structure of this system in terms of the pair correlation functions and the static structure
factor is assessed. This is followed by descriptions of dynamical quantities such as mean-squared displace-
ment, self van Hove correlation functions, self-intermediate scattering functions, etc. Investigations of the
self-motions led to testing the validity of Stokes-Einstein relation in this glass-forming metallic liquid. In the
following discussions, we focus on the emergence of heterogeneous dynamics and our novel methodology to
visualize and quantify it in a 3D system using a non-parametric unsupervised machine-learning technique.
The ensuing discussion focuses on relating a few statistical quantities that probe the nature of this hetero-
geneity to the concepts of onset of correlated dynamics in the system and demonstrate the agreement with
1Reprinted with permissions from:
a. A. Jaiswal, T. Egami, and Y. Zhang, Phys. Rev. B 91, 134204 (2015).
b. A. Jaiswal, A. Podlesynak, G. Ehlers, R. Mills, S. O’Kee↵e, J. Stevick, J. Kempton, G. Jelbert, W. Dmowski, K. Lokshin,
T. Egami, and Y. Zhang, Phys. Rev. B 92, 024202 (2015).
c. A. Jaiswal, T. Egami, K. F. Kelton, K. S. Schweizer, and Y. Zhang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 205701 (2016).
d. A. Jaiswal, S. O’Kee↵e, R. Mills, A. Podlesynak, G. Ehlers, W. Dmowski, K. Lokshin, J. Stevick, T. Egami, and Y. Zhang,
J. Phys. Chem. B 120, 1142 (2016).
e. A. Jaiswal and Y. Zhang, MRS Adv. 1 (2016)
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results from the machine-learning technique. We consider the experimental measurements of self-dynamics
and interpret the data in terms of the dynamic crossover with direct input from MD simulations. The nature
of the dynamic crossover is explored in the context of other glass-forming metallic liquids, several molecular
liquids, and network liquids. We shift our discussions to the collective dynamics of metallic liquids next
where we compare collective relaxation with other simple liquids. Fast collective relaxations are analyzed
using prevailing models of collective dynamics. Inelastic acoustic excitations and their dispersions in the
melted and glassy state are analyzed in the framework of generalized hydrodynamics to finite Q The lo-
calization of acoustic excitations and its significance to the Arrhenius crossover in dynamics is established
using the Io↵e-Regel criteria. Experimental confirmation of localization of acoustic excitation is established
at intermediate Q values in the glassy and liquid states.
4.1 Specific heat capacity
Figure 4.1 shows the heat capacity cp of the BMG sample LM601 obtained by the DSC measurement at a
heating rate of 20 K/min. Glass transition in the sample sets in at 697 K and extends to roughly 730 K,
marked by an endothermic shoulder. Immediately after that, the sample crystalizes at 773 K, marked
by a significant exothermic peak. The crystallized state extends to 1170 K where it is completely melted,
evidenced by a series of endothermic peaks in this mid-temperature range. A subsequent broad heat capacity
peak is observed in the temperature range of 1250 – 1450 K, beyond the melting temperature of the sample.
The inset magnified to the suitable temperature range clearly illustrates this heat capacity peak. A similar
observation of an additional heat capacity peak above the liquidus temperature has been reported in Vit. 1
BMG [74]. Due to similarities in the composition of both systems, this heat capacity peak may turn out to
be a key feature of Cu-Zr-Al based metallic liquids.
4.2 Structure
In this section, the atomic structure of the simulated ternary Cu40Zr51Al9 metallic liquid is discussed. The
structure of the material represented by the pair distribution functions g(r) and the total static structure
factor S(Q) was routinely checked. The amorphous nature of the system in the liquid states was verified. No
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Figure 4.1: Specific heat flow of BMG LM601 during a heating cycle of 20 K/min. Multiple phase transitions
can be seen as the temperature is raised. Note that there is a broad yet well-defined heat capacity peak
from 1250 to 1450 K, which is beyond the melting endpoint of the system. Inset shows the magnification of
cp peak in this temperature range.
4.2.1 Pair Distribution Function
The pair distribution function (PDF) measures the spatial correlations of the atomic density ⇢(r) within a
system. Specifically, it measures the probability of locating a particle in the volume element dr located at a
distance r given that there is another particle at the origin r = 0. The atomic density of a finite system of





PDF can easily distinguish between a gas, liquid, or the solid state. Due to weak interactions between
particles in the gaseous state, PDF shows no distinct correlations. The other extreme is the crystalline state
that shows distinct sharp peaks at specific distances pertaining to the arrangement of atoms in the crystal.
For an isotropic and homogenous liquid system, the PDF or radial distribution function (RDF), depends
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Computational methods for obtaining PDF involves spatial discretization of the periodic cubic simulation
cell into concentric volumetric regions, counting the respective atom pair types and subsequently normalized
the counts by the volume of the spherical shells. The periodic nature of the simulation shell limits the
maximum accessible distance to half of the box length for structure computations. Experimentally, g(r) can
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be obtained by Fourier transformation of the neutron or X-ray measured static structure factor S(Q). For
a simple liquid, g(r) and S(Q) are related as follows:





Q[S(Q)  1] sin(Qr)dQ. (4.3)
















T = 1300 K
Figure 4.2: Partial g(r) derived using EAM potential for Cu40Zr51Al9 metallic liquids at 1300 K. Al-Al
correlation is weak suggesting caging by Cu and Zr atoms.
Partial g(r) for the six possible pairings were computed by discretizing the cubic simulation cell. The
amorphous nature of the system is clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.2, along with the nearly homogenous mixing
of atoms in the system. The results are consistent with those published by the developers of the potential
[79] di↵ering only in intensity of peaks due to temperature and composition di↵erence. Al-Al correlation
is found to be the weakest owing to its lowest composition and is suggestive of being surrounded in local
cages formed by Cu and Zr atoms. Zr favors ordering with Al atoms indicated by the highest intensity of
the partial g(r).
4.2.2 Structure Factor
For an isotropic system there are no preferred orientation and hence the structure factor depends only on the
modulus of the wave vector transfer Q. The static structure factor S(Q) is a quantity that can be directly




⇢(r) exp( iQ · r) (4.4)
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The experimentally measured structure factor by neutrons is weighed by the proper coherent bound neutron
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A simplified representation of S(Q) is shown in Eq. [4.7]. In performing the computations of S(Q), the
computational complexity of Eq. [4.6] is reduced to O(N) by performing angular average over allowed
angular directions for a given Q-value using Eq. [4.7]. Fig. 4.21(a) shows the temperature dependence of
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The peak position of the first S(Q) peak is approximately 2.6 A˚ 1 and is found to shift in both intensity
and position with increasing temperature. Subsequent computations of wavevector dependent quantities
are computed at this Q-value, which is roughly representative of the scale of the first peak in the g(r)
of the system. This peak position in S(Q) is proportional to changes in atomic density of the material.
Any evidence of structural changes observed in the temperature range used in the experiments may be
employed to explain the phase transition behavior that has been observed in many metallic liquid systems.
Monotonically decreasing peak amplitude (Fig. 4.3(b)) is observed in the temperature range without the
presence of any distinct structural order change. Structural analysis reveals smooth temperature dependence
without any sharp transitions.
The structure factor can be obtained by integrating the quasi-elastic intensity of the measured spectrum
in an inelastic neutron scattering experiment. In contrast to many similar QENS measurements [74, 94–
96, 101] that are collected at Q values much lower than the structure factor S(Q) peak, the contribution to
the neutron scattering signal in the wave vector transfer Q range we measured predominantly comes from
the coherent scattering of individual elements. The structure factor S(Q) obtained by integrating the elastic
scattering intensity in the energy transfer range of [ 0.5, 0.5] meV shows a series of transitions from glassy
state to “supercooled liquid”, to crystal, and to liquid state over a temperature range from 27  C to 1050  C




























Figure 4.3: (a) Temperature evolution of the total neutron structure factor S(Q) of Cu40Zr51Al9 system.
(b) The first peak position of S(Q) shows continuous temperature dependence.
provide as excellent Q-resolution and statistics as in a dedicated di↵raction instrument. However, the quick
examination of the evolution of the structure factor is useful to confirm the states of the sample, which
agrees with the DSC curve. The positive and negative peaks near 1.8, 3.0, and 3.8 A˚ 1 in the temperature
range between 900  C and 1050  C arises from the imperfect subtraction of the MgO sample container.
The empty MgO container was only measured at room temperature due to beam-time constraint. The
MgO Bragg peaks shift to higher Q values at higher temperatures because of thermal expansion, therefore,
it is not possible to fully subtract this feature unless background measurements of empty MgO are also
performed at the same exact configuration and temperature conditions. However, the contribution from the
crucible scattering to the signal is predominantly in the elastic peak region and does not contribute to the
quasi-elastic broadening. To ensure complete melting of the sample, we performed measurements at 900  C
for twice as long as we did for other temperatures.
4.3 Dynamical crossover
This section concerns with the investigation of the self-dynamics of constituent elements of this glass-forming
metallic liquid. Single particle dynamics, evidently influenced by neighboring atoms, of the multi-component
liquids involves multiple relaxations and long-time di↵usions. Statistical quantities that illustrate liquid
dynamics can be studied in both real space and time or in the reciprocal (Fourier) space. To this end,
































Figure 4.4: Evolution of the structure factor S(Q) of BMG LM601 at various temperatures, obtained by
integrating the elastic scattering intensity at CNCS. As the temperature is raised, a series of transitions from
glass to “supercooled liquid”, to crystal, and finally to liquid state are clearly observed, in agreement with
the DSC scan. The baselines have been shifted for each temperature for clarity. The positive and negative
peaks near 1.8, 3, 3.8 A˚ 1 are due to the imperfect subtraction of the empty MgO crucible scattering, which
is measured at room temperature only.
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4.3.1 Self van Hove Correlation
Consider the density-density correlation function as a function of both space and time. In the liquid state,
the system is isotropic and hence this quantities depend only on the magnitude of displacements not their
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At time t = 0 the above equation simplifies to:
G(r, t = 0) =  (r) + ⇢0g(r) (4.9)
The van Hove function can be further separated into two parts namely the self part and the distinct part.
G(r, t) = Gs(r, t) +Gd(r, t) (4.10)
Single particle’s motion can be studied using the self-part of the van Hove correlation function[116, 117].
The physical meaning of Gs(r, t) is the probability of finding a particle i in the vicinity of some distance ‘r’
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while the distinct part corresponds to the probability density of finding a di↵erent particle l0 from l at a
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At t = 0, the Gs(r, t) has a singularity at the origin indicative of the particle under investigation.
The volume integral of Gs(r, t) is a conserved quantity and equals unity. Hence, in Fig. 4.5, we plot the
quantity 4⇡r2Gs(r, t) for all constituent particles at a high and a low temperature value. The intensity of
the colormap in the insets corresponds to the time and location of finding a particle with certain probability.
This probability distribution is found to broaden with increasing time, evidenced by the widening colored
regime. As expected, individual particles are observed to di↵use much faster at 1450 K than at 1100 K. In








































Figure 4.5: Gs(r, t) normalized by the area to measure the probability distribution of finding a particle at
a later time. As expected, all three species in the system exhibit a hydrodynamic behavior with a single
Gaussian peak that broadens in spatial direction with increasing time at 1450 K. However, at 1100 K, the
Gaussian behavior is slightly distorted. At 1450 K the particle di↵uses much faster than at 1100 K evidenced
by the broadening of the distribution. Insets show normalized Gs(r, t) in both ‘r’ and ‘t’ directions.
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prominent secondary peaks. Usually when the system gets close to the glass transition, multiple peaks may
appear in the probability distributions that have been attributed to thermally activated hopping process
[134]. The time taken for correlations to decay to the hydrodynamic limit or Gaussian behavior is generally
comparable to structural relaxation time of each species in the liquid state [78]. The non-Gaussian behavior
of Gs(r, t) at intermediate timescale is discussed later in the paper.
4.3.2 Mean Squared Displacement
The mean-squared displacement of particles at an elapsed time ‘t’ is related to the second moment of the











Computational implementation of MSD involves averaging of particle displacements over all particles of
interest at two time points. It is a measure of the average distance travelled by a particle. At short times,
particles show ballistic motions, i.e., a particle doesn’t encounter any other particles in its vicinity. In
this case, the distance travelled is linearly proportional to the time interval considered, and thus MSD is
proportional to ‘t2’. Usually, the timescale for this behavior is indicative of the mean free time. Beyond
the ballistic motions, there is a plateau that is much more pronounced at lower temperatures and indicative
of the onset of caging e↵ect. This is roughly equivalent to the time needed for a local configurational or
topological excitation in the system [36]. At longer times, particles collide with one another and eventually
undergo random walk. In this regime MSD is linearly proportional to ‘t’. Consequently, the self-di↵usion






Al being the lightest element in the system shows much larger displacements at short times as shown in
Fig. 4.6(c). In contrast, at long time, the MSD of Cu is the largest, and that of Zr is the smallest. Such
elemental features can be further studied from the long-time self-di↵usion coe cient of each atom extracted
from a linear fit of the MSD at long time. Cu shows the largest di↵usion coe cient while Zr is the slowest
among the elements. Temperature dependence of the self-di↵usion coe cient can be described by many
models such as Arrhenius, VFT, MCT, parabolic, free-volume, Adam-Gibbs, etc. In this analysis, we did
not try to fit the entire temperature range with any particular model, but focused on the deviation from
























(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of Mean Squared Displacements (MSD) for constituent elements.
Arrow indicates increasing temperature. Al shows largest displacements at short times compared to Zr and
Cu.
activation energy EA and di↵usion constant D0 for each element. A sharp deviation from the Arrhenius fits
is observed around TA ⇠ 1300 K, which is much higher than the melting temperature of the system (⇠900 K).
This is indicative of onset of correlated dynamics of the system, where system transitions from uncorrelated
liquid dynamics at very high temperatures to a state with increasing cooperativity in various regions in time
and space [36]. For most molecular systems, this deviation from the Arrhenius law usually happens below
the melting point in the supercooled regime, and therefore has raised some concerns on whether the system
is well equilibrated in the simulation studies. As this study is concerned with temperatures much higher
than the glass transition, there are no e↵ects due to aging. In the multi-component metallic liquids, the
chemical disorder essentially pushes the dynamical crossover higher than the melting point, resulting in a
non-controversial equilibrium phenomenon. The addition of Al in slowing down dynamics of Cu-Zr based
liquid has been discussed elsewhere [164]. Hence, the additional chemical disorder brought by Al addition
can be responsible for the observation of dynamical crossover above Tm. Furthermore, it is interesting to
note that the dynamical crossover temperature is more or less the same for all three constituent elements. As
the local structure in various spatial regions is comprised of Al centered with Cu-Zr atoms as the neighbors,
their local cooperativity necessarily influences the manifestation of dynamical crossover in each element.
4.3.3 Self Intermediate Scattering Function
Atomic trajectories obtained from MD simulation provide comprehensive information to compute the Self
Intermediate Scattering Functions (SISF). SISF is defined as the spatial Fourier transform of Gs(r, t) to the



















Figure 4.7: Self-di↵usion coe cients extracted from MSD for each element. Black arrow (TA ⇠ 1300 K)
indicates onset of correlated dynamics (crossover) marked by a deviation from respective Arrhenius fits. Red
arrow indicates the melting temperature of this system (Tm ⇠ 900 K).
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The Intermediate Scattering Function (ISF) is thus named as it can be Fourier transformed in time to
obtain the dynamic structure factor S(Q,!) or inverse Fourier transformed in space to recover the van Hove
correlation function G(r, t). SISF characterizes the density fluctuations of the same particle in the system at
time t = 0 and at another subsequent time t. Fig. 4.8, shows the temperature dependence of SISF for each
constituent element. For dense liquids, the decay of SISF can roughly be separated into two steps: fast cage
breaking of atoms and the subsequent slow di↵usion of the atoms [25]. SISF shows a Gaussian like behavior
at short times indicative of ballistic or vibration motions of particles followed by a multiple step relaxation
processes around the sub-picosecond to picosecond time scale. At low temperatures, SISF is highly stretched
and reveals two relaxation mechanisms separated by a shoulder corresponding to the plateau in MSD. The
early relaxations are usually referred as the  -relaxation regime. A slower relaxation process referred as the
↵-relaxation follows the subsequent shoulder in Fs(Q, t).
The ↵-relaxation time is usually defined as the time when Fs(Q, t) at the first peak Q = 2.6 A˚ 1 of the
structure factor, S(Q), decays to 1/e [3, 120]. Recent studies highlight that in high temperature liquids the
↵-relaxation time, ⌧↵, is roughly 3 times the time-scale needed for a local configurational excitation or a
bond-breaking/forming event ⌧LC . ⌧↵ also corresponds to the average time for a atom to move a distance of
the interatomic distance [75]. The temperature dependence of ⌧↵ is found to be similar to that of ⌧LC , ⌧B
(bond-lifetime) and ⌧M (Maxwell relaxation time, discussed later on). The bond-lifetime, ⌧B , is so defined as











































(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.8: Self-intermediate scattering functions Fs(Q, t) of constituent elements of Cu40Zr51Al9 metallic
liquid system at Q = 2.6 A˚ 1. Cu and Zr atoms show simple two-step relaxations while Al shows additional
peaks around 0.1 ps.
time, which is quite frequently used in experiments, is the area under the Fs(Q, t) curve. This definition of
the average relaxation time also takes the short and intermediate time behaviors into account, and therefore
its value and curvature in the Angell plot are slightly di↵erent from those of the relaxation time defined by





Care must be given to note full decay of Fs(Q, t) before applying this definition. With increasing temperature,
atomic mobility is increased leading to a reduction in relaxation time. The deviation from a simple Arrhenius
behavior (linear) is easily observed in Fig. 4.9(a)&(b) plotted in semi-log scale. Just like the self-di↵usion
coe cient, this activated nature of temperature dependence of ⌧↵ can be described with various functional
forms. In fact, in the temperature range we studied, the data can be fit well with most of the models.
However, despite various fittings of the activated dynamics, the deviation of ⌧↵ from the Arrhenius behavior
is observed around TA ⇠ 1300 K and agrees with what has been reported in other studies [36]. Extracting
fast relaxation time ( -relaxation) from SISF is usually sensitive to model fittings and the time range used,
and as such cannot be relied upon.
It is interesting to note that, Al has much faster dynamics at high temperatures similar to Cu but
slows down considerably and behaves like Zr in relaxation time scales at lower temperatures. We may
thus interpret that Al atoms couple to faster Cu atoms at high temperatures, but switch to slower Zr
atoms at lower temperatures. It has been suggested that Al addition to this system greatly improves the
glass forming ability of Cu-Zr based metallic liquids. The mechanisms responsible for this improvement
still remain elusive. In the glassy state, Al favors the formation of icosahedral structural ordering with























Figure 4.9: Angell plot of temperature dependence of ⌧↵. (a) ⌧ found using 1/e cut of SISF. (b) h⌧i
computed by the area under SISF. Al transitions from fast Cu-like dynamics at at high T, to much slower
Zr-like dynamics at low T.
striking slowing down of dynamics with Al coupling to Zr-like dynamics can partially be responsible for such
improvements. Q-dependence of SISF allows computations of relaxation time at various length scales. In
the hydrodynamic limit, Q! 0, ⌧ and self-di↵usion coe cient D are inversely related. Therefore, the slope
of the inverse of ⌧ versus Q2 plot in the small Q limit also gives the self-di↵usion coe cient, which agrees
with that extracted from MSD. Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependence of inverse of ⌧ versus Q2 depicting






















Figure 4.10: Inverse of structural relaxation time ⌧↵ plotted against Q2 shows a linear dependence for small




Shear viscosity is another key transport property describing macroscopic liquid state dynamics and can be








 xy is the o↵-diagonal x-y component of the stress tensor, kB is the Boltzmann constant, V is the volume
of liquid and T is the absolute temperature of the system. In the framework of a very simple viscoelastic
Maxwell model, a material undergoing shear exhibits exponential relaxation/decay of local stress with a















































η = 8.83e-4 exp(1379/(T - 642))
(b)
Figure 4.11: (a) Normalized stress auto-correlation function of melted Cu40Zr51Al9 at various temperatures.
(b) Computed shear viscosity of liquid Cu40Zr51Al9 using the Green-Kubo relation and the temperature
dependence is fitted using VFT type equation. (c) Testing linearity between Maxwell relation ⌧M and alpha





G1 is the instantaneous (high-frequency) modulus of rigidity [3]. This relaxation behavior essentially sep-
arates the timescale where the system evolves from solid-like to liquid-like. In the framework of local
configurational excitations, the viscosity of the system is a manifestation of elementary changes in the
atomic connectivity network. Because the timescale for such local bond exchange and the timescale for
stress-relaxation are equal at high temperatures, it is postulated that the macroscopic stress is determined
by topology of local neighbors of an atom [36]. Normalized shear stress auto-correlation function is a tem-
perature dependent, monotonically decreasing function as shown in Fig. 4.11(a). At higher temperatures,
shear relaxation is almost exponential while on approaching the melting point the relaxation becomes highly
non-exponential. Decreasing temperature rapidly increases the correlation time and interestingly develops a
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‘bump’ around 0.3 ps. This feature has been attributed to e↵ect of boson peak vibrations in the glassy state
[93]. Shear viscosity obtained using the Green-Kubo relation is shown in Fig. 4.11(b) and fitted with a VFT
(Volger-Fulcher-Tammann) equation. Temperature dependence of the viscosity can be fitted equally well
using other models such as MCT, parabolic, etc. in the studied temperature range. The resulting fitting
parameters depend on the temperature range we choose to analyze. Nevertheless, here we show the VFT
fitting applied to the entire temperature range we studied as it results in the fitting parameter of interest,
the diverging temperature, T0 = 642 K, close to the reported glass transition for this composition. We
demonstrate linearity between ⌧↵ and ⌧M by applying a linear fit in Fig. 4.11(c).
4.4 Dynamical decoupling
4.4.1 Decoupling of Elemental Dynamics
The self-dynamics of elements occur in varying timescale in the system. This can be readily quantified by
taking the ratios of elemental self-di↵usion coe cients and the relaxation time shown in Fig. 4.12. Al and
Zr di↵usion and relaxations are observed to couple across the temperature range studied. Interestingly, this
ratio reveals that Cu dynamics is clearly decoupled from both Al and Zr, and this decoupling is accelerated
below the dynamical crossover temperature TA. Local bond formations between Al and Zr atoms must
promote their similarity. This decoupling of dynamics can be an important mechanism causing heterogeneous
dynamics in the system in the liquid state. Rapidly decoupled elemental dynamics below TA promotes spatial
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Figure 4.12: Decoupling of elemental dynamics revealed by taking the (a) ratio of self-di↵usion coe cients
and (b) ratio of ↵-relaxation time of all three elements. Al and Zr dynamics is highly coupled while Cu
shows decoupling in the entire temperature range but accelerated below TA ⇠ 1300 K.
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4.4.2 Breakdown of Stokes-Einstein Relation
Having computed both self-structural relaxation time and di↵usion coe cient, we can test the validity of
Stokes-Einstein Relation (SER) in this glass forming liquid. SER relates the translational di↵usion coe cient
D, bulk viscosity ⌘, and temperature T as D / T/⌘, and usually works well for high temperature liquids
[166]. As viscosity ⌘, Maxwell relaxation time ⌧M , and ↵-relaxation time ⌧↵ are proportional to each other, it
is possible to study the validity of SER in such metallic melts using D and ⌧↵. We plot the quantity D⌧↵/T
as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.13. At high temperatures, this quantity is approximately constant but
increases sharply below TA ⇠ 1300 K. Clearly, the deviations from Arrhenius behavior of di↵usion coe cient
and relaxation time transpires to the breakdown of the SER in this metallic liquid at around TA ⇠ 1300 K,
which is su ciently higher than its melting temperature. Results from this analysis illustrate the deviations
in Arrhenius behavior of elemental di↵usion and relaxation more distinctly.
In many liquids, breakdown of SER is observed in the supercooled states but still above the glass transition
temperature and have been empirically found to obey Fractional Stokes-Einstein relation [167, 168] D /
(⌧/T ) ⇠. Specifically, in several molecular and macromolecular liquids this crossover behavior is observed
around ⇠1.2Tg [99]. The reported glass transition temperature Tg for this composition is approximately
around 640 K. It is thus a surprising revelation that this crossover temperature TA is roughly ⇠2Tg and
thus in the equilibrium liquid state. The many-body and complex chemical interactions among the alloying
elements should be partly responsible for this behavior. In addition, many studies have attributed this
violation of SER to the occurrence of dynamical heterogeneities in structural glass formers [169]. Dynamic
heterogeneity, or spatially heterogeneous dynamics, refers to the existence of clusters of atoms, typically of
the size of several particles (intermediate length scale) [170, 171], whose relaxation dynamics di↵er from
other nearby clusters. Such heterogeneities in liquids are consequences of highly mobile molecules forming
clusters and moving cooperatively. These spatially correlated clusters allow local structural relaxations.
Thus, due to the presence of clusters of varying local dynamics, the system as a whole cannot relax. Thus,
in this liquid, such heterogeneous domains grow spatially and lead to a decoupling of translational di↵usion
and structural relaxation time.
In high temperature metallic liquids, the role of atomic configurations and stresses in connection to the
dynamical onset or the landscape influenced regime has been discussed [36, 78, 172, 173]. Local config-
urational excitations (LCE) [36], which involves the formation or breaking of a bond between neighbors,
have been described as steps to change atomic connectivity network and control structural relaxations in
the system. In this landscape influenced regime, LCE’s are believed to interact via the dynamic long-range





























Figure 4.13: Breakdown of Stokes-Einstein relation is observed below TA ⇠ 1300 K, which is well above
the glass transition temperature of the system, and above the melting temperature of the system. Arrow
indicates the onset temperature TA where dynamics crossovers from uncorrelated to correlated state.
mechanism. Such LCE’s interactions may give rise to spatially heterogeneous dynamics in the system [36].
However, the connections between these two mechanisms need to be studied further. Above the dynamical
crossover temperature TA, the time involved in LCE event and the Maxwell relaxation time agree with each
other. This is suggested to explain the Arrhenius dependency of viscosity at high temperatures.
The e↵ective hydrodynamic diameters of a liquid particle undergoing di↵usion can be computed by





This provides a rigorous meaning to the Stokes-Einstein relation and for it to hold, dh, must be a temperature
independent constant. At high temperatures, it is nearly a constant value while it sharply decreases below
the identified onset of correlated dynamics (Fig. 4.14). The reduction of e↵ective diameter is indicative of



























Figure 4.14: E↵ective hydrodynamic/Stokes-Einstein diameter of Cu, Zr and Al using (a) viscosity ⌘ and
respective self-di↵usion coe cients D (b) using VFT fitted ⌘. Clearly, at higher temperatures the e↵ective
diameter is constant while decreasing sharply below the dynamical crossover temperature TA.
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4.5 Dynamical clustering
The temperature dependence of transport properties such as self-di↵usion coe cient, viscosity, and relaxation
time has been the subject of much attention in studying molecular liquids and glasses. While the glass
transition temperature Tg is artificially defined as the point when the viscosity reaches 1012 Pa·s or the
relaxation time reaches 100 s, it remains a hot debate what temperature marks a more “important” physical
temperature during the dynamic slowing down, and what “order parameter” can be used to quantify the
dynamic slowing down process. Identifying a physically “important” temperature and an appropriate non-
equilibrium “order parameter” that can quantify the dynamic slowing down process of liquids upon cooling
is a critical step towards the final formulation of a mathematical theory of the glass transition.
Recently theoretical developments have proposed that the size of dynamic heterogeneity may be identified
as a “dynamic” correlation length, an equivalent dynamic “order parameter”, which marks the onset point
of cooperative motions and diverges at the idealized glass transition temperature [38, 69, 118]. Dynamic
heterogeneity refers to the existence of dynamic clusters of particles with similar mobility, also known as
cooperatively rearranging regions (CRR), typically of the size of several particles (intermediate length scale).
These dynamic clusters are transient (intermediate time scale), since over very long periods of time each
particle will perform a similar average trajectory. Within one cluster, in order for the structural relaxation
to occur, all the particles have to coordinate with each other and find a way to rearrange themselves. As a
consequence, the process needs to overcome a certain energy barrier which gives rise to the slow dynamics.
At high enough temperatures, each cluster is in principle composed of only one single particle, therefore,
the dynamic correlation length should be close to zero; while as the system is increasingly supercooled, such
regions start to form and grow in size, therefore, the dynamic correlation length also increases. The onset
temperature TA of such correlated motions, which is way above Tg and falls into the time window detectable
by neutrons, is proposed as an important physical temperature where slow activated process begins to
kick in. Below such an onset temperature TA, the di↵usion coe cient and the viscosity decouple, i.e. the
Stokes-Einstein relation breaks down. Hence, TA marks a crossover from uncorrelated dynamics above TA to
landscape-influenced correlated dynamics below TA. When the dynamic correlation length reaches the size
of the system, idealized glass transition occurs. The Shear Transformation Zone (STZ) theory is intimately
related to this picture when the glassy material is subjected to mechanical deformation [174–176],. However,
the experimental verification of those predictions in metallic liquids is still missing.
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4.5.1 Dynamical Cluster Analysis using Machine-Learning
The mechanism involved in observation of dynamical onset in the equilibrium liquid state in such metallic
melts have been explained using the concepts of spatially heterogeneous dynamics [5, 38]. In a multi-
component system, spatially heterogeneous dynamics is believed to be initiated by varying mobility of each
species that form clusters and move cooperatively. While, many studies have resorted to computations of a
‘dynamical correlation length’ using four-point correlation functions [38, 69, 139], a physical picture in the
atomic scale is yet not fully developed beyond model 2D systems. Because of the highly localized nature of
cooperative dynamics, it is necessary to establish relevant quantity that distinguishes local fluctuations in
particle positions and velocities [177]. To quantify such a dynamical quantity, we choose the distribution of
particle displacements over a timescale of structural relaxation as a measure of relevant dynamics. We used a
non-parametric, unsupervised machine learning technique to perform an automated cluster analysis. Cluster
size analysis algorithm, as described in the methods sections, groups particles with very similar mobility into
spatial clusters. The distribution of particle displacements at any temperature follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann
type distribution, such that many particles have small to intermediate displacements. Few particles in the
systems have very large displacements but their numbers increase with increasing temperature in the system.
We choose ⌧↵ as the timescale for performing this analysis because the range of displacements of particles
is similar (in the range of 0 – 5 A˚) and of the order of nearest neighbor distance for highly mobile particles,
similar to collective jumps in soft-sphere glass in Ref. [178]. Another control parameter critical to this
analysis is the number of mobility groups (bins) covering the distribution of displacements. Using a small
bin number leads to larger number of particles in each mobility groups. Subsequently, the sizes of clusters are
larger simply due to availability of many particles in each group. Hence, in our analysis the number of bins
was varied from 20 – 1000 and verified to show no qualitative e↵ect on the cluster size trend. However, with
large number of bins, mean cluster sizes are smaller as each group contains fewer particles. For visualization
purposes, 25 bins are used; while for temperature dependency, an optimal value of 250 bins is used to define
the mobility groups for the 4000 particles.
In Fig. 4.15 clusters with more than 2 atoms are visualized for a low mobility group at temperatures on
both sides of onset temperature (1300 K). Atoms within one cluster are connected via a minimal spanning
tree for visual aid. Evidently, slower groups at 1000 K shows the largest cluster sizes with up to 43 atoms.
Intermediate mobility groups show comparable statistics at both temperatures. Faster atom numbers grow
significantly at 2000 K leading to larger number of clusters but no real size increase in comparison to those
at 1000 K. To gain better insight into temperature dependence of cluster size distributions, all 250 mobility
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Figure 4.15: (a)–(f) Visualization of dynamical clusters with more than 2 atoms in each group, which are
classified based on displacement of atoms over a time period of ↵-relaxation time at 1000 K and 2000 K. In
this analysis, distribution of displacements is divided into 25 bins and average cluster size in each mobility
group is shown in (g)&(h). Clusters are colored by the number of atoms in groups (3–43 atoms). Larger
clusters are formed at lower temperatures in the slow and intermediate mobility groups. Faster mobility
groups don’t show appreciable changes over the temperature range.
mean size variation hndci across 3 of these 5 groups and the average (solid circle) over entire mobility groups
versus temperature in Fig. 4.15(c). Single particles and pairs were also incorporated in this analysis. Size of
dynamical clusters revealed by this machine learning technique follows the trends of D⌧↵/T (Fig. 4.13). At
higher temperatures, evidently, there are clusters with fewer particles while below the identified dynamical
crossover TA increase in the mean cluster size is more pronounced. For highly mobile clusters, the increase
in size is very small. This is expected for such mobile clusters that span spatial regions in a transient
manner. Furthermore, due to increase in particle number at smaller displacements at low temperatures, a
large number of bins span 20% of the fastest particles. As the classification of 5 representative groups is
based on fixed number of atoms, each of these bins contains less number of particles. Hence the mean cluster
size of fast groups remains small at low temperatures. While this feature is statistically controlled and can
be analyzed using alternative approaches, it is more important to appreciate the general trend of increasing
cluster sizes found in all other four groups and hndci with lowering temperature.
The quantified increase in cluster size in Fig. 4.15(c) spans a range of 1.0 – 1.8 atoms per group. While,
this may not seem a rapid increase numerically, it must be emphasized that this computation incorporates
all the isolated single particles. The system, still being a high temperature liquid, is highly mobile and as
such clustering tendency is suppressed unlike in supercooled states where cluster sizes have been reported to
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Figure 4.16: Mean number of atoms in dynamical clusters hndci classified into 5 major groups. Clearly,
cluster size increases with decreasing temperature, but it increases sharply below the dynamical crossover
temperature TA ⇠ 1300 K. This feature is observed across all 5 groups as well as the mean value for each
temperature. Average cluster size computation includes single particles. Displacement distribution is divided
into 250 bins and average cluster size for each bin (or mobility group) is computed. Next, the slowest 20%
of atoms are classified as Grp 1 (slow) particles, while the most mobile 20% are in Grp 5.
sensitive to the mobility parameter used [179, 180]. This non-parametric technique reveals the atomic-scale
spatial picture of increasing cooperativity of dynamically similar particles. Coexistence of clusters of mobile
and immobile particles is a direct indication of heterogeneous dynamics. Within one cluster, in order for the
structural relaxation to occur, all the particles have to coordinate with each other and find a way to rearrange
themselves. As a consequence, the process needs to overcome a certain energy barrier which gives rise to
the slow dynamics. At high enough temperatures, each cluster is in principle composed of only one single
particle, therefore, the dynamic correlation length should be close to one; while as the system is increasingly
cooled, such clusters start to form and grow in size, therefore, the mean cluster size also increases. The
crossover temperature TA marks the onset of such correlated motions or dynamic heterogeneity.
In high temperature metallic liquids, the role of atomic configurations and stresses characterized by Local
Configurational Excitation (LCE) has been discussed with regards to dynamical onset and glass transition
[36, 78, 172, 173]. Phonons in liquids are short-lived, strongly scattered and thus, can’t be used to explain
macroscopic dynamical properties. LCE, on the other hand are linked to the macroscopic viscosity and could
form the basis of elementary excitations in liquids. It is claimed that interactions of multiple LCEs may give
rise to spatially heterogeneous dynamics in the system. Each LCE event involves breaking or formation of
a bond. Thus, the dynamic communication between LCEs involves 2 – 3 atoms. The average cluster size
revealed by our technique 1 – 1.8 is influenced by many isolated, single particles. If such particles are filtered
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out the mean size is in the range of 2 – 3 atoms and thus agrees with the LCEs picture.
In many relevant works, the underlying potential energy landscapes that characterize structural relax-
ations in the system is proposed to influence the non-exponential relaxations in liquids. In this landscape-
influenced regime [134, 181] the relaxation is found to be increasingly non-exponential in time. Temperature
dependence of relaxations also deviates sharply from Arrhenius behavior. This corresponds to the liquid
being able to sample deeper potential energy minima [36]. Hence, to cross these deeper energy barriers
requires the rearrangement of positions of several particles in di↵erent clusters independently. Thus, the
mechanism illustrated in our analysis also agrees with the qualitative assertions of energy landscape. To our
knowledge, this is the first attempt at visualizing such dynamical clusters using advanced machine learning
and non-parametric statistical analysis. Furthermore, in the ensuing sections we show the agreement in
trends with other commonly used measures of dynamic heterogeneity. Unlike the atomic scale measure of
heterogeneous dynamics revealed by our analysis, these quantities are ensemble averaged over many possible
configurations of the liquid.
4.5.2 Robustness of Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the optimization of an unsupervised machine learning technique that was used in
previous section to directly quantify onset of cooperative dynamics in glass-forming metallic liquids. This
technique is useful to validate the theoretical quantities that probe dynamic heterogeneity and further allows
visualization of dynamical clusters. This section elaborates on key features that reveal the robust nature of
this dynamical cluster identification technique. A discussion on the e↵ect of number of mobility groups, and
the e↵ect of inconsistency coe cient, which characterizes the nature of linkages in a hierarchical clustering
tree, on quantifying dynamical clusters is presented. One parameter critical to this analysis is the number of
mobility groups (bins) covering the distribution of displacements. Using a small bin number leads to larger
number of particles in each mobility groups. Hence, the number of bins was varied from 25 – 1000 and the
trends of the average size of dynamical clusters were studied. Another parameter of interest with regards
to the hierarchical clustering algorithm is the inconsistency of links identified as clusters in the hierarchical
tree. This was studied by varying the inconsistency coe cient that led to identification of an optimized
range.
E↵ect of number of mobility groups: We plot the mean size variation hndci across the 5 groups
and the average (solid circle) over entire mobility groups versus temperature in figure 4.17. Coexistence
of mobile and immobile particles is a clear sign of heterogeneous dynamics. This technique reveals that a










































































Figure 4.17: Varying the number of mobility bins used to group 4000 particles from 50 to 500 does not
alter the temperature trend of increasing dynamical cluster size hndci . However, the change in slope at
TA ⇡ 1300 K is clearly observed for number of bins greater than 100. This change in slope coincides with a
crossover from Arrhenius to super-Arrhenius dynamics in self-di↵usion, structural relaxation, and viscosity
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groups include particles that span a distance of 0 – 1.3 A˚. The fastest 20% of particles in Group 5 span a
very wide displacement range of 1.3 – 5 A˚, but do not show an appreciable increase in cluster size. This
is understandable as the system is still in the liquid state and the particles are highly mobile. The large
number of bins in this group also suggests that in each group there are few particles that are usually isolated
in nature. In the supercooled regime, we expect the fastest 20% particles to produce a consistent increase
in cluster size. In our previous analysis, we confirmed that the size of dynamic clusters revealed by this
machine learning technique follows the trends of increasing peak values of both  4(t) and ↵2(t).
In figure 4.17 we explore the temperature dependence of dynamical cluster size hndci by varying the
number of mobility bins. In all of the cases presented, we observe that hndci increases with cooling. For
large number of bins (greater than 100) we observe a clear change in slope of cluster size increase at ap-
proximately TA ⇡ 1300 K, identified as the onset temperature of cooperative dynamics in both experiments
and simulations [182, 183]. Note that at the same temperature we have also observed unusual behavior of
collective relaxations and a specific heat peak from experiments [184]. However, when the mobility groups
become smaller than 100, the change in slope is not clearly observed. The quantified increase in cluster size
hndci in figure 1 spans a range of 1.0 – 3.0 atoms per chain. In using fewer mobility bins (Figure 4.17(a)),
the cluster size is found to be composed of ⇠2 particles even at very high temperatures. Since this feature is
statistically controlled, an optimized value for the number of bins should reflect the physics accurately. As
discussed in the introduction, at high temperatures we expect dynamical clusters to be composed of single
particles. Thus, we find that an optimized value for number of bins for this system size lies between 100
and 500 (Figure 4.17(a,b,c)). The results are consistent for 1000 mobility bins (not shown). In this case,
we present results for both extreme to demonstrate the success in capturing the physical picture underlying
the crossover mechanism by this technique. This unsupervised technique reveals the atomic-scale picture
of increasing cooperativity of dynamically similar particles. Furthermore, it captures the sudden increase
in cluster size at the crossover temperature TA of relaxation time, di↵usion coe cient, and viscosity in this
ternary glass-forming metallic liquid.
Optimization of inconsistency coe cient: Inconsistency coe cient characterizes the height of a
linkage in a hierarchical clustering tree with the average height of links below it in the hierarchy. This means
that when forming clusters of distinct particles far away from each other, the inconsistency coe cient will
be large, while a small value will identify smaller clusters at a lower level in the hierarchical tree. Note
that the inconsistency coe cient is zero for a link connecting leaf nodes (or two nearest particles). Hence,
utilizing a large value for inconsistency coe cient results in identification of unphysical large clusters, while
lowering the inconsistency coe cient results in identification of very finely divided dynamical clusters with
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Figure 4.18: (a) Only binary clusters are identified with an inconsistency coe cient value of 0.7. (b) An
optimized value of 1.0 identified clusters with sizes from 2 – 43 thus giving a sensible result. (c) A value of
1.3 resulted in the entire set of particles identified as a dynamical cluster.
very few particles. To demonstrate this e↵ect, we pick three values of inconsistency coe cient of 0.7, 1.0,
and 1.3. We pick a set of 373 particles with the lowest mobility (Group 1) and displacements in range
of 0.2 – 0.4 A˚ at 1000 K. The clusters identified in each of the cases are shown in figure 2. Figure 2(a)
corresponds to the case with a value of 0.7 for inconsistency coe cient. In this case, each of the identified
clusters is a binary cluster. The color variation is used to facilitate visual identification of clusters and have
no physical significance. In Figure 4.18(b) inconsistency coe cient is set to 1.0. This gives the optimized
result that makes both visual and physical sense. The sizes of dynamic clusters range from 2 – 43 in this
case. In the final case, we pick a value of 1.3 for the inconsistency coe cient (Figure 4.18(c)). In this case,
the clustering algorithm identifies the entire set as a huge cluster, which does not make physical sense. The
sensitivity of the number of clusters (with more than 2 particles) and the size of largest cluster identified
with variations in inconsistency coe cient is presented in Table reftab:tab1. The optimal value depends on
the number of mobility bins and in the case of 250 bins it lies in the range [0.9 – 1.1]. Furthermore, we
found consistent results in the temperature dependence of cluster sizes across all 5 groups by varying the
inconsistency parameter in this range.
4.5.3 Non-Gaussian Parameter
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Table 4.1: Sensitivity of number of clusters and largest cluster size with inconsistency coe cient. Values
highlighted in green represent the optimized region for 250 bins.
The computed ↵2(t) in the temperature range of 950 – 2500 K are shown in Fig. 4.19(a–c). For an isotropic
system undergoing di↵usive motions, MSD is linearly proportional to time and the van Hove self-correlation
function is Gaussian in nature. As expected ↵2(t) is zero in this case. This is also true for short time ballistic
motions of atoms in the cage where the velocity of atoms is described the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
[185]. At intermediate times, ↵2(t) is found to obey power-law dependence on time given by ↵2(t) /
p
t
similar to observations in Ref. [186]. It is observed that ↵2(t) usually peaks at a time corresponding to the
crossover between the cage-regime and the longer-time di↵usive regime of the MSD. This timescale is in the
late  -regime. This is indicative of the fact that ↵2(t) yields information on transiently mobile particles
that jump due to the destruction of their cages [64]. Positive value of ↵2(t) indicates that the probability
for a particle to move very far is enhanced relative to a Gaussian random walk process [187]. While ↵2(t)
doesn’t provide any information on the length scale, it is commonly observed to correlate with the timescale
of maximal dynamic heterogeneity in the system.
The peak height of ↵2(t) (Fig. 4.20(a)) when plotted against the temperature scale shows a similar
behavior as hndci as well as the quantity D⌧↵/T . It is approximately constant at high temperatures and
shows a sharp rise around TA ⇠ 1300 K. In this Cu-Zr-Al system, ↵2(t) shows an uncharacteristic short time
peak for Al even at very high temperatures. Timescale of this peak corresponds to that of oscillations in
both the MSD and SISF of Al. While the mechanisms behind this observation needs further examination,
an interesting consequence of this additional heterogeneity can be that the material is locally resistant to
enhanced di↵usions under conditions of localized heating or energy deposition. We hypothesize that the
additional heterogeneity brought about by Al can lead to resistance to increase in the e↵ective temperature
in the glassy state.
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4.5.4 Four-point Correlation Function
In highly viscous liquids approaching glass transition, relaxation spectra span a wide range of time and are
strongly non-exponential [5, 170]. Characterization of the spatial fluctuations dynamics of the system must
be resolved in both space and time and also their variance from average behavior. Direct quantification
of a length scale characterizing correlated particles motion in liquids involves the motion of two or more
particles, and hence are probed using a four-point, time-dependent density correlation functions that contain
information about the density at two spatial points and two times [69, 139]. In simulations of finite system,
Q(t) (eq. 2.24) is ill-defined as the probability of one particle being exactly replaced by another is very small.










To capture the correlated motions between particles in liquids, we used a ‘coarse graining’ approach by
utilizing an ‘overlap’ function that measures overlap between configurations at time t = 0 and a future time
t, described in Ref. [69]. The overlap function w(|r1   r2|) is unity for |r1   r2|  a and 0 otherwise.
The distance parameter ‘a’ is chosen to be larger than the square root of the plateau of MSD. Using a value
of a = 1.0 A˚,  4(t) was computed in the temperature range of 950 – 2500 K and shown in Fig. 4.19(d–
f). Contribution to  4(t) comes from localized particles (self correlations) and particles that move and
are replaced by other particles (distinct). It is shown that self-correlations dominate the  4(t) suggesting
increasing contributions of localized particle fluctuations. Hence, only self-correlations were assessed in
computations of  4(t).
The qualitative behavior of  4(t) has been described by many authors [38, 69, 137, 139, 188]; at very short
times t = 0 and long times t =1,  4(t) is close to zero, while in between it shows a peak around a timescale
of the order of typical relaxation time of the liquid. It is believed that such time dependence reflects the
transient nature of heterogeneous dynamics 28. Peak height of  4(t), denoted by  ⇤4, is interpreted as the
correlated volume for structural relaxations, or simply an average ‘size’ of dynamic heterogeneity. Studying
the temperature variation of  ⇤4 in this model glass forming system reveals an increasing spatial correlations
of dynamics in all constituent elements below the identified dynamical crossover. Fig. 4.20(b) reveals the
drastic increase in peak height  ⇤4 below TA ⇠ 1300 K in Cu, Zr and Al. While the qualitative features of
 4(t) agree for all three elements in the liquid, there are subtle variations in the timescale of peak value









































































Figure 4.19: (a,b,c) Non-Gaussian parameter ↵2(t) for constituent elements spanning a temperature range
of 1100 – 2300 K. Al shows distinct short time peak below the main structural relaxation time. This behavior
is consistent with medium timescale oscillations in Fs(Q, t) and MSD of Al. (d,e,f) Temperature dependence
of four point correlation function  4(t) of constituent elements [69]. As T decreases, both ↵2(t) and  4(t)
increase in peak height and shift to a larger time value.
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of correlations in dynamics and spatial structural fluctuations. The timescale of  ⇤4 can also be used as a

























Figure 4.20: (a) Peak value of ↵2(t), denoted as ↵⇤2 shows a distinct increase below the dynamical crossover
temperature. (b)  ⇤4 is defined as the maximum of  4(t). Temperature dependence of  ⇤4 shows similar
behavior as that of ↵⇤2, the mean cluster size hndci, and D⌧↵/T . Arrows indicates the dynamical crossover
temperature TA ⇠ 1300 K.
4.6 QENS measurements of self-di↵usion coe cient
Increasingly cooperative motions of particles at the microscopic level are universally observed across molec-
ular liquids [19, 29, 30], colloids [31, 32], granular materials [33–35], etc. when temperature is lowered or
packing fraction is increased. At high temperatures or low packing fractions, particles move rather indepen-
dently without the need of exchanging information of their respective local environment due to the large
energetics or associated “free volume”. However, at low temperatures or high-packing fractions, collective
reorganization of particles over large length scales is required to facilitate motions such as local topological
excitations [36], hopping [37], etc. for the system to overcome the associated large energy barriers and relax,
resulting in highly activated dynamics [15, 38–41].
Besides, the temperature dependence of transport properties such as self-di↵usion coe cient D, vis-
cosity ⌘, and relaxation time ⌧ has been the subject of much attention in studying liquids and glasses
[19, 29, 30, 36, 99, 189–192]. At high temperatures, the transport in fragile liquids follows Arrhenius-like
weak temperature dependence, however, below certain crossover temperature TA, typically observed in the
metastable supercooled liquid state, the transport properties increase dramatically as the temperature is
lowered towards the calorimetric glass transition temperature Tg while the structure changes of the liquids
are almost unappreciable. Such a crossover temperature TA has been interpreted as the onset point of coop-
erative motions of particles in the system to undergo structural relaxations upon cooling [69, 188]. Below TA,
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the non-Arrhenius behavior of liquids have stimulated many intriguing theoretical ideas such as cooperatively
rearranging regions [66], mode coupling [64], random first order transition [135], dynamical facilitation [65],
intrinsic microscopic disorder based on shear transformation zones [174, 175], etc. However, glass-forming
metallic liquids are usually composed of multiple elements with distinct atomic sizes. Thus, they possess
intrinsic high mixing entropy and chemical disorder [53, 193, 194]. In addition, metallic liquids are mediated
by the complex non-classical many-body interactions. Therefore, how the dynamical cooperativity manifests
in glass-forming metallic liquids remains largely under-explored.
In this section, the di↵usive dynamics of a multicomponent bulk metallic glass-forming liquid is studied
to characterize the nature of dynamical onset of cooperativity. Multicomponent CuZr-based Bulk Metallic
Glasses (BMGs) have attracted much scientific and technological interests because of their high glass-forming
ability evidenced by the low critical cooling rates [20]. Whether a liquid forms a crystal or glass upon quench-
ing ultimately depends on the competition between nucleation and relaxation rates [4]. Thus quantifying the
relaxational behavior of such liquids is essential to better understand the mechanism for high glass-forming
ability of this material. To this end, the temperature dependence of mean e↵ective di↵usion coe cient
of a model glass-forming metallic liquid measured by Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering and supported by
Molecular Dynamics simulations of the relevant system are presented.
For the quartenary BMG LM601, contribution to the measured neutron scattering spectrum in the Q
range of 0.5 – 1.6 A˚ 1 arises roughly equally from incoherent and coherent scattering processes. Zr, Cu,
and Al are primarily coherent scatterers, resulting in a significant contribution of coherent scattering to the
measured signal. The incoherent contributions are mainly from Ni and Cu. In many simple liquids, the
coherent scattering in the small Q and small QENS energy transfer range appears as a broad background
in the measured spectrum because the thermal di↵usivity is usually much larger than the self-di↵usion for
metallic liquids di↵ering by roughly two orders of magnitude [2, 105, 115, 195]. However, the relaxation
timescales for self-di↵usion and collective thermal di↵usion in the ternary Cu40Zr51Al9 system were found
to be very similar. In fact, both types of scattering weighted by their respective scattering lengths reveal
roughly equal contribution to the measured signal in the studied Q range (refer to section on collective
relaxations). The measured static structure factor S(Q) is Q-independent, as it is well below its first peak at
2.7 A˚ 1 (Fig. 4.21). The static structure factor S(Q) is obtained by integrating the elastic intensity of the
measured quasi-elastic spectra in the energy transfer range of [ 0.25, 0.25] meV. Hence, the Q resolution
is not as good as in a dedicated di↵raction instrument. The data collected at the very low- and high-angle
detectors are a↵ected by various backgrounds. The spike at Q ⇡ 0.8 A˚ 1 and variations at Q ⇠ 1.5 A˚ 1























Figure 4.21: The static structure factor S(Q) of melted bulk metallic glass LM601 in the Q range of 0.1 –
1.6 A˚ 1 at various temperatures. Other than the very low- and high-Q, and a spike at Q ⇡ 0.8 A˚ 1 and
peak at at Q ⇠ 1.5 A˚ 1, S(Q) is a constant, indicating the predominately incoherent scattering nature.
4.6.1 Data Analysis with Stretched Exponential Model
Investigating the microscopic dynamics of such liquids is possible through QENS measurements because
liquid convection occurs at a much larger time scale than that of neutron energy transfers and thus doesn’t
impact measurements of relaxation times. For liquids, particles undergoing stochastic di↵usive motions at
long time, interaction with neutrons leads to unquantized energy gain or loss of the neutrons and thus a
broadening of the elastic scattering peak, as observed in Fig. 4.22. In such multi-component systems, the
mixing of elements in disparate sizes leads to both density and concentration fluctuations. Furthermore, the
phonons scattering is weak and consequently, in LM601, the timescale for thermal di↵usion is e↵ectively the
same as that for self-di↵usion. In addition, due to similar relaxation times of thermal and self-di↵usion, the
width of the measured S(Q,E) peak can be taken as an approximate measure of the self-di↵usion.
The measured spectrum shows enhanced broadening at higher temperatures and a reduction in scattering
intensity due to escalating atomic mobility in the liquid (Fig. 4.23(a)&(b)). The generalized hydrodynamic
regime (Q: 0.5 – 1.6 A˚ 1) [105] is marked by frequency and wave-vector transfer dependence of transport




















[Q = 0.5 Å-1]
Figure 4.22: Illustration of model fitting with KWW stretched exponential function. Dynamic structure
factor S(Q = 0.5 A˚ 1, E) of LM601 at 1000  C was normalized by the peak intensity. Solid line denotes
the model fitting described in Eq. (1) & (2) in main text. The broadening near the elastic peak of the
room temperature measurement of empty crucible is taken as the instrumental resolution (ENS, dotted
line). Dashed line denotes the Fourier transform of KWW stretched relaxation component (QENS) and the
dash-dotted line represents the constant background (Bkg).
accessible energy transfer E range at the energy loss side is limited by the incident neutron energy, while it is
Q-dependent in the energy gain side with a much larger dynamic range (Fig. 4.23(c) & (d)) and provides, in
theory, the same information. At high temperatures, the detailed balance factor is negligible in the measured
dynamic range. Fourier transform of the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched exponential function
convoluted with the instrumental energy resolution function (Eq. (4.22)) provides excellent fit to the QENS
spectrum [184, 196].
S(Q,E) =N [f(Q) (E) + (1  f(Q))F{F (Q, t)}]
⌦R(Q,E)
(4.22)
where N is the normalization pre-factor; f(Q) is the fraction of elastic scattering component that takes into
account any contribution from immobile particles with very low mobility such that they appear immobile in
the measured QENS time window, and remnant elastic background; F (Q, t) is the intermediate scattering
function that quantifies both the self and collective density correlations because of their similar time scale in
the studied Q range; and R(Q,E) is the Q-dependent instrumental energy resolution function. The density
correlator F (Q, t) is modeled as:
F (Q, t) = AQ exp
⇥ (t/⌧) ⇤ (4.23)
where AQ is the e↵ective Debye-Waller factor in a liquid; ⌧ is the relaxation time; and   is the stretching
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Figure 4.23: (a) & (b) Measured spectra of glass-forming metallic liquid LM601 at two wave-vector transfer
values (Q = 0.6, 1.3 A˚ 1). The measured dynamic structure factor S(Q,E) is normalized by the peak
height to illustrate the quasi-elastic broadening of the liquid. Solid lines denote the fittings using Fourier
transform of KWW model convoluted with the instrumental resolution function (Eq. (4.22) & (4.23)). (c) &
(d) Q-dependence of S(Q,E) at 900  C and 1100  C with KWW fits. The kinematically accessible energy
transfer E range is largest at the highest Q.
exponent. In our analysis, AQ is fixed to unity as it is coupled to the normalization factor N and thus
cannot be extracted reliably at the same time. Illustration of the various components of the fitted curve is
provided in Fig. 4.22. In the fitting, the usable dynamic range varies for each Q-value. The background was
treated as an energy independent constant. Data for Q < 0.5 A˚ 1 were discarded as the dynamic range is
very narrow due to kinetic constraint of neutrons and a↵ected by the proximity to the direct neutron beam.
The relaxation times obtained from model-fittings are in the range of 1 – 100 ps (Fig. 4.24(a) & (b))
across the various Q values. Such a timescale corresponds to the slow, ↵-relaxation in the system. The
stretching exponent   shows a gradual increase at higher temperatures (Fig. 4.24(c)). This is expected as
it suggests that the relaxations are more stretched at lower temperatures.   is nearly Q-independent for a
given temperature and lies in the range of 0.5 – 0.9 for the measured temperatures except at the lowest Q. At
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Q = 0.5 & 1.4 A˚ 1, f(Q) was adjusted to obtain reasonable value for ⌧ while still maintaining a sensible fit.
This lead to an artificial drop in the stretching exponent  . In many metallic glass-forming liquids   is found
to vary from 0.5 – 1.0 for alpha relaxations [25, 96, 197]. Usually, the ↵-relaxation occurs at a timescale
corresponding to the start of di↵usive motion in the equilibrium liquid with an exponential behavior of
Fs(Q, t). However, ⌧ and   are coupled in the stretched exponential model. Hence to extract these two
parameters unambiguously usually requires excellent data quality, a suitable dynamic range, and energy
dependent background. Also, in the generalized hydrodynamic regime (Q: 0.5 – 1.6 A˚ 1), the Q dependence
of transport properties can give rise to non-exponential relaxation. Furthermore, in such multicomponent
liquids with chemical disorder there is an added possibility of deviations from exponential behavior due to
distributions of elemental relaxations times [182]. The elastic fraction fitting parameter f(Q) lies in the
range of [0 – 0.2] and follows the shape of S(Q) of the crucible (Fig. 4.24(d)). As temperature increases, the
mobility of the system increases and this fraction becomes smaller.
4.6.2 Arrhenius Crossover
Figure 4.24(b) shows the inverse of the experimentally obtained relaxation time plotted against Q2. In the







Note that ⌧ is extracted from the measured double di↵erential cross section, which naturally contains weight-
ing of the respective coherent and incoherent bound scattering lengths of each element. It represents a
measure of a “mean” relaxation time of all elements at this level, and thus should not be confused with
an average of the relaxation times of each element weighted by their atomic concentrations. However, it is
still a good approximation of the true self-di↵usion coe cient because of the similar timescale of self and
collective relaxations. While our measured Q range isn’t strictly in the hydrodynamic regime, the Q2 de-
pendence of 1/⌧ is still observed, therefore it is justifiable to extract the slope as the mean e↵ective di↵usion
coe cient. The intercept was unfixed during the fittings, however, it is very small. Similarly, we can also
use h⌧i = ⌧/   (1/ ) to estimate the mean e↵ective di↵usion coe cient, but the di↵erence in results is
minor. The large and almost temperature-independent nature of   means that h⌧i is slightly larger than ⌧
by a constant scaling factor.
Fig. 4.25(a) shows the temperature dependence of the mean e↵ective di↵usion coe cient compared to the
scaled self-di↵usion coe cient computed (with a scaling factor = 2.1) from MD simulations (Fig: 4.26(a)).
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Figure 4.24: (a) Temperature dependence of relaxation time ⌧ in melted LM601 at available Q values
in the generalized hydrodynamic range 0.5 – 1.6 A˚ 1 and steps of 0.1 A˚ 1. (b) Inverse of relaxation
time plotted against Q2 to demonstrate the linearity at small Q values. As Q increases, relaxation time
decreases. Solid lines denote linear fits applied to extract the e↵ective di↵usion coe cient of the metallic
liquid in the temperature range. Error bars are smaller than the symbol size for many data points in
(a) & (b). (c) Temperature dependence of stretching exponent   reveals values in the range [0.5 – 1.0]. At
lower temperatures structural relaxation is more stretched, which is expected due to increasing heterogenous
dynamics and influence from energy landscape. (d) f(Q) follows the shape of S(Q) of the crucible. Hence































Figure 4.25: Temperature dependence of mean e↵ective di↵usion coe cient obtained from QENS measure-
ments in the generalized hydrodynamic regime of melted LM601 in the temperature range 900 – 1100  C (red
circles) and the unweighted mean self-di↵usion coe cient obtained from MD simulations (blue triangles).
Solid line is Arrhenius fit at high temperatures. Deviations from the fit is observed at low temperatures
which marks the dynamical onset temperature TA, shown for the experimental data in the inset. The fitting
parameters are di↵usion constant D0 = 13.0± 3.1 A˚2/ps, and activation energy EA = 55.8± 2.7 kJ/mol.
at TA ⇡ 1300 ± 50 K. Interestingly, the activation barrier EA is ⇠10 kBTg, which is surprisingly similar
to that of many van der Waals molecular liquids [192, 198]. In the computational study presented earlier,
we characterized this behavior as the onset of cooperativity, which is accompanied by enhanced dynamical
clustering and decoupling of elemental transport coe cients. The identified onset/crossover temperature TA
is approximately twice larger than the glass transition temperature Tg ⇡ 697 K for this BMG. Note that
the dynamical facilitation onset temperature TA is typically 1.4± 0.2 Tg in many molecular liquids, despite
some outliers with directional bonds [29, 199]; while the mode coupling crossover temperature Tc is typically
1.3± 0.2 Tg in many molecular liquids and in the metastable supercooled regime [4, 99]. However, TA in the
studied metallic liquid is much higher and even above the material’s melting point Tm ⇡ 1170 K. Therefore,
the dynamical onset/crossover phenomenon occurs in the stable liquid state, in contrast to metastable
supercooled states in many molecular liquids. The complex many-body interactions and the chemical disorder
in this quaternary system may be partially responsible for the high shift of TA to the equilibrium liquid phase.
Consequently, the dynamics of such metallic liquid turns sluggish even above the melting point, leading to
excellent glass-forming ability.
This comparison agrees with recent encouraging studies of viscosity in several metallic liquids that identi-
fied the cooperative temperature TA from deviations of Arrhenius behavior of bulk viscosity at high temper-
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atures [73, 102]. TA was also presented to be twice of Tg. This crossover observed in viscosity does not imply
similar behavior in di↵usion coe cient as metallic liquids are found to not obey the Stokes-Einstein relation
even in the liquid state [200]. In several other studies, temperature dependence of D(T ) has been fitted
by the Mode Coupling Theory (MCT) scaling laws extrapolated to a critical temperature that marks the
dynamic singularity temperature Tc [25, 96, 197]. Here, our results portray another picture that dynamical
onset in metallic melts is found in the liquid state and it can be understood in terms of deviations from
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Figure 4.26: MD simulation of a ternary metallic liquid Cu40Zr51Al9: (a) Temperature dependence of mean
squared displacement of all atoms (unweighted). The long-time di↵usive behavior of hr2(t)i is fitted with a
linear form to extract the mean self-di↵usion coe cient as the slope. (b) Temperature dependence of the
self-intermediate scattering function Fs(Q = 2.7 A˚ 1, t) of all atoms (unweighted). At high temperatures
the relaxation is almost exponential but becomes more stretched at low temperatures with a pronounced
shoulder following the fast relaxations. (c) Temperature dependence of ⌧ shown in an Arrhenius plot for the
same Q range measured in experiments. (d) Q2-dependence of 1/⌧ can also be fitted to obtain the di↵usion
coe cient D.
The detailed MD simulation comparison is shown in Fig. 4.26. All quantities presented here are computed
for all atom types without using their respective scattering lengths as weights. The detailed elemental studies
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can be found in earlier sections of this work. Mean squared displacement is used to compute the self-di↵usion
coe cient in Fig. 4.25(a) of the simulated ternary system by applying linear fits to its long-time behavior
(Fig. 4.26(a)). Additionally, the Q-dependent relaxation time ⌧ is estimated by taking the time value
when self-intermediate scattering function Fs(Q, t) decay to 1/e of its initial value (Fig. 4.26(b)). The MD
↵-relaxation time ⌧ plotted against inverse temperature scale at various Q-values and temperature range
measured in the experiments lies in the same range of (1 – 100) ps (Fig. 4.26(c)). Uncertainties in ⌧ could
arise from minor variations in temperature thermostat for every 20 K. Inverse of ⌧ plotted against Q2
illustrates the linear behavior close to the hydrodynamic regime (Fig. 4.26(d)), as in experiments. Di↵usion
coe cient extracted by this method agrees well with those computed from mean squared displacement. The
proximity of relaxation times at 1290 K and 1310 K in Fig. 4.26(d) accompanied by a clear separation in
Q-dependent ⌧ observed between 1270 K and 1290 K, could arise from fluctuations in temperature of the
simulated liquid; however, these observations also coincides with the onset of correlated dynamics in the
system.
In order to understand the mechanism involved in the observation of dynamical onset in the stable
liquid phase in such metallic glass melts, we further computed the non-Gaussian parameter ↵2(t) and four-
point correlation function  4(t) [69] that can quantify spatially heterogeneous dynamics in a liquid [5, 38].
Both quantities are computed for the entire system. Hence, there is an additional heterogeneity induced by
composition, i.e. the di↵erences in the mobility of Cu, Zr, and Al. This additional heterogeneity is presumably
temperature independent and thus does not alter the temperature dependence of the maxima values ↵⇤2 and
 ⇤4. Fig. 4.27(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of ↵2(t) and  4(t) respectively, marked by an
enhanced increase below the onset temperature TA (Fig. 4.27(c) and (d)). Although the magnitudes of both
maxima ↵⇤2 and  ⇤4 are not substantial compared to deeply supercooled liquids, their sharp increases below TA
are evident. The concepts of increasing cooperativity in metallic liquids can also be qualitatively understood
in terms of the the underlying potential energy landscape. Below the dynamical onset temperature TA,
the system enters the landscape-influenced regime and is able to sample deeper potential energy minima
[134, 136]. Hence, to overcome these deeper energy barriers requires structural rearrangement of several
particles within a cluster simultaneously and thus gives rise to cooperative dynamics. Furthermore, the
role of atomic arrangement in connection to the landscape-influenced regime has been discussed in terms
of local configurational excitations (LCE). Bond formation or breaking events between neighboring atoms
[36, 172], LCEs, change atomic connectivity network and subsequently control structural relaxations in the
system. Thus, below the dynamical onset temperature TA, LCEs are believed to interact via the dynamic
long range stress fields they create. Such dynamic communications among LCEs’ are thus involved in the
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flow mechanism and may give rise to spatially heterogeneous dynamics in the system [75]. The elastically
cooperative activated barrier hopping theory also predicts a dynamical crossover when collective elastic e↵ects
begin to dominate local cage scale activated process [198]. Above the dynamic onset temperature, correlation


























































Figure 4.27: (a) Non-Gaussian parameter ↵2(t) for all atoms in the MD simulated ternary liquid. A non-
zero value arises at short time corresponding to ballistic motions due to di↵erence in mobility of Cu, Zr,
and Al. (b) Four-point correlation function  4(t) for all the atoms in the liquid. (c) The maximum of the
non-Gaussian parameter denoted as ↵⇤2 over the temperature range simulated shows an enhanced increase
below TA ⇡ 1300 K. (d) Similar increasing trend is observed in the maximum of  4(t) denoted as  ⇤4. The
timescale corresponding to the maxima is close to the ↵-relaxation time of the liquid. These observations
are consistent with results of elemental ↵2(t) and  4(t) [182].
4.7 ‘Universal’ Arrhenius crossover in metallic liquids
The onset of cooperative dynamics has been previously characterized in fragile liquids by studying the
deviation of transport coe cients from their high-temperature Arrhenius behavior [102, 182, 192, 198].
Herein, we compile di↵usion coe cient data of 11 metallic liquids [24–26, 96, 97, 101, 183, 197, 200–203]
measured using Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) that measures the mean relaxation dynamics of
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multicomponent metallic liquids. Figure 4.28 shows that all of the 11 glass-forming metallic melts exhibit
a clear deviation from their high-temperature Arrhenius behaviors. It should be noted that relaxation in
such metallic liquids are slightly stretched even in the very high temperature liquid state due to di↵erences
between the mobilities of constituent elements [183]. Nevertheless, previous studies has shown TA to be the
same for all components using computer simulations that allows us to study component behavior [182]. We
have found that the Arrhenius crossover occurs at roughly the same temperature for all 3 elements. This
was further emphasized in that the Stokes-Einstein relation broke down at the same temperature for each
element. Only in the deeply supercooled states, the elemental dynamics may severely decouple. Another
concern with identifying TA for metallic liquids when compared to other molecular or network liquids is
the behavior of the self-intermediate scattering function. Typically, molecular glass-formers reveal a change
from simple exponential relaxation above TA to stretched exponential relaxation below TA. This would have
been, in fact, our preferred way to define TA for metallic liquids as well. However, due to small di↵erences in
the di↵usion coe cient or structural relaxation time for component elements, stretched exponential behavior
is still observed for the experimentally measured self-intermediate scattering function across TA and higher
temperatures [183]. QENS spectra reveal stretched behavior with stretching exponent in the range of 0.7
– 0.9 for multi-component metallic glass formers. Computer simulations reveal that structural relaxation
becomes exponential only at very high temperature > 1800 K. One can also identify TA as a definite point
for network liquids based on the behavior of the intermediate scattering function that first achieves either a
caging plateau or goes through first oscillation. But for fragile metallic liquid systems a crossover to two-step
decay is a much more gradual process. This is further susceptible to the wave vector transfer Q chosen.
In Fig. 4.28(a), the ratio of the logarithm of the di↵usion coe cient is plotted versus the inverse temper-














The di↵usion coe cients of all 11 metallic liquids collapse onto a single straight line with a slope of  1 above
TA of the respective sample. Deviations from the straight line is unambiguously observed below TA for all
the metallic liquids. An alternative scaling is also presented in Fig. 4.28(b) where the di↵usion constant D0









































































Figure 4.28: Arrhenius crossover in 11 metallic liquids. All samples presented here were measured
using QENS. (a) and (b) show two di↵erent scaling plots of the mean di↵usion coe cients. Solid lines
represent the Arrhenius law. Both plots clearly show a deviation from the high-temperature Arrhenius law
below TA.
associated with this crossover is typically around 10   20 ps in metallic liquids, which is consistent with
recent experimental observations [192, 204], and a prediction of the elastically collective activated hopping
theory, of a crossover time of about 10 100 ps for molecular liquids [198]. For metallic liquids, this timescale
is estimated assuming a Fickian behavior ⌧A ⇠ d2/(6D(TA)), where d is the average particle diameter. ⌧A
is much larger than boson peak timescale in metallic liquids that typically occurs at ⇠5 meV or ⇠0.13 ps.
In fact, the Q-dependent relaxation time measured by QENS spans a range of 1  100 ps.
Below the crossover temperature TA, several analytical forms have been developed to model the super-
Arrhenius dependence of transport coe cients. We chose the parabolic formula as a convenient analysis
tool with the assumption that the onset temperature of dynamical facilitation [140] is close to TA and is
identified as deviations from the parabolic form, although our analysis does not prove the “onset tempera-
ture” is identical to TA, nor that the low temperature physics is facilitation given that di↵erent activated
theories predict similar formula [198]. The parabolic formula when applied to metallic liquids needs to be


















































































































Figure 4.29: Scaling of the low-temperature di↵usion coe cient of 11 metallic liquids using the
parabolic formula of Eq. (4.26). Collapse of low-temperature di↵usion coe cients to a single master























where the activation energy E1 and the crossover temperature TA are determined from the high-temperature
Arrhenius fitting. A simple scaling shown in eqn 4.27, shows that the inverse di↵usion coe cient converges
towards the parabolic form at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 4.29. The point at which the experimental
data deviates from the y = x2 curve (solid black line) is the crossover temperature of a given metallic liquid.
Such a low-temperature scaling plot verifies the consistency in determining TA.
In our recent simulations [182], we found that the Arrhenius crossover is associated with a sudden increase
in the size of dynamical clusters of particles, of notably slow to intermediate mobility. This occurs at roughly
the same temperature for all constituent elements in metallic liquids. Due to the presence of temporal clusters
of varying mobility there is increasing heterogeneous dynamics, which was further validated by quantitative
measures such as the non-Gaussian parameter and the four-point correlation functions. Below TA, the
Stokes-Einstein relation begins to break down corresponding to a decoupling of the di↵usive and relaxation
dynamics for all components. It should be noted that the Arrhenius crossover discussed in this paper is
not identical to other dynamical crossovers, such as the fragile-to-strong crossover, the empirically-deduced
mode-coupling crossover, and others, which typically occur at lower temperatures than TA [30, 99, 205–207].
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4.8 Comparisons with other glass-formers
The fragility of a glass-forming liquid is a measure of how quickly its dynamics slows down upon cooling.
A liquid that undergoes little change in the slope as a function of temperature is called as a kinetically
“strong” system. Examples include many of the network liquids such as silica, soda lime glasses, etc. The
other end of the spectrum, defined as “fragile”, corresponds to systems that show significant increases in
slope with cooling. Examples include many of the van der Waals molecular liquids, polymers, ionic liquids,
etc. Notably, many of the glass-forming metallic liquids that are mediated by complex many-body metallic
interactions span the intermediate fragility range [20, 21]. This fact has inspired us to systematically compare
the nature of slow dynamics of these metallic liquids with other glass-formers, namely, molecular liquids and
network liquids. To date, an agreed quantitative understanding of fragility is still lacking [15, 18].
The glass transition temperature Tg and the fragility index m are key parameters quantifying the low-
temperature behavior of liquids. The Arrhenius crossover phenomenon occurring well above Tg quantifies
the high-temperature activated behavior of liquids [191, 192, 198, 204, 208, 209] and has attracted much
attention recently, especially in metallic liquids [36, 73, 102]. For instance, in many molecular liquids
the Arrhenius crossover or glassy-dynamics-onset temperature TA marks the deviation of the transport
coe cients or the relaxation time from the high-temperature Arrhenius dependence as well as the deviation
of the intermediate scattering function from a simple exponential relaxation. This crossover is believed to
indicate increasingly dynamically heterogeneous and cooperative motion when temperature is lowered below
TA [5, 28]. Above TA, particles move relatively independently without the need for a collective reorganization
of their respective local environment due to the large mobility and phonon localization [36]. However, when
the temperature is lowered, collective reorganization of particles (local topological excitations [36], hopping
[78], etc.) over increasing length scales is needed to facilitate large amplitude irreversible motions in cold
dense media. Such cooperative motion allows the system to overcome large free energy barriers and relax,
resulting in highly activated dynamics [38, 40, 41, 65, 134, 198, 210]. Note that it is TA, and not Tg, that
marks the onset of such cooperativity and dynamic heterogeneity. Similarly, in strong liquids, cooperativity
and spatially heterogeneous dynamics have also been observed with emerging slow dynamics. However, the
apparent Arrhenius behavior of transport properties remains largely unchanged down to low temperatures
since large scale cooperative motions are less relevant due to the rather uniform topography of the energy
landscape and influence of strong covalent bonds [211, 212]. There have been limited studies on the nature
of the Arrhenius crossover in glass-forming metallic liquids until very recently [73, 102]. Consequently, a
systematic comparison between metallic liquids and molecular and network liquids regarding the Arrhenius
crossover phenomenon and its relation with the fragility is still missing.
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In this section, we explore the relation between the dynamic fragility and the Arrhenius crossover phe-
nomenon in 11 metallic liquids, 56 molecular liquids, and 12 network liquids. Both Tg and m are low-
temperature parameters, while the Arrhenius crossover characterized by E1 and TA is a high-temperature
phenomenon. It is not obvious that a connection between these two phenomena exists, nor it is clear how
this transpires across the various classes of glass-formers. To this end, we have observed a direct correlation
between fragility and the Arrhenius crossover in all studied liquids.
























Figure 4.30: Correlations of the high-temperature activation energy barrier E1 with the glass transition
temperature Tg. In all metallic and molecular liquids, E1 is universally ⇠ 11 kBTg, independent of their
fragilities. While for strong network liquids, E1 ⇡ E(Tg) = m kBTg.
Once the crossover temperature is identified, we can examine E1 and TA for a variety of liquids with
diverse fragilities. The e↵ective activation barrier E1 for the high-temperature Arrhenius di↵usion process
in all metallic liquids is found universally to be ⇠ 11 kBTg, as shown in Fig. 4.30(a). The notable outliers
are Vitreloy 4 (left sided triangle) and the Pr-based glass-former (star). In both cases, the reason for such
variations in E1 is likely due to the very limited temperature range of the di↵usion coe cient measurements.
The activation barrier for the viscosity of Vitreloy 4 is 55 kJ/mol [213], which is very similar to that for
other Cu-Zr based systems close to 11 kBTg. Interestingly, such an activation barrier of E1 ⇠ 11 kBTg is
surprisingly similar to that of many van der Waals molecular liquids, as recently established experimentally
[192, 214, 215] and also predicted by the microscopic elastically collective activated dynamics theory [198].
This behavior is independent of the fragility of these two classes of liquids, as discussed in the SI. Note
that the hydrogen bonded systems and long chain polymers are characterized by a higher E1 [198, 216].
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For strong network liquids, E1 ⇡ E(Tg) = m kBTg because of weak changes in the slope of transport
properties in the Angell plot. Consequently, their reduced activation energy E1/kBTg is as large as their
fragility index m, typically in the range of 20 – 30. For example, for many silicate and borosilicate based
liquids, E1/kBTg is indeed very close to their reported fragility index m [217]. Additional data for several
glass-forming metallic liquids based on the shear viscosity can be found in Ref. [102]. Other studies have
claimed that E1/kBTg inversely correlates with m [99]. This may be roughly accurate if we consider strong
network liquids, hydrogen bonded systems, and molecular liquids. Metallic liquids show similar behavior to
that of molecular liquids even though they have smaller fragility values in the range of 40 – 60. On the other
hand, long chain polymers have been reported to have large fragility indexes while also displaying a larger
activation barrier for relaxation averaged around 17 [216]. Thus, rather than specifying a relation between
E1/kBTg and m for all types of glass-formers in general, we only note the uncorrelated nature for metallic
and molecular glass-formers.
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Figure 4.31: Correlations of the Arrhenius crossover temperature TA with the glass transition temperature
Tg. For 11 metallic liquids, TA ⇡ 2 Tg. For 56 molecular liquids, TA ⇡ 1.4 Tg. For 12 network liquids, there
is no clear correlation of TA with Tg, which is expected.
Perhaps the more interesting result is obtained by comparing TA with Tg for the three classes of glass-
formers as shown in Fig. 4.31(b). Three distinct behaviors can be identified: 1) For metallic liquids, it is
remarkable that all data points follow a straight line with a slope of 2. Previously, using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and QENS experiments, we have made a similar observation of TA ⇡ 2 Tg for di↵usion
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Table 4.2: Data on activation energy for high temperature di↵usion for the 3 types of glass-formers. Ad-
ditional data on activation energy based on viscosity measurements of several other glass-forming metallic
liquids can be found in Ref. [102].
Sample Tg (K) E∞ (K) E∞/kBTg m 
Ethyl benzene 115 1369 11.9 98 
Toluene 117 1440 12.3 105 
n-Butyl benzene 131 1315 10.0 
 Iso-propyl benzene 128 1342 10.5 70 
α-Picoline 129 1438 11.1 72 
Propylene carbonate  157 1729 11.0 99 
4-tert-Butyl pyridine (4-TBP) 164 1761 10.7 103 
Propylene glycol   168 2332 13.9 52 
Decahydroisoquinoline (DHIQ)  180 1851 10.3 129 
Glycerol 188 2271 12.1 53 
Dimethyl phthalate (DMP) 191 2029 10.6 70 
Monoepoxide phenyl glycidyl ether (PGE)  194 2321 12.0 81 
m-Tricresyl phosphate (m-TCP)  205 2301 11.2 76 
Benzophenone 207 2530 12.2 125 
Salol 218 2104 9.7 76 
o-Terphenyl 245 2441 10.0 81 
Trinaphthyl benzene (TNB)  343 3232 9.4 86 
    
 Biphenyl 245 2470 10.1 96 
Ethanol 96 792 8.3 55 
Sorbitol 368 5089 13.8 93 
Cesium 114 898 7.9 73 
Rubidium 150 1175 7.8 73 
Argon 40 399 10.0 97 
Xenon 67 616 9.2 67 
     
triphenyl phosphite 204 2350 11.5 69 
poly(vinyl acetate) 303 2760 9.1 95 
    
 LM601 697 6726 9.6 43 
CuZrAlY 675 6614 9.8 49 
Vit1 617 5773 9.4 50 
Vit4 625 10031 16.0 44 
Zr64Ni36 600 5788 9.6 26(95) 
Zr35.5Cu64.5 740 9983 13.5 46 
NiNb 930 10139 10.9 136 
NiNbSn 890 10945 12.3 60 
PdNiCuP 578 4210 7.3 65 
PrNiCuAl 420 1082 2.6 31 
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in LM601 [102, 182, 183]. Here we find such a relation is universal in all metallic glass-formers examined,
which are composed of two to five elements. Furthermore, TA is found to be higher than the melting
temperature Tm, and thus the dynamic crossover occurs in the equilibrium liquid state. These observations
of an Arrhenius crossover in the di↵usion coe cient are in excellent agreement with recent results from
studies of the shear viscosity in 27 glass-forming metallic liquids [73, 102]. The TA identified from deviation
of the bulk viscosity from an Arrhenius behavior at high temperatures was also found to be ⇠2 Tg. It should
be noted that the crossover observed in macroscopic viscosity (associated with collective stresses) does not
a priori imply that an Arrhenius crossover will occur in a microscopic di↵usion process at the same place
because metallic liquids have been found to violate the Stokes-Einstein relation even above the melting point
and in the vicinity of TA [200, 201]. Our new results suggest a physical picture of the dynamic crossover in
metallic melts in terms of the single particle self-di↵usion coe cient, which is qualitatively consistent with
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Figure 4.32: Correlations of the fragility index m with the reduced Arrhenius crossover tem-
perature ✓A for various glass-formers. An inverse relation is observed between the two quantities. The
analytical expression (Eq. (4.29)) is applied to the data.
[29], and recently predicted theoretically [198], to be 1.4 ± 0.2 Tg. As seen in Fig. 4.30(b), almost all the
data points fall on the line with slope of 1.4. The two clear outliers represent two di↵erent data sets for
propanol, a molecule that can form hydrogen bonds. Similarly, other hydrogen bonded systems such as
glycerol and sorbitol also display higher relative crossover temperatures of TA ⇠ 1.55   1.75 Tg [198]. 3)
For network liquids, the crossover temperatures TA span a very wide range and are typically higher than
2 Tg. This is because many of these systems are kinetically strong and thus do not show a distinct deviation
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from the high-temperature Arrhenius behavior. Consequently, there are large uncertainties in identifying
the crossover temperature.
In Fig. 4.32, we plot the the fragility index m versus the reduced crossover temperature ✓A = TA/Tg.
One can readily see there are three distinct regions associated with the chemically di↵erent nature of the
glass-formers. At a rough qualitative level, m is found to be inversely proportional to ✓A. The highly
fragile molecular liquids show a much lower ✓A; metallic liquids have a higher ✓A, corresponding to their
intermediate fragilities; while the network liquids have very small fragilities but cover a wide range of ✓A.
In fact, a simple relation between m and ✓A can be established from the parabolic equation [65, 140], which
connects the onset behavior of glassy dynamics at TA to the temperature dependence of transport properties.
Evaluate fragility equation based on the parabolic form with mean-field term:
m =
















Solving for the mean-field term:
E1
kB








































































◆2 ✓A   1
✓A
Treating pre-factors as constant, we obtain:
m = C1
✓A
✓A   1 + C2
✓A   1
✓A
The e↵ect of the second term is pretty negligible, usually for molecular and network liquids. Thus, the
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✓A   1 (4.29)
Usually, there is a change of 15–16 orders of magnitude for relaxation time from the very high temperature
regime to the glass-transition temperature. If we consider viscosity, we usually observe around 16–17 orders
of magnitude change. Thus, we expect the constant C1 = log(⌧(Tg)/⌧0) to be close to this number. We
observe that this equation fits the reduced Arrhenius temperature dependence of the fragility admirably in
Fig. 4.32(a). Since the parabolic form is valid only below the crossover temperature TA, ⌧0 cannot be set
not equal to the typical inverse phonon frequency value of 10 14 s. From our fittings we obtain C1 ⇡ 18.
The prediction bounds narrows for molecular liquids whose fragility values have been rigorously established
giving rise to an almost constant ✓A ⇡ 1.4Tg. For metallic liquids, the range of fragility values is very narrow
hence giving rise to an almost constant ✓A around 2. The large uncertainty associated with ✓A for network
liquids yields a wide prediction bound for fragility values.
We speculate that the distinction of ✓A among metallic, molecular, and network liquids can be rational-
ized, at least partially, in terms of the degree of harmonicity and softness of the pair interaction potential.
The interatomic potential of metallic liquids is influenced by Friedel oscillations, and is harmonic and thus
soft near its minimum. These features of the potential lead to low fragility [218], similar to tunably soft
cross-linked microgel colloids where both experiment [219] and theory [220] find softer repulsions correspond
to lower dynamic fragility. For the same reason, the characteristic local atomic structure and connectivity
persist at high temperatures, giving rise to a higher reduced crossover temperature ✓A in metallic liquids than
typical van der Waals liquids, even higher than some hydrogen bonded molecular liquids such as glycerol and
sorbitol. The network liquids are characterized by strong and directional covalent bonds [221]. The latter
feature implies relaxation can be achieved by spatially local “bond-breaking” events, with a well defined
activation energy, which results in very low fragilities and very high ✓A. On the other end of the spectrum is
molecular liquids which have strongly anharmonic interactions characterized by steep short-range repulsions.
Therefore, their packing structures respond more sensitively to changes of density and temperature (a more
“fragile structure”), and collective molecular rearrangements beyond the first coordination shell only occur
at much lower ✓A. Furthermore, the fragility index m has been shown to correlate with the elastic properties
of glass-forming liquids such as the Poisson’s ratio [217, 222, 223], composition [164], and elastic constants
[224]. Our results extend these correlations to the dynamics of the high-temperature liquid state.
In summary, a clear correlation was found between the dynamic fragility and the Arrhenius crossover
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Table 4.3: List of molecules and compounds with their glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temper-
ature (Tm), Arrhenius crossover temperature (TA), and fragility index (m).
 
Sample Full name Tg (K) Tm (K) TA (K) m 
LM601 Zr51Cu36Ni4Al9 640 1173 1300 45 
CuZrAlY Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 675 1123 1324 49 
Vit.1 Zr41.2Ti13.8Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5  617 1026 1144 50 
Vit.4 Zr46.75Ti8.25Cu7.5Ni10Be27.5  625 1050 1205 44 
ZrCu Zr36Cu64 740 1228 1511 46 
NiNb Ni59.5Nb40.5 930 1448 1658 136 
NiNbSn Ni60Nb34.8Sn5.2 890 1363 1545 60 
PrNiCuP Pr60Ni10Cu20Al10 420 730 894 31 
PdNiCuP Pd43Cu27Ni10P20 578 802 1276 65 
ZrNi Zr64Ni36 600 1283 1400 95 
      
3BRP 3-bromopentane 108 147 192 69 
3Sty 3-styrene 237 242 314 72 
5-PPE 5-polyphenylether 248  398 85 
AFEH 2-phenyl-5-acetomethyl-5-ethyl-1,3-dioxocylohexane 219  285 72 
BePh benzophenone 208 321 328 125 
BN butyronitrile 97 116 135 56 
BP2IB biphenyl-2yl-isobutylate 209  313 77 
BPC 3,3,4,4,-benzophenone-tetra-carboxylic dianhydride 333  432 80 
CaKNO3 Ca−K−NO3 338  444 93 
Cum-1 isopropylbenzene 129 177 174 70 
Cum-2 isopropylbenzene 129 177 194 73 
dBAF dibutylammonium formate 155  220 57 
DBP-1 dibutylphthalate 179 238 241 75 
DBP-2 di-n-butylphthalate 168  320 69 
DC704 tetraphenyl−tetramethyl trisiloxane 213  306 95 
DCHMMS dichyclohexyl-methyl-2-methylsuccinate 221  275 76 
DEP diethylphthalate 185 270 262 70 
DHIQ decahydroisoquinoline 180  197 129 
dIBP di-iso-butylphthalate 194  247 78 
DMP dimethylphthalate 195 275 261 70 
DOP dioctylphthalate 187 223 251 60 
DPG dipropylene glycol 196 <234 268 66 
DPGDME dipropylglycol−dimethylether 136  177 78 
EH ether-2-ethylhexylamine 140 197 183 71 
Eth Ethanol 92.5  144 55 
ER diglycidylether of bisphenol A (epoxy resin) 255 325 309 96 
FAN 3-fluoroaniline 173  225 95 
Gly glycerol 191 293 338 53 
KDE cresolphthalein−dimethylether 318 387 461 73 
mTCP m-tricresylphosphate 208 299 270 76 
MTHF-1 2-methyltetrahydrofuran 92 137 119 65 
MTHF-2 2-methyltetrahydrofuran 91 137 126 84 
mTol m-toluidine 185 243 237 77 
NBB n-butylbenzene 129 185 202  
nProp-1 n-propanol 99 147 350 40 
nProp-2 n-propanol 99 147 398 35 
OTP-1 o-terphenyl 243 329 341 81 
OTP-2 o-terphenyl 240 329 340  
OTP-3 o-terphenyl 246 329 357  
PDE phenolphthalein dimethylether 294 373 397 85 
PG 1,2-propandiol (propylene glycol) 164 214 321 52 
PHIQ perhydroisoquinoline 181  208 130 
PPG polypropylene glycol 199 215 263 75 
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Table 4.3 contd.
PT pyridine−toluene 126  146 109 
Sal-1 salol 221 315 309 73 
Sal-2 salol 222 315 299  
Sal-3 salol 221 315 308  
SB sucrose benzonate 340 373 421 94 
Sqa squalane 170 235 224 75 
Srb Sorbitol 368  502 93 
TANAB-1 tri-α-naphtylbenzene 335  519 76 
TANAB-2 tri-α-naphtylbenzene 335  520 66 
TCP tricresylphosphate 209 240 280 76 
tNB trisnaphthylbenzene 342  510 86 
Tol Toluene 166  230 105 
TPG tripropylene glycol 192 232 251 72 
TPP triphenyl phosphite 204 296 286 69 
Xyl xylitol 250 367 311 87 
      
B2O3 boron oxide (B2O3) 541 723 1066 32 
BSC borosilicate crown glass 825  2002 32 
CN60.0 soda lime silicate glass.0 1030  1702 27 
CN60.2 soda lime silicate glass.2 820  1668 22 
CN60.4 soda lime silicate glass.4 700  1929 19 
NBS NBS-711 standard 705  2780 32 
NBS 710  830  2483 35 
NS 66  726  2489 38 
NS 80  758  2435 37 
PS1 titania-bearing sodium silicate melt #1 738  2395 19 
PS2 titania-bearing sodium silicate melt #2 746  2688 18 
PS3 titania-bearing sodium silicate melt #3 765  2109 20 
 
  
phenomenon. The reduced crossover temperature ✓A depends strongly on the liquid fragility, and can be
observed either in the supercooled state (molecular glass-former) or in the equilibrium liquid state (metallic
and network glass-formers). The e↵ective activation barrier of the high-temperature Arrhenius behavior
takes on a nearly universal value of ⇠ 11 kBTg for nonpolar molecular and metallic liquids. Such correlations
between the low and high-temperature parameters imply that Tg can be estimated from the high-temperature
activation barrier E1 and the fragility m can be estimated from the reduced crossover temperature ✓A =
TA/Tg. Hence, the low-temperature glassy characteristics can be predicted from the high-temperature
Arrhenius crossover in liquids.
4.9 Collective relaxations
Inelastic neutron scattering can also probe the coherent dynamics of system similar to x-ray scattering.
This is dependent on the scattering cross-sections of the system of interest. In a typical INS spectrum of
multicomponent metallic glass, one must consider the coherent di↵erential cross-section which is Q dependent
and the weighting of the scattering cross-sections of the constituent materials. For instance the tabulated
neutron cross-section of Zr shows only 6% of total scattering is incoherent. Therefore, one has to consider
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that coherent scattering due to density and concentration fluctuations also plays a role. This scattering
also cannot be seen as ‘quasi-incoherent’ from the scattering length di↵erence of Zr and Cu. At small Q,
the structure factor S(Q) value reaches 0.1 in the simulated system [Fig. 4.33], suggesting that coherent
contribution is rather significant. Incoherent scattering can arise from the di↵erence of isotopes, which show
equal laws of motion but di↵erent scattering lengths. For simple systems this would the case. But in the
ternary system, the simulations show a di↵erence of Cu and Zr mobility.
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of computed di↵erential cross section or S(Q) weighted by bound coherent
scattering lengths of MD simulated Cu40Zr51Al9 system, and the weighted incoherent S(Q) of the exact
Cu36Zr51Ni4Al9 system.
We have seriously considered about the relevant contribution from coherent and incoherent scattering
in our experiments. The coherent scattering of simple liquids such as single component metallic liquids, as
well as many other liquids, such as Ar and water in the small Q range appears as a broad background in the
measured spectrum because the thermal di↵usivity is usually much larger than the self-di↵usion for metallic
liquids di↵ering by roughly two orders of magnitude [195]. MD computations of the ternary Cu-Zr-Al system
shows distinct behavior when compared to several single component liquids. The coherent and incoherent
intermediate scattering functions were weighted by the bound scattering lengths of all constituent elements.
Based on these computations, we find that coherent scattering is not negligible for LM601. In fact, the
contributions from coherent and incoherent scattering are comparable across the Q-range of 0.5 – 1.5 A˚ 1.
Although the total incoherent scattering cross section is 6% of the coherent one, in the interested Q-range
(< 2 A˚ 1), the di↵erential cross sections (S(Q) = d /d⌦) of both forms of scattering are roughly equal as
seen in Fig. 4.33. The incoherent scattering in this system arises mainly from Cu and Ni.
As to the time scales of the coherent and incoherent dynamics, we computed the self and coherent
intermediate scattering function again weighted by their respective scattering lengths (Fig. 4.34(a)). We
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found that both the self and collective relaxation times are similar. The Fourier transformed spectrum
(Fig. 4.34(b)) clearly illustrates that the intensity and width of the two spectra are equal for both types of
scattering. However, because of the extreme similarity of the two spectra, which implies the self and thermal
di↵usivities have similar values, we can argue that the measurement, although a mixture of both coherent
and incoherent scattering, reflects e↵ectively an approximate measure of the true self-di↵usion coe cient.
t (ps)













































Figure 4.34: (a) Weighted intermediate scattering functions (ISF) for the ternary system shows long time
relaxation behavior converges for both self and collective dynamics at 20 ps. (b) Dynamic structure factor
obtained using Fourier transform of ISFs in (a) reveals equal contribution and width of self-di↵usion and
collective di↵usion in the measured Q and E ranges.
For simple liquids, the case is much di↵erent even for primarily coherent scattering systems. To demon-
strate this, the constituent elements Cu, Zr, and Al were separately simulated and their neutron scattering
length weighted coherent and incoherent intermediate scattering functions are computed (Fig. 4.35). The
separation in timescales of the thermal di↵usion and atomic di↵usion is large, roughly a di↵erence of > 100
is observed unlike in the multicomponent metallic glass. The corresponding dynamic structure factors and
the total scattering law is further shown to highlight the fact that the width of the signal is a clear measure
of atomic di↵usion in simple systems. Thus, in a one-component system the intensity of the scattering
in the low Q region originates from entropy fluctuations. The ternary system in contrast shows a mix of
entropy and concentration fluctuations. If we consider a binary mixtures of elements A & B, the viscous
mode with decay rate ⌫Q2, a heat mode with decay rate DTQ2, and a concentration mode with decay rate
DABQ2 (DAB is the mutual di↵usion coe cient) contributes to the Rayleigh scattering intensity in the
nearly hydrodynamic regime [225]. While glass-forming metallic liquids are rather homogeneous with no
phase separations compared to simple mixtures and thus embody complex mix of entropy and concentration




























































































































Figure 4.35: Distinct time di↵erence in the self and collective relaxation times in independently simulated
simple metallic liquids Cu, Zr, Al at small Q. The scattering length weighted dynamic structure factor for a
highly coherent (9x%) system still only shows up as a broad background in QENS spectra of simple liquids.
The contribution arises only from density fluctuations. The dashed-line in (d-f) shows the half-width of
the total scattering spectrum. QENS spectrum is clearly dominated by incoherent relaxations in the large
wavelength limit even for systems with large coherent cross-sections such as Al, Zr.
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4.10 Fast  -relaxations
Various dynamical regimes can be identified in the wave-vector transfer Q space for liquid metals [103–105].
In the hydrodynamic limit (Q ! 0), dynamics is mainly governed by transport parameters (viscosity, self-
di↵usion coe cient, and thermal di↵usivity). Following this, several authors have proposed a hypothetical
isothermal regime (0.02 A˚ 1 < Q < 0.3 A˚ 1) with negligible Q dependence of thermodynamic quantities,
and electronic and ionic contributions to e↵ective thermal di↵usivity [105]. The generalized hydrodynamic
regime above Q ⇠ 0.3 A˚ 1 is marked by frequency and wave-vector dependence of transport properties [3].
The kinetic regime occurs around the peak of S(Q) and extends to a few subsequent oscillations. In this
regime, Enskog’s kinetic theory predicts dominant e↵ect of an extended heat mode using hard sphere type
framework in simple liquids [105]. At very large Q values, scattering experiments probe ballistic motions of
particles with the distinct part of van Hove correlation function equaling zero.
There have been several studies regarding the mean self-dynamics of Cu-Zr based glass-forming liquids
using QENS [74, 94–96, 101]. The relaxation behaviors of such melted liquid at small Q < 1.5 A˚ 1 have
been studied. Fast  -relaxations characterizing rattling of atoms in cages formed by their neighbors and
the subsequent ↵-relaxation responsible for viscous flow/di↵usion has been characterized. In this section,
we present measurements of collective dynamics in the liquid state of LM601. The wave-vector transfer
range presented in this section is 1.5 – 4 A˚ 1, which covers the first peak in the static structure factor of
this material. The measured scattering spectrum is fitted with two models including a phenomenological
and a theoretical treatment, and their temperature dependencies are presented. In the ensuing sections,
we present analysis of QENS data using two common models for the relaxational behavior of liquids. The
KWW model is applied to fit the data in energy domain, and the MCT  -scaling analysis is applied in
the time domain. Using both methods, we intend to illustrate the model-independent nature of the results.
The extracted relaxation times using both models exhibits a consistent temperature dependence, but di↵ers
slightly in value. The atomic dynamics relevant in this Q-range quantifies the fast collective relaxations in
the system.
4.10.1 Phenomenological KWW analysis
The microscopic relaxation time of such metallic glass forming liquids is commonly quantified by applying
the phenomenological stretched exponential KWW fitting to the measured Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering
(QENS) spectrum in the energy domain. Figure 4.36 shows the measured dynamic structure factor of the
sample at temperatures from 900  C to 1100  C around the structure factor peak of sample. The spectrum
shows broadening at higher temperatures and a reduction in elastic scattering intensity due to increasing
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atomic mobility in the liquid. In this Q-range, transport properties are dependent on the frequency and the
wave-vector transfer [105]. Hence, the spectral shape of S(Q,E) cannot be described by a single Lorentzian
function. In this section, we show the results obtained by fitting the QENS spectra with a single KWW
model. With one KWW relaxation model, the fit (Fig. 4.36) is reasonable below 3.5 A˚ 1.
S(Q,E) =NF{F (Q, t)}⌦R(Q,E) + Bkg (4.30)
where N is the normalization factor; F (Q, t) is the intermediate scattering function; R(Q,E) is the Q-
dependent instrument resolution function quantified as room temperature measurements of the empty cru-
cible and Bkg accounts for the very fast motions. The intermediate scattering function is modeled as following
KWW stretched exponential function:
F (Q, t) = AQ exp( (t/⌧) ). (4.31)
In the above equation,   is the stretching exponent, ⌧ is the relaxation time, and AQ is the e↵ective Debye-
Waller factor in a liquid. Due to the nature of fitting in Eq. (4.30), it is not possible to isolate AQ as it is
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Figure 4.36: (a) Quasi-Elastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) spectra of melted BMG LM601 at the vicinity
of structure factor maximum. Solid lines denote the fit using Fourier transform of one Kohlrausch-Williams-
Watts (KWW) stretched exponential function. (b) Q-dependence of measured spectra with KWW fittings
at T = 1100  C.
The extracted relaxation time using a single KWW model reveals an unusual temperature dependence
characterized by a clear change of slope. Even more striking is the fact that ⌧ at 950  C and 1000  C overlap
at most Q values. Furthermore, the timescale of this relaxation lies in the range of 0.1 – 1.5 ps (Fig. 4.37)
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suggestive of fast  -relaxation in the system. The stretching exponent   is very small (⇠ 0.1 0.3) indicating
the highly stretched nature of this fast relaxation.   indicates the deviations from Debye exponential
relaxation in the liquid. Such non-exponential behavior can arise from heterogeneous states in a liquid
that relax exponentially, or from the atoms in the liquid that relax in an intrinsically nonexponential way
thus causing a rise in cooperativity in the system [5]. In many metallic glass-forming liquid systems   is
found to vary from 0.5 – 1.0 for self correlation functions [26, 94, 97]. Our fitting results show distinct
results for   of collective correlation functions at all Q-values. Such a highly stretched nature of slow
relaxations is a surprising revelation from the fittings. In the KWW model, ⌧ and   are coupled. Hence to
extract these two parameters unambiguously requires excellent data quality and wide dynamic range. To
add to this complexity, energy resolution of the instrument progressively deteriorates away from the elastic
peak. Usually, the beta relaxation process happens at a timescale of cage vibrations in the systems. In
such multi-component liquids there is a distinct possibility of deviations from exponential behavior due to
influences from local bond formation/breaking events at this Q-scale and the chemical disorder. Other fitting
parameters do not show strong temperature dependence and are approximately constant in this range. The
slope of the Angell plot is proportional to the activation energy of the material. A zero slope between 950
and 1000  C implies an unrealistic zero activation energy. This is characteristic of some form of microscopic
instability in the system. One of the connotations of such an instability is a phase transition within the
liquid. As this temperature is su ciently higher than the melting temperature of the sample, presence of































Figure 4.37: (a) Relaxation time extracted from KWW fits of QENS data shows an interesting dip be-
tween 950  C and 1000  C. (b) Stretched exponent  Q is very small and increases slightly with increasing
temperature.
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4.10.2 MCT  -scaling analysis
Mode coupling theory (MCT) provides a rigorous framework for analysis of QENS data, as it provides
an analytical form of the intermediate scattering function F (Q, t). By construction, the static quantities
such as density, structure factor, etc. predict the dynamics in MCT. Thus, with increasing coupling the
dynamics is slowed down and ultimately results in a structural arrest at a critical temperature Tc below
which transport can only happen through activated processes such as hopping. Although the idealized MCT
predicted structural arrest does not occur in real systems, this framework still has important merits and has
been utilized in analyzing metallic liquids above melting temperature with reasonable success [24–26, 94, 95].
Because of the large dynamic range in our QENS data, the timescale of measured dynamics involves fast
 -relaxations. MCT provides an asymptotic form of the density correlation function for  -relaxation given
as follows [226]:
F (Q, t) = fQ + hQ g (t/t ), (4.32)
where fQ is the non-ergodicity parameter; hQ is a scaling amplitude of  -relaxations; t  is the timescale
of  -relaxation; and the time-dependent term g (t/t ) is determined completely by an exponent parameter
 . In theory,   can be expressed in complex mathematical formulations in terms of structure factor for
simple systems. In our analysis, following other works [24, 95], we used a value of   = 0.77, which is close
to the value for hard-sphere mixtures [227], and is fixed throughout the temperature and Q values. In
several relevant Cu-Zr based systems, the incoherent density correlator was fitted with a   value of 0.77
[94, 95]. As the shape of   relaxation quantified by g(t) is the same for both self and collective dynamics,
use of this value in our analysis is justified [228]. The experimental data is inverse Fourier-transformed and
deconvoluted with the resolution in time domain. In doing so, decay of F (Q, t) at long times are a↵ected
and unreliable due to the small values of the resolution function.
The extracted  -relaxation time t  is consistent with results from KWW analysis in the preceding section.
This Q–dependent relaxation time t  follows the shape of S(Q), indicative of collective relaxation. Such a
variation of t  in phase with S(Q) is commonly known as the de Gennes narrowing and has been observed
in several glass-formers [228–231]. The proximity of the observed relaxation decay at 950  C and 1000  C
in Fig. 4.38 translates to a flattening of t  in Arrhenius plots, and a clear change in slope (Fig. 4.39). Such
behavior is observed across all the Q values outlining the first S(Q) peak in this melt. The interesting
coincidence of the change in slope with the observed peak in the specific heat measurements (Fig. 4.1)
suggests a thermodynamic origin of the dynamical features observed in relaxation time and is discussed in
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Figure 4.38: (a) Temperature dependence of density correlation function F (Q = 3.5A˚ 1, t) for the melted
Zr51Cu36Ni4Al9. (b) Wavevector transfer Q-dependence of F (Q, t) at 900  C shows that the relaxations
shape S(Q). The time range of F (Q, t) shown characterizes the  -relaxation in this metallic melt. Solid
lines denote the MCT  -scaling fits applied to the deconvolved density correlation function. At very short
times, fast motions such as phonon contributions give rise to deviations from the fit.

























Figure 4.39: (a) Arrhenius plots of t  at all Q values outlining the first peak in S(Q). The extracted values
range for 0.2 – 1 ps across the Q-range. An interesting dip in the relaxation time is observed between 950  C
and 1000  C. (b) Q-dependence of t  clearly illustrates the de Gennes narrowing, signaling the collective
nature of relaxation in the quaternary melt.
The coincidence of the specific heat peak and the unusual change of slope of the relaxation time in the
Angell plot could be understood from the Adam-Gibbs theory [66, 100]. Adam-Gibbs theory provides a
framework for connections between the transport coe cients and the configurational entropy Sconf . Our
measurements quantify fast motions and as such cannot be directly applied with Adam-Gibbs theory. Never-
theless, we would apply it in the ensuing discussions to motivate a thermodynamic origin of our observations.







⌧o is a prefactor with weak temperature dependence and C is a constant proportional to the free activation
energy of co-operatively rearranging region. At such high temperatures, if we ignore the contributions
of vibrations to entropy S and approximate the total entropy by the configurational part only, such that
Sconf ⇡ S, then the following relation yields:






Thus, in performing numerical integration of the area under DSC curve during a peak will produce a kink in
Sconf , which in turn will produce a change in slope in the Angell plot of transport properties, as demonstrated
elsewhere [100]. While there is uncertainty associated with the measured collective relaxation time quantified
by both models, the resulting flattening in relaxation time between 950 – 1000  C is consistently observed.
Interestingly, a deviation of the self relaxation time from high temperature Arrhenius behavior, i.e. Arrhenius
crossover or dynamical onset, has been observed around similar temperatures in both neutron scattering
measurements and molecular dynamics simulations [182]. However, the link between the self and the fast
collective relaxation times is not trivial in such metallic liquids. Furthermore, the Arrhenius crossover has
not been found to correlate with a thermodynamic signature such as the heat capacity peak observed in
this system. Hence, the coincidence of the collective relaxation anomaly and the specific heat peak indicates
some interesting phenomenon happening at this temperature range that merits further study.
In a recent study, a similar peak in cp of a Cu-Zr-Al based BMG has been attributed to an underlying
temperature induced weak liquid-liquid phase transition characterized by change in length-scale of S(Q)
[74]. The same interpretation has been applied to explain a similar non-monotonic nature of the measured
viscosity [232]. Our result is consistent with, although do not corroborate, such interpretations. In general,
a liquid-liquid phase transition is shown to exist if the interaction pair potential has two distinct length
scales [233]. However, it is not known exactly how a liquid-liquid phase transition would manifest itself
in a many-body interacted system. Another possible scenario for this behavior could be local structural
separation in the liquid. Evidently, further experiments with with improved statistics are needed in order
to elucidate the nature of the unusual change of slope in the collective relaxation times and its coincidence
with the cp peak beyond the melting point.
4.11 Collective modes
Collective dynamics of simple liquids are typically characterized by excitations and thermal di↵usion in
the long wavelength limit. In the hydrodynamic limit, the spectrum of density fluctuations measured by
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scattering techniques reveal a central Rayleigh peak that characterizes the thermal di↵usion process excluding
the vibrational component and two symmetric Brillouin peaks that correspond to longitudinal acoustic
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◆  (4.35)
where DT is the thermal di↵usivity excluding the electronic contributions;   is the specific heat ratio;
 l is the width of longitudinal mode; and cl is the macroscopic longitudinal sound speed. Several past
studies have focused on studying simple liquid metals such as Li, Na, Al, Rb, Ni, Ga etc and metallic glass
formers as model systems to probe collective dynamics across a wide wave-vector transfer Q and dynamic
range measured using both Inelastic X-ray Scattering (IXS)[2, 105, 107, 108, 110, 111] and Inelastic Neutron
Scattering (INS) [106, 115, 234–237] and molecular dynamics simulations [238–241]. Multicomponent liquids
display complex behavior
The current functions are also used to quantify the collective dynamics of liquids. Based on the continuity
equation, one can derive a relation between the longitudinal-current and the density correlation functions,





The transverse current fluctuations are completely decoupled from fluctuations in longitudinal variables in




Ct(Q, t) + ⌫Q
2Ct(Q, t) = 0 (4.37)
where ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity. The solution for the above has an exponential form as follows
Ct(Q, t) = !
2
0 exp( ⌫Q2t) (4.38)
The zero-time value !20 = Q
2/ m. The shear viscosity ⌘ is subsequently related to the long-wavelength,
small frequency behavior of the power spectrum Ct(Q,!).





Transverse current correlations, which are not accessible through experiments of simple liquids, can be
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calculated in molecular-dynamics simulations of simple liquids that show Ct(Q, t) decays in an oscillatory
manner at finite wavelengths [109, 239–242]. The corresponding power spectrum, thus, show a peak at
non-zero frequency which suggests the existence of a non-hydrodynamic shear mode. Typically, liquids are
believed to not support shear waves at macroscopic length scales and measurements using techniques such
as dynamical light scattering do not reveal it. The existence of such a mode means that under an applied
strain-rate the liquid system has insu cient time to flow and behaves like an elastic solid instead. These
modes are, however, highly damped and short-lived. Recent experiments on simple metallic liquids suggest
that even transverse propagating modes can be observed in the density fluctuation spectrums of INS or
IXS measurements outside the hydrodynamic regime when atomic vibration propagation length approaches
the nearest neighbor distances [110, 111, 243]. The lack of translational invariance found in crystals is
suggested to cause a rapid loss of the pure symmetry character and subsequent mixing of both longitudinal
and transverse excitation modes at larger Q values in both current correlation functions [124, 244]. Typical
frequency of atomic vibrations of such transverse excitations lie in the terahertz or milli electron volt energy
range for simple liquids.
The Io↵e-Regel crossover [245] has been used in conjunction with the localization of transverse and
longitudinal excitations. The concept of IR crossover is related to transition from a weak scattering of
acoustic phonons with mean free path much larger than its wavelength to a strong scattering excitation
when the wavelength and the mean-free path equal each other [246]. While its initial applicability was for
crystals with defects, it is now regarded as a generic phenomenon for excitations. Below the TA, interactions
among LCEs have been suggested to lead to dynamic heterogeneity and appearance of boson peak on
approaching glass transition. Thus, it gives rise to the collective behavior of the system.
4.11.1 Coherent Dynamic Structure Factor
We compute the coherent neutron-scattering length weighted density correlation function F (Q, t) in a simu-
lated ternary metallic liquid Cu40Zr51Al9 which is an excellent glass-former. Molecular dynamic simulations
were performed using the protocol of ref [182]. The glassy state was prepared by quenching the high temper-
ature liquid to the room temperature using a rate of 1 K/ps and further annealed at 300 K for 10 ns. The
dynamic structure factor S(Q,E) is obtained by Fourier transform of F (Q, t). Computations are performed
for wavevector transfer Q values from 0.25 – 4 A˚ 1 and several temperature values in between 300 K and
2000 K. The spectral shape of the S(Q,E) is fitted well by the generalized hydrodynamic (GH) model which
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Figure 4.40: Fitting the dynamic structure factor S(Q,E) of the melted ternary metallic liquid with the
GH model at (a) 1000 K and (b) 2000 K. (b) Fitting residual is negligible for the inelastic region of S(Q,E).
Fittings for additional temperature and wavevector values are shown in the SI.













(!2   ⌦l(Q)2)2 + (2! l(Q))2+
A2
4⌦t(Q)2 t(Q)
(!2   ⌦t(Q)2)2 + (2! t(Q))2
 
(4.40)
In the above equation, S(Q) is the static structure factor;  D(Q) represents the width of the central Rayleigh
peak;  l,t(Q) are the widths of the inelastic Brillouin peaks corresponding to a longitudinal acoustic exci-
tation (LAE) mode and a transverse acoustic excitation (TAE) mode respectively; ⌦l,t(Q) are the phonon
damping terms characterizing the frequency of the modes; Ai are scaling factors. The longitudinal excitation
mode has the larger energy and bounds the transverse mode across all Q-values. Our initial attempt to fit
the S(Q,E) with a collective thermal di↵usion and one inelastic excitation corresponding to the clearly
visible longitudinal mode failed to capture the behavior of S(Q,E) across all Q and temperatures. The
applicability of the model across all the Q range is further established using the experimental validation
across 1.5 – 4.3 A˚ 1 presented in the ensuing sections.
Fig. 4.40 shows the dynamic structure factor at Q = 1 A˚ 1 and two high temperatures of the ternary
metallic liquid on either side of the Arrhenius crossover temperature, identified from previous studies around
TA ⇠1300 K [182]. The data in both cases of Fig. 4.40(a), (b) is fitted well using eq. 4.40 in the energy domain






















































Figure 4.41: Fitting S(Q,E) with a single damped harmonic oscillator does not work well at finite Q,E
space.
the residuals below the main plots in panel. The central peak width characteristic of the collective thermal
relaxations can be unambiguously obtained in the time domain by taking the 1/e cut of the normalized
F (Q, t).
4.11.2 Current Correlation Functions
Across the first structure factor peak, the collective thermal di↵usion dominates the quasi-elastic behavior
and mixes with the width of the transverse excitation mode. Subsequently, both current correlation functions
were also calculated at the same temperature and wavevector values. The current correlation spectrums
were fitted with a DHO function to extract the energy and the width of the acoustic excitation modes. The
current correlations are fitted using the DHO equation and shown in Fig. 4.42 across a wide temperature
range including the glassy state at 300 K. This computation is not weighted by the neutron scattering lengths
as in S(Q,E) purely for the fact that it acts as a scaling factor only and does not alter the energy and width
of the acoustic modes. The longitudinal current correlation Cl(Q,E) increases in intensity with temperature
and has a zero value at E = 0. The DHO equation which is derived for S(Q,E) is thus multiplied by E2
to obtain the correct fitting form in this case. The transverse current correlation function Ct(Q,E) is fitted
with a symmetric form of the DHO form which resembles a lorentzian shifted to a non-zero energy value.
This form is used as it fits the data better than the original DHO form owing to the non-zero nature of
Ct(Q,E) at E = 0 as seen in Fig. 4.42(b) for higher temperatures. The transverse excitation is found to be
much more damped than the longitudinal mode indicated by their larger widths. It should be noted that
the fittings at low frequency or small energy values of Cl(Q,!) is clearly not the best. Following the earlier
discussions, a quasi-transverse branch appears as a small shoulder, whose energy and damping coe cient
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can be obtained by adding another DHO.
































Figure 4.42: Fitting the (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse current correlation functions with the DHO
model for various temperatures at Q = 1 A˚ 1. Same model is applied for the entire Q and T range examined
in the study.
Fig. 4.43(a-d) show the corresponding dispersion and widths of both excitations identified from S(Q,E).
The energy and width of the TAE di↵er slightly from those identified using Ct(Q,E) in Fig. 4.43(e-h). This
is due to influence of collective thermal di↵usion on transverse excitations. The Io↵e-Regel criterion which
is the distinguishing boundary between propagating and non-propagating excitations can be written as:
⌦(Q) = 2⇡ (Q) (4.41)
In Fig. 4.43(a,b) we plot the dispersion relation of LAE and TAE along with the fullwidth of the excitations
multiplied by 2⇡. The energy and the Q value of the IR limit can be determined only for the longitudi-
nal excitations. Many past studies have focused on the IR crossover energy of transverse excitations and
linked them to the boson peak energy for glassy systems [109, 113] and many other studies show that the
crossover for longitudinal excitations are much higher than the boson peak energy [107, 108]. We make use
of the equivalence of boson peak and transverse excitations in fitting the INS data presented in the ensuing
section. This section focuses on the wavevector transfer Q value where the IR crossover is met. We observe
well-defined longitudinal excitations that exist for all the temperatures studied. The dispersion reaches a
maximum value at roughly half of the maximum in S(Q) referred to as the pseudo Brillouin zone in disor-
dered materials and forms a local minimum at the S(Q) maximum. Transverse acoustic excitations reveal a
similar dispersion behavior until the pseudo Brillouin zone whereafter it essentially remains a constant.
The excitation energy ⌦ of both modes decreases slightly with increasing temperature. Contrastingly, the
width   of both modes is found to increase with temperature, which is expected as the excitations become
highly damped in the melted states but are much more pronounced in the glassy state.  t is found to be
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Figure 4.43: Dispersion of the excitation modes and their half-width multiplied by 2⇡ for (a) LAE and (b)
TAE modes identified from the S(Q,E). The propagation lengths corresponding to (c) LAE and (d) TAE
modes. Corresponding figures for the energy and width of the excitations identified from current correlations
are shown in (e) – (h). The experimentally measured sound velocities in Cu40Zr51Al9 at 300 K [247] shows
good agreement with the computed dispersion curve in (a,b,e,&f).
slightly larger than  l but the excitation energy ⌦t is found to be much smaller than ⌦l. The width of TAE
are comparable to their energy value as well which implies it has a highly damped nature. The lifetime of









The mean propagating length of the excitations can be computed as










The mean propagating lengths computed using eq. 4.44, shown for longitudinal excitations in Fig. 4.43(c,g)
and transverse excitations in Fig. 4.43(d,h), is found to decrease with increasing temperature confirming
their highly damped nature in the melted state. Long wavelength LAE with mean free path larger than ⇠IR
at a given Q can propagate in the system. Correspondingly, transverse excitations in the studied Q range are
revealed to be highly localized in the melted state but nearly propagating in the glassy state at very small
Q < 0.25 A˚ 1. They become larger than the mean distance between nearest-neighbors a ⇠3 A˚ at small Q
value that decreases with increasing temperature. This shows that the transverse excitations can propagate to
distances larger than a but are still localized in IR sense. Alternatively, the lifetime of transverse excitations
can also be estimated using the Maxwell relaxation time ⌧M = ⌘/G1, where G1 is the instantaneous
shear modulus. It has been previously shown that ⇠ estimated using macroscopic quantities, ⌧M and the
hydrodynamic transverse sound velocity ct, becomes as large as a at the Arrhenius crossover temperature
TA in metallic liquids [36]. In this work, we show that the transverse excitations propagate to atomic cage
size but are still localized in IR sense.
4.11.3 Arrhenius Crossover
The energy of the IR crossover in LAE shifts to lower energy from ⇠23 meV at 300 K to ⇠5 meV at
3000 K. Perhaps the more interesting result lies in the temperature dependence of the wavevector value QIR
where the IR crossover occurs in LAE. Fig. 4.44(a) shows QIR for LAE modes identified from density and
longitudinal-current correlations. Both values show good agreement across the temperature range examined.





The IR crossover wavelength rIR =
2⇡
QIR
ranges from 5 – 25 in the temperature range of 300 – 3000 K in
Fig. 4.44(b). This curve denotes the boundary between propagating and localized LAE. This means that
in the glassy state, for instance, many short wavelength excitations (> 5 A˚) can easily propagate with a
mean free path greater than ⇠IR ⇠3 A˚. The inflection point of this curve identified in Fig. 4.44(c) is 1330 K
and corresponds exactly to the Arrhenius crossover temperature TA identified in di↵usion coe cient and
from breakdown of Stokes-Einstein relation (Fig. 4.44(e,f)) [182]. The highlighted rectangle centered around
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1330 K represents an arbitrary width of ±10% of the peak value. More importantly, this illustrates that the
Arrhenius crossover regime is wavelength dependent and extends over a wide temperature range and is in

















































































Figure 4.44: (a) Temperature dependence of the wavevector transfer Q values satisfying the Io↵e-Regel
criteria in S(Q,E) and Jl(Q,E). The highlighted rectangle represents the Arrhenius crossover regime in
this system (b) Corresponding real-space wavelengths estimated as rIR = 2⇡/QIR clearly shows that an
inflection point at TA (c) rIR compared to all partial pair distribution functions near TA. (d) Plot of the
derivative of rIR shows a peak at TA ⇡ 1330 K. The highlighted rectangle corresponds to ±10% of TA.
(e) Arrhenius plot of self-di↵usion coe cient obtained from simulations and experiments revealing TA. (f)
Breakdown of Stokes-Einstein relation at TA in all constituent elements.
The corresponding rIR value for LAE at TA is approximately 13 A˚. The TAE which is still localized
has a mean propagation length of ⇠3 A˚ approximately equal to the mean cage size, as previously found
in [36]. Transverse excitations are strongly intertwined with the atomic connectivity picture that controls
the macroscopic shear viscosity, similar to covalent glass-formers [75]. In this work we show that acoustic
transverse excitations are always localized in the liquid and do not determine the Arrhenius crossover. The
vertically shaded region in Fig. 4.44(b,c) denotes the rIR extents for ±10% of TA. The significance of this
wavelength is revealed when we perform comparison with all partial pair-distribution functions (PDF) g(r)
of the liquid. rIR at the Arrhenius crossover temperature closely matches the pair-correlation length scale
i.e. the point where the correlation in all partial PDFs reaches the random structure value of 1. It essentially
marks the extent of the short range order in liquid and the distinction between the discrete and continuous
boundary. In a sense, it gives a measure of the structural length scale characteristic of the Arrhenius
crossover. Similar behavior of rIR near TA is found for another simpler binary glass-former Cu50Zr50 and
likely to be observed in other simple metallic liquids as well.
The localization of longitudinal excitations determines the wavelength dependent Arrhenius crossover
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temperature range. The inflection point of this regime corresponds to the TA observed in macroscopic quan-
tities where its propagation wavelength is confined to the pair correlation length. The Arrhenius crossover
regime occurs via the Io↵e-Regel localization of LAE at various wavelengths. The collective behavior of
atoms originates from the propagation of longitudinal excitations with wavelength smaller than the random
structure limit below TA.
4.11.4 INS measurements of Excitations
In this section, the INS measurements of collective dynamics performed on LM601 is presented. The glass-
transition temperature Tg for this system is 672 K and the reported TA is around 1300 K. Complete melting
of the sample is observed at 1130 K. The measurements were performed using an incident neutron beam
of 12 meV that provided a wavenumber range of 0.5 – 4.5 A˚ 1 and an energy resolution of 0.65 meV (full
width at half maximum). Measurements were performed in the glassy state (300 K) and a high temperature
liquid states (1298 K) of the sample. Contribution to the scattered signal in this Q range comes from the
predominant coherent scattering of individual elements. Room temperature measurements of empty MgO
crucible with similar geometry was fitted with multiple Gaussian functions and used as the instrumental
resolution. The data analysis was performed by using the Generalized Hydrodynamic (GH) model with the
thermal di↵usion represented by KWW stretched exponential form. The spectral shape of S(Q,E) is fitted
well by a combination of a central stretched exponential function and two acoustic modes represented using
Damped Harmonic Oscillator (DHO) model; convoluted with the energy resolution function.
Two inelastic excitation modes are clearly visible in the room temperature measurement across the Q
range measured (Fig 4.45(a)). Thus, the spectrum is fitted with two inelastic excitations and an elastic
contribution represented by the instrument resolution. The fitting residual in the inelastic region is very
small however the elastic region is slightly larger owing to the much larger elastic intensity and the emphasis
of fitting on the inelastic regions. The larger energy excitation corresponds to the wavelength dependent
longitudinal excitation (LAE) while the smaller energy excitation corresponds to the transverse excitations
(TAE), which has been shown to be equivalent to the boson peak [109, 111, 113]. In the melted state
similar approach is applied in our analysis. Fitting the data with one excitation mode doesn’t capture the
features of the inelastic spectrum. The presence of transverse shear modes at finite Q has been suggested
by several studies [110–112, 124, 125, 248, 249]. Moreover, in our simulations we observe a non-zero shear
mode at finite Q in the transverse current correlations as discussed earlier. This convinced us to treat
the high temperature liquid data with two inelastic excitations. In simple liquids, the collective structural
relaxation is fundamentally responsible for viscoelasticity and ultimate slowing down of dynamics. At high
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Figure 4.45: Measured dynamic structure factor S(Q,E) of LM601 at (a) 300 K and (b) 1300 K. At room
temperature, the inelastic spectrum shows two clear peaks across the Q range of 1.5 – 4.5 A˚ 1 which are
interpreted as two acoustic excitations. Data analysis using the Generalized Hydrodynamic model without
the central thermal-di↵usion term yields the energy and width of two excitations. In the melted sample,
consistent approach is applied. There is an additional QENS component added to describe the central fast
collective relaxations.
temperatures, its timescale ranges in the pico-second range. Another relaxation process termed as the
microscopic relaxation process has been previously suggested in several studies that relates to uncorrelated
atomic collisions and has a much shorter timescale of around 10 2 ps [105, 250–253]. The quasi-elastic
width is thus described by the collective relaxation whereas the the microscopic process would strongly
intertwine with the acoustic process. This idea, however, has been refuted by several studies on the basis
that such a high frequency mode would require a rather specific theory of liquid dynamics. Rather, a truly
elastic crystal-like description for the short time dynamics has been suggested [111]. This is based on the
comparisons with the crystalline state of the simple liquid system. This further emboldens our intuition to
fit the INS data two inelastic acoustic excitations.
In Fig. 4.46, we plot the parameters of interest for the acoustic excitations at both temperatures. We
plot the dispersion of both excitations at 300 K in panel (a) and 1300 K in panel (d) which qualitatively
agrees with the results from MD simulations of the Cu-Zr-Al system discussed in earlier section. At room
temperature, TAE could not be identified from S(Q,E) of the simulated system as the sampling statistics
was insu cient to distinguish it. The lifetime of the excitations computed from the damping width is shown
for both modes in panel (b) and (e). The agreement for LAE modes between experiments and simulations
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Figure 4.46: Parameters characterizing the inelastic excitations at 300 K and 1300 K: (a) dispersion of
LAE (triangle) and TAE (circle) modes compared to the LAE from MD simulations in previous section, (b)
lifetime of excitations estimated from eq. 4.42, (c) propagation length of both excitations compared to the
Io↵e-Regel criterion. (d-f) are the parallels of (a-c) for 1400 K.
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is acceptable. Around the first di↵raction peak, the phonon lifetime should ideally shape the S(Q). At
high-temperatures the width of TAE is not determined very accurately owing to the stretching of collective
relaxations. The timescale ranges from [0.02 – 0.5] ps, which compares well with the lifetime of short-living
bonds or instantaneous cages formed in the liquid represented by the Maxwell relaxation time ⌧M ⇡ 0.3 ps
from simulations [182]. The propagation lengths of the excitations computed using eq. 4.44 is shown for
both temperatures in panels (c) and (f). The Io↵e-Regel limit (eq. 4.45) is also shown as solid lines and is
much larger than the mean propagation lengths of both excitations at both temperatures and the Q range.
It clearly illustrates that these excitation modes are localized at the finite wavelengths studied in this work.
At high temperatures the transverse excitations are strongly scattered, short-lived or over-damped. The
damped harmonic oscillator model, upon which the data analysis is performed has three distinct cases
determined by the magnitudes of the damping width and the frequency of the excitation. If the frequency ⌦
is larger than the width of the inelastic mode   then one obtains the usual DHO form of the underdamped
case and the response of F (Q, t) is a sinusoidal with an envelope of a decaying exponential. If ⌦ =  , then
we have the critical damping and F (Q, t) decays the fastest without oscillating. And finally for modes with
⌦ <  , the excitation is highly over-damped and it decays exponentially slower than critical damping. In
high-temperature liquids, we believe the transverse excitations are usually over-damped at finite wavelengths
giving rise to an almost relaxation like behavior. In our analysis, we found that   > ⌦ for Q > 2.9 A˚ 1
in the liquid. Obviously, the relative magnitudes are a↵ected by the behavior of the collective relaxation
process. Since the thermal di↵usion process governs the quasi-elastic peak, it mixes with the damping of the
transverse mode. It is possible to determine these parameters unambiguously only at large Q with neutron
scattering, owing to the kinematic constraints at small Q. Furthermore, the detection of TAE in the first
pseudo-Brillouin zone is di cult as the scattering signal for the useful IXS technique scales with u ·Q, where
u is the displacement of particles. This product is always 0 in the first pseudo-Brillouin zone because liquids
cannot sustain shear forces at long wavelengths. And the lack of periodicity in liquids at higher Q means
that these modes become highly damped and localized at large Q. The behavior of transverse phonons
at even higher temperatures can be thought of as fast relaxations with a characteristic timescale of the
Maxwell relaxation time. This has been shown to be equivalent to the bond-breaking/formation time above
the Arrhenius crossover temperature TA [36, 75]. It is therefore plausible to assert that the characteristics




In this work the atomic scale dynamics of glass-forming metallic liquid system was explored using two comple-
mentary approaches: neutron scattering and molecular dynamics. We characterized the self- and collective-
dynamics of the model system at various wavelengths and frequencies enabling us to study atomic di↵usion,
collective thermal di↵usion, along with propagation of inelastic acoustic excitations. We rationalized the
observed phenomena in terms of the prevailing concepts and framework in studying liquids and glasses to
highlight on the similarities and di↵erences of dynamics in complex metallic liquids to other glass-formers
as well as other model simple liquids.
We characterized the equilibrium liquid state of a model multi-component metallic liquid system, display-
ing complex many-body interactions, using molecular dynamics simulations, with emphasis on incoherent
or self-motions of constituent elements. The structure of the liquid behaves similar to a simple liquid but
reveals locally favored bonding among Al & Zr atoms. Subsequent analysis of dynamic quantities reveals
a deviation from the Arrhenius behavior below a crossover temperature TA ⇠ 1300 ± 100 K, which is well
above its melting temperature of Tm ⇠ 900 K and roughly twice of the glass-transition temperature of
the system. Below TA, the dynamics of Cu atoms is found to decouple strongly from that of Al and Zr
atoms. In addition, the Stokes-Einstein relation that relates the di↵usion coe cient and the macroscopic
shear viscosity or structural relaxation time also breaks down in the equilibrium liquid phase at TA. The
mechanisms for such decoupling are interpreted as the increase in spatially heterogeneous dynamics or de-
velopment of intermittent correlated rearranging regions mediated by the dynamic communications among
local configurational or topological excitations. The many-body and chemical complexity of the investigated
metallic liquid allows the examination of these phenomena unambiguously in the equilibrium liquid state.
The onset of sluggish dynamics at such a high temperature temptingly suggests that this material can be
a good-glass former. The incipience of cooperativity in the equilibrium state marks a sudden increase in
dynamical cluster formation. As the system is systematically cooled below the liquidus temperature, we
expect that the dynamical clustering trend will enhance. However, upon reaching close to experimental
glass transition it can only be qualitatively asserted that such correlation lengths may span large lengths.
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To obtain an atomic-scale understanding of the spatially correlated dynamics, we use a non-parametric,
unsupervised machine-learning algorithm to find natural clusters of particles with similar mobility at a time-
scale of structural relaxation. The method allows unambiguous direct visualization of three-dimensional
dynamical clusters for the first time to the knowledge of the authors. Results from this cluster analysis
reveals that the dynamical cluster size progressively increases with decreasing temperature, but below the
dynamical crossover temperature TA this phenomenon is accelerated among particles with slow to interme-
diate mobility. Particles with the largest mobility do not show any appreciable increase in cluster sizes.
This is expected because such mobile particles do not span any spatial domain for a long period and can
be isolated due to their enhanced mobility. This cluster analysis technique is qualitatively insensitive to
the number of mobility groups used in the analysis. The temperature-trend of cluster size increase matches
that of other commonly used measures of dynamic heterogeneity such as non-Gaussian parameter ↵2(t)
and four-point correlation functions  4(t). The e↵ective hydrodynamic radius also reveals a drastic de-
crease in size below TA. This agreement reveals that the method is able to provide a compelling picture
of the dynamic heterogeneity. This technique can be further extended to characterize the morphology of
the clusters, the influence of element types on cluster formation and time-evolution of dynamical clusters.
The robustness of the unsupervised hierarchical clustering algorithm in identifying dynamical clusters in
a simulated ternary glass-forming metallic liquid system is also demonstrated. The sensitivity analysis of
two parameters important to this technique, namely the number of mobility groups and the inconsistency
coe cient, demonstrates consistency in results. This technique can be further extended to quantify dynamic
heterogeneity in the supercooled states.
Using quasi-elastic neutron scattering, we performed measurements of the mean di↵usion coe cient D in
the generalized hydrodynamic regime (Q < 1.5 A˚ 1) of the model glass-forming metallic liquid LM601. The
extracted D follows an Arrhenius temperature dependence at high temperatures, but shows a deviation from
the Arrhenius behavior below TA ⇡ 1300 K. Guided by Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, we identify
TA as the onset of cooperative dynamics, i.e., a crossover from uncorrelated dynamics above TA to landscape-
influenced correlated dynamics below TA. The onset/crossover temperature TA in such a multicomponent
bulk metallic glass-forming liquid is found approximately twice larger than its calorimetric glass transition
temperature (Tg ⇡ 697 K) from experiments consistent the simulations and in its stable liquid phase, unlike
many molecular liquids. Moreover, we show the universal presence of such dynamical onset phenomenon in
10 other glass-forming metallic liquids. The onset of correlated dynamics may be interpreted in terms of
increasing heterogenous dynamics or development of intermittent correlated rearranging regions as identified
from the computer simulations.
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In our e↵orts to understand how the Arrhenius crossover phenomenon in glass-forming metallic liquids
compare to other glass-formers, we found a clear correlation between the dynamic fragility and the Arrhenius
crossover phenomenon. The reduced crossover temperature ✓A = TA/Tg depends strongly on the liquid
fragility, and can be observed either in the supercooled state (molecular glass-former) or in the equilibrium
liquid state (metallic and network glass-formers). In particular, for 11 glass-forming metallic liquids, we
universally observe a crossover behavior at approximately ✓A ⇡ 2 which is in their stable liquid phases. In
contrast, for fragile molecular liquids, this crossover occurs at much lower ✓A ⇡ 1.4 and usually in their
supercooled states. The ✓A values for strong network liquids spans a wide range higher than 2. The e↵ective
activation barrier of the high-temperature Arrhenius behavior takes on a nearly universal value of 11 kBTg for
nonpolar molecular and metallic liquids. Such correlations between the low and high-temperature parameters
imply that Tg can be estimated from the high-temperature activation barrier E1 and the fragility m can
be estimated from the reduced crossover temperature ✓A = TA/Tg. Hence, the low-temperature glassy
characteristics can be predicted from the high-temperature Arrhenius crossover in liquids.
The collective dynamics of complex metallic liquids was compared to other simple liquids to reveal several
interesting physics, some of which have generic implications while others are rather specific to this glass-
former. The inelastic neutron scattering measurements of collective fast  -relaxations in LM601 shows an
unusual change in slope of the temperature dependence of relaxation time around 950  C for the kinetic Q
range 1.5 – 4.0 A˚ 1. This feature is independent of the models used for the data analysis. DSC measurements
also reveal the presence of a peak in the same temperature range where the change of slope in relaxation
times is observed. This coincidence is rationalized using Adams-Gibbs theory and may have interesting
physical implications. Further QENS measurements and structure measurements with more temperature
points are required to understand the connection between observed unusual slope change of the collective
relaxation time and the specific heat peak revealed in the DSC measurements.
The high-frequency dynamics of the metallic glass system shows interesting behavior. Using molecular
dynamics simulations we assessed the dynamic structure factor and current correlation functions across a
wide Q range in the generalized hydrodynamic regime, outlining the first di↵raction peak, and below the ki-
netic region. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements outline the high-frequency dynamics around the first
di↵raction peak and suggested the possibility of transverse acoustic excitations in addition to the pressure
wave arising from longitudinal excitations in this system. The dispersions of both excitations are studied
across a wide-temperature range from room temperature to 2000 K, which is much higher than TA. Experi-
ments reveal the localized nature of these excitations at finite wavelengths and suggested connection between
the transverse excitations and the local connectivity changes. Rationalizing the dispersion frequency and
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lifetime of these excitations, we observed a Io↵e-Regel crossover wavelength of the longitudinal excitations
rIR ⇠ 13 A˚ which matches the pair-distribution function lengthscale at TA. This lengthscale essentially
distinguishes the discrete and continuous boundaries in a liquid as the atomic correlations only exist up
to this length. By mapping out the wavelength dependent IR crossover temperature of the longitudinal
excitations, we find that the inflection point of this map occurs at the Arrhenius crossover temperature TA.
The Arrhenius crossover regime occurs via the IR localization of longitudinal acoustic excitations at various
wavelengths. Similar behavior of rIR is also observed for other binary glass-former and likely to be observed
in other simple one-component metallic liquids as well. This provides a way to rationalize the structure of
liquid influencing the dynamic behavior of the liquid.
5.1 Outlook
This work raises interesting questions beyond just extending the idea of dynamic crossover to metallic liquids.
It remains an open question whether such a crossover happening at twice of Tg in metallic liquids, unlike many
molecular systems, has a thermodynamic origin [184]. Furthermore, the observation of dynamic crossover
in both di↵usion coe cient and the viscosity of metallic liquids tied with the breakdown of Stokes-Einstein
relation in metallic liquids is an intriguing question that needs to be explored. The connections between
collective fast relaxation anomaly, specific heat peak, dynamic crossover in transport properties, and the
breakdown of SER and possible liquid-liquid phase transition needs to be explored. The phenomenon of
localization of transverse and longitudinal excitations near the length scale corresponding to the boundary of
atomic correlations at the Arrhenius crossover can be experimentally explored using inelastic x-ray scattering.
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